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BC to host Mass. Special Olympics
By CYNTHIA HEANEY
Heights Copy Editor

were able to come to BC.

The Massachusetts Special
Olympics is a branch of the
world-wide sports training and
athletic competition of
Olympic-type sports involving
special needs participants. It is
a continuing program that helps
them develop physical fitness,
prepare for entry into school,
and share fun and skills with
Special
family,
other
and
the
Olympians,
community.
For the first

time, the
Special
Massachusetts
at
Olympics will be held Boston
College. Among the reasons
cited are BC'sexcellentathletic
facilitiesand its ongoing interest
in the needs of special

education.
"Historically, BC has always
been
the
interested in
disenfranchised population," said
Brown, who himself holds a
graduate degree from Boston
College. He pointed out that BC

has done much in the field of
training people to work with
both the handicapped and those
with learning disabilities.
William Flynn, BC's Director of
Athletics, has been named
honorary chairman of this

summer's games.
Boston College will expect to
host 2000 athletes competing in
11 sports at the summer games,
as well as from 500 to 600

Volunteers, page 28

Tuition Assistance Act
debated in the Senate
The bill, designed to give
students an opportunity to do
something about the rising cost
At Wednesday's Senate meeting of tuition, was initiated by Steve
the Tuition Assistance Act was Howard, CSOM '93. Howard
debated and ultimately tabled.
said the "rationale" behind the
bill was that as the costs at BC
'rise, the number of
students who can afford to
pay does not.
He further outlined the
reasons for the bill, calling
! them "three-fold." The first
I reason was that UGBC
budget representatives,
|who regularly attend
budget meetings, do not
know student reactions to
the budget. The second
1 reason was the lack of a
| network to support or
i oppose what happens on
campus. He asserted that,
"gold-plated steps being
added to McElroy," or any
improvementthat students
j opposed would be more
! effectively brought to the
By ELENA EPATKO
Heights Assistant Copy Editor

I

i

On June 14 through 16, Boston
College will be the site of this
summer's annual Massachusetts
Special Olympics.
The announcement was made
at a press conference held this past
Wednesday in the Shea Function
Room in Conte Forum. Those who
spoke at the press conference
included Edward B. Carroll,
Associate Athletic Director of
Boston College; Rev. J. Donald
Monan, SJ; and Michael Sanders,
A&S'9l, Co-Captainof the football
team; who all welcomed the
MassachusettsSpecialOlympicsto
Boston College; and Roger W.
Brown, Executive Director,
Massachusetts Special Olympics,

who said he was delighted they

'administration's attention
if there werea pre-existing
network to work within.
The third reason for the
bill, Howard continued,
was the lack of financial
aid. He said that it is

Peaceful Surroundings?

During the day, the Chestnut Hill Reservoir has been a site where students
have jogged and enjoyed the beauty of the surroundings. However, at night the reservoir has been a place
where a number of violent attacks have occurred. On Tuesday, October 30, students will be able to
participate in an open forum discussion on safety issues at BC. The forum begins at 8 pm in Cushing 001
.

important for

"students to

help each other" due to
the impending increases.
He said that BC is not alone

in needing more financial aid,

and advocated "BC's leading the
way" to show that students can
make a difference.
The bill is divided into three
sections, designed to "inform and
educate" as well as actively
"provide direct assistance to
individuals with financial needs."
The Director of Tuition
Assistance position would be
added to the UGBC Department
of University Affairs. The director
would oversee three tuitionoriented committees.
The first of these committees is
Information
the
Tuition
Committee. The members of this
group will "analyze the spending
priorities and costs" in the
University budget. They pass this
information on to the Tuition
Lobby Board, and also the

students.

The Tuition Lobby Board's job
is to "build a network" which will
voice the students' opinions on
budget issues. They put into
action those initiatives set down
by the Tuition Information Board.
The Scholarship Funding
Committee's goal is to raise
money to give directly to students
in need. Part of the fundraising
would be done through a
surcharge on tickets for UCBCsponsored events.
UGBC, page 28

Jones addresses recent Civil Rights Bill
By MAURA KELLY
Heights Assistant to the Editor

Outspoken human rights
advocate and attorney Elaine Jones
addressed the issue of affirmative
action in her lecture on Tuesday,
October 23.
Jones urged students to educate
themselves on key issues which
they care about, and she explained
how women are still fighting for
equality in today's society.
In reference to the recently
vetoed Civil Rights Bill of 1990,
Jones urged students to "understand
today's issuesand start caringabout
them. We [women, with respect to
this bill] are in a very dangerous
position, in 1990, of taking a step
backward and losing ground
because we are not tuned into what
is going on. We started to gain
recognition and importance in the
20th century, but we'll lose it in the
21 st if we don't pay attention to the
issues. Work to keep yourselves
informed about the issues you care
about."

Jones asked all students to provide punitive and monetary opinion, because they would be
subject to these monetary
show some sensitivity and be damages, underTitle7oftheCivil
damages for
aware
of
what is going
women in the
workplace.
on. "Don't
putyourhead
President
in the sand.
Bush vetoed
Be a part of
the bill. On
what
is
happening;
October 24, it
was
again
understand
presented to
what is going
on so that
Congress, but
when you get
the veto was
knocked
no
t
down you
overridden.
aren't stung,
Jones
expressed
and you can
pick yourself
concern over
the fate of the
up and goon
the
bill.
"It is a
to
next Elaine Jones lectured on the importance of the veto of the 1990
round," she Civil Rights Bill.
good bill that
said.
is built on
Jones emphasized the Rights Act of 1964, for women compromise," she stated.
importance of students' who have suffered discrimination
This bill represents the
knowledge on issues. She cited by employers. "It's bringing some continuing struggle of equality
the Civil Rights Bill of 1990 as equality into the law," Jones for women, Jones said. "We are
an example. This bill, among its
commented. However, corporate still in the same struggle.We are
many other provisions, would
America fought this bill, in her part of the continuum.Today,

we are still part of the women's

suffrage movement and the fight
for families and equality/' she

continued.
She then urged students to pay
attention to and understand these
issues, "because if we don't make
our voices heard, we may lose
ground. It's your obligation to
speak out on, and not back away
from, issues that people expect
you to act upon...We can't pass
the buck; the baton is ours to
carry, it is our turn. If we drop it,
we lose ground."
The resources to educate the
public and students on all issues
are just not available, Jones
continued. Therefore, the public,
particularly students, need to go
to the offices of their senators and
representatives every day to
express their views. By becoming
involved, we can help others as
well as ourselves. "Our ability to
communicate must improve," she
stated.
Women's, page 26
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An interview with Dave Herliley
By David Daley
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The anatomy of a shrewd shuttle flyer.
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Spot the JetPakCommuter Book! Ten one- -""\u25a0
way tickets for a mere $379. You'll save 36%
-take the savings and watch 36% more
naughty foreign films.
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You always were quick on your feet! x
Pan Am WorldPass? The Richest Frequent \
Traveler Program in the World? will really \
get'em scurrying up the Matterhorn, \
stomping out a flamenco in sunny Spain, or \
dangling out ofa hammock in Hawaii
\
Just dial 1-800-348-8000and joinPan Am
\
\
WorldPass today.

FLIGHTS ON THE 1/2 HOUR BETWEEN
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taste know
that there's nobetter way to travel between
Boston, New York, and Washington than
the Pan Am Shuttle!
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Congratulatioris! You're on the scent of
the Pan Am Shuttle's low one-way student
fare ofss9* But then you've always had a
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The $59
FaretsvaJid Monday-Friday 10:30 AM-2:30 PM and 730
PM-9.30 PM, and Sunday 3 30 PM-9 30 PM. A $49 YouthFare is available
*" day Sah,r(fay
""?* 2; 30 PM on Sunday Fares and schedule
subied to
chan ° B without notia- A * 1 surcharge applies for nights departing Boston.
Youth fare is
12-24 years of age with proper ID.
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BC unable to hold Mass.
Audubon Society conference
By ERIC TROELS WIBERG
Heights Staff Writer
The Massachusetts Audubon
Society will not hold its proposed
seminar to promote recycling on
Saturday, November 10 at Boston
Col lege as a result of BC's inability
to guarantee the necessary
facilities in time for Mass.

Audubon's Labor Day deadline.

According to David Early,
Assistant Director of BC's Bureau
of Conferences (8.0.C.), the
8.0.C. approved the seminar, but
buildings like Robsham Theater
and 12 requested "breakout
rooms" could not be reserved
before the school year began and
before he received the Office of

the Registrar's complete list of

schedules.
The Massachusetts Audubon
Society, one of the oldest
Audubon Societies in the world
and the largest in New England,
is dedicated to "conservation,
preservation, research, and
advocacy." The society, a branch
of the National Audubon Society
and publisher of Sanctuary
magazine, is "a voluntary
association with a common
concern for preservation of an
environment that supports both
humans and wildlife".
The approval indicates that
Mass. Audubon is welcome, and
leaves their attendance up to
whether or not the facilities can

fine print
By

be made available. In this case
the deadlines which the Society

had for printing material on the
seminar forced them to withdraw
their application in July.
Ellen Dougan, Senior Functions
Coordinator at BC, anticipates
future correspondence with Mass.
Audubon and "looks forward to
other program proposals of a
different nature," such as smaller
conferences with less building
space required.
Early noted that the application
came at "a tough time of the
year," and that with some 10,000
applicants and more than a
hundred student clubs vying for
No, page 25

Hunger and Homelessness
AwarenessWeek events planned
By LIZANNE WNEK
Heights Staff Writer

During the week of November
12-17, the second annual Hunger
and Homeless Awareness Week
will be promoted around campus
through a variety of scheduled
events in hopes of heightening
student awarenessof these issues.
A number of campus
organizations including UGBC
Department of Social Awareness,
World Hunger Committee, Salt
and Light Company, Students for
the Green Party, University
Chaplaincy, Faith, Peace, and
Justice, as well as University
Housing will be sponsoring and
participating in the scheduled
activities.
Among other activities
planned, "every evening
throughout the week, the
Christian Community Living
Group will be serving meals and
volunteering at Newton Armory
Service, an overflow homeless
shelter," stated Greg Zlevor,
University Chaplain and Advisor
to the World Hunger and
Homeless Awareness Week.
Tuesday
evening,
On
November 1 3, Faith, Peace, and
Justice will host a speaker from
the Fourth World Movement. The
location and time of this event

will be announced at a later date.
A "sleepout" is scheduled for
Wednesday evening, November
14 on the Dustbowl. This event
will feature several speakers on
the topic of Hunger and
Homelessness including Brother
Thomas Petite from Lazarus
House, the homeless shelter in
Lawrence, Mass. Students who
wish to participate in this event
are asked to get sponsors. Signups will take place the previous
week on November 7,8,9, in

McElroy Lobby. "Sponsors will
make donations for every hour
their person stays out. Donations
will go to help fund Lazarus
House," stated Zlevor.
The World Hunger Committee
will be organizing a group of
students to volunteer at the Boston
Food Bank on Saturday
November 17 as part of the week's
activities. Students are expected
to be sorting food donated to the
organization from
areas
throughout Boston.
Also scheduled for Saturday
November 1 7, The SaJt and Light
Company along with UGBC
Social Awareness will be
delivering food and clothing to
Lazarus House. Volunteers for
this activity will be helping to
prepare Thanksgiving food
baskets as well.

Throughout the week, two
fundraisers will be in effect to
help promote Hunger and
Homeless awareness across
campus. "Tables will beset up at
McElroy Lobby sponsoring a
40,000 Coin Drive which stands
for the number of children who
die every day from hunger and
hunger-related diseases," stated
Zlevor, who also added that
"donations from this fundraiser
will go to Oxfam, a world
organization that helps alleviate
hunger."
A point drive will take place
Tuesday through Friday of the
week. Donated meal points will
be collected at lunches and
dinners of these designated days
and will also benefit Lazarus
House.
Planning for all of the scheduled
activities of the week took place
throughout the fall. The
committees
included
representatives

from

all

sponsoring groups. "I am very
impressed with the students'
interest, concern, and action
towards these issues of hunger
and homelessness. This week is
an opportunity for everyone to
do something about it through
fundraising and direct service,"
said Zlevor.

Voices in Hillsides

Andrea L.Benoit

Student Apathy
Welcome to Boston College, a community of about 8,000
undergraduate students. This Jesuit university boasts four
undergraduate schools as well as a law school and other graduate
schools and programs.
In addition to academics, BC also offers students a wide variety of
co-curricular activities and programs in which to get involved.
Student publications and productions encourage students to practice
and perfect their musical, dramatic, and literary talents. Varsity and
intra-mural sports provide opportunities for both exercise and team
involvement. And the student government, through various divisions,
departments and committees, provides students with a chance to plan
and execute many different programs and events to inform and
entertain the BC community.
The many events that occur on our campus both academic, and
sporting (except for those sports which usually include pre- and postparties)- are generally neglected by audiences and spectators. When
it comes to programs planned to enhance a student's learning
experience at BC, to inform, educate, and entertain (although these
are more commonly attended), virtually no one attends.
BC is probably ideally situated to provide students with a
combination of the best of Boston and the relative security of an
affluent suburb. Situated directly on the Boston-Newton town lines,
BC offers students access to public transportation in the form of the
B, C, and D lines of the MBTA. For BC students, this is their true "key
to the city" of Boston.
Most students, however, overcome by traditional BC apathy, stay
close to home or residence hall. Except for a few off-campus
shopping ventures (because most BC students must eat, drink, and
have lots of clothes), a relatively small percentage of the BC student
population takes advantage of all that the city has to offer. Of course,
some students do venture as far down Comm. Ave. as Sam's and Great
Scott's, but usually stick to the much closer Cleveland Circle for the
movies, Cityside, and M.A.'s. Even in this seemingly ideal situation,
students are often discouraged by inclement weather (as if they or the
landmarks themselves will melt in the rain) or difficult conditions (I ike
having to take the BC bus).
And just what is there to do in the city of Boston? Well, there is the
Museum of Fine Arts, the Boston Aquarium, the Public Gardens
(complete with swan boats in the warmer months, or ice skating in the
colder ones), the Old North Church, Paul Revere's house, the U.S.S.
Constitution, the Gardener Museum, The Institute of Contemporary
Art, Harvard Square, the Freedom Trail, Cheers, the observatory at the
top of the Prudential building, The Rathskellar, Kenmore Bowl,
Downtown Crossing, Newbury Street, Newbury Comics, Tower
Records, Red Sox games, Bruins games, Celtics games, Quincy
Market, the Nickelodeon, the Somerville Theater, Nick-'? Comedy
Stop, Catch a Rising Star, the Wang Center, the Schubert, the Charles
Playhouse, the Museum of Science (especially the Omni theater), the
Children's Museum, Symphony Hall, and the Hancock observatory.
Prime people-watching places include Harvard Square, Kenmore
Square, Downtown Crossing, Logan Airport, and the MBTA. Eateries
include Cafe Pamplona, Back Bay Bistro, Tommy's Lunch and The
Tasty at Harvard Square, The Union Oyster House, Top of the Hub,
Grendel's, the Hard Rock Cafe, Legal Seafood, Pizzeria Uno, The
Worst House, The Border Cafe, The No Name, and Jimmy's Harborside.
Of course, you will probably just settle back in those comfortable
residence hall couches and chairs, with a beer in hand and complain
about what a "dead" campus this is. After all, if it's raining, or if there's
any possibility of rain, then don't bother going anywhere. After all,
there's no sense in risking a meltdown for a little culture. Or fun.
-

-

-

By Lynn Rawden

Please describe your own personal hell...

Hillsides A

-

65'91

"Graduating broke,
unemployed and
pregnant."

Chris (Pumpkin head)
Kelter, A&S '91

"You really think I need
an answer for this?"

Jackie Kennedy, '91

'91

Mary Eileen Lambesis,
A&S '91
Matt McLaughlin, A&S

Julie Masaitis, A&S '91

'91

Reiko Funaki '91
Jamie Cassavoy A&S
,

"Graduating with a
B.A. in 8.5."

"He just walked down
"the hall."

"Reciting the
Gettysburg Address on
my birthday."
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"Outside interests kill off rain forests"
By

CARRIE FINISON
Simon Muchuru of the African

Non-Governmental Network

presented a lecture on the plight
of Africa's rain forests last
Wednesday evening in Higgins
307.

This was one of a number of
events sponsored by the
Environmental Action Center of

Boston College as part of World
Rain Forest Week.
Muchuru, who has been
actively involved in resources
conservation since 1972, began
the lecture by emphasizing
Africa's history of famine, internal
political and economic distress
and external exploitation. Many
of these issues, Muchuru said,
can be related back to the issue of

ULTRATAN
Tanning Salon

Wolff System

10 VISITS FOR $29
Monthly & Yearly Memberships
Payment Plan Available

ULTRACUT SPECIAL

must

the rain forests has led to
decreases in the water level of
the Nile, and the encroachment
of the desert into forest area, he
said. These effects impact the
daily lives of much of Africa's
population. Yet changes cannot
easily be made because of the
lackoftechnology
and the economic
involvement of
outside agents,
namely
multinational
corporations,

environmental problem.
In concluding this introduction,
Muchuru stressed that the African
governments must "reshape
development in the 1990s in a
way that is environmentally
sound". He then opened the

floor to questions.

Muchuru added.

governments cut

into the forests."

Because of these

Furthermore, he

outside interests in
Africa's

explained,because
of the short lives of
agricultural land
African
and raw material
production, the
governments, they
"have only been
effort to preserve
involved
in
the rain forests
environmental Simon Muchuru of the African Non-Governmental Network
and
the
development and spoke on Wednesday night in Higgins 307.
environment must
planning on a short
be
an
term basis". Muchuru added that
Common concerns were
international one, he said. He
in recent years, 27 African expressed by the audience about went on to stress the need to
how the situation is currently break the "cycle of economic
countries have contracted with
being handled in Africa and what and political interest", and end
outside nations, including the
United States, to accept toxic we, as individuals, can do to help. the exploitation of African
waste. This has compounded the
Muchuru admitted thattherewere countries by more highly
many obstacles to overcome.
"developed" ones.
Cost limitations on technological
Muchuru ended by indicating
advances, a rural population, and the "need to develop linkage
disputes that exist between many programs which... bring together
of the African countries create si lent voices to penetrate political
barriers to cooperation on the systems." In this way, he said,
preservation of the rain forests,
voices will be heard from
he said. However, Muchuru individuals around the world who
emphasized the solidarity and are affected on a personal level
willingness to cooperate on by exploitation and the
common issues such as the destruction of the environment.
Lists of companies who have
environment that exists among
African nations.
contracted with African
governments to dispose of toxic
This solidarity is partly due to waste can be obtained by writing
the fact that the destruction of to Greenpeace.

s

new customers only
373 Harvard St., Brookline
open seven days

of Africa
supports 18 percent of the world's
rain forests, while 90 percent of
its people rely on firewood for
fuel, he said.
"In addition," Muchuru added,
"the high value of hardwood on
European
the
market, and the fact
that pesticides have
polluted much of
thefertile land, have
made it a virtual
necessity
that
people
and
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the environment.
The continent
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Saint Ignatius: A man on fire with love
By WILLIAM A. BARRY,

r

S.J.

remembered

At noon on

September 27,
the bells of
Gasson pealed
for thefirst time
since the death of President
Kennedy anJ n Mass of the Holy
Spirit was celebrated on O'Neill
Plaza to open the Ignatian Year.
The Heights carried a front page
photo of the Mass and has since
carried a few stories about this
Ignatian Year. Who was Ignatian
anyway and why are we
celebrating an Ignatian Year?
Ignatius was born in 1491, the
youngest son of a Basque
nobleman, and baptized Inigo.
Thus, 1991 will be the 500th
anniversary of birth. He was the
founder of the Society of Jesus,
and the Society of Jesus began its
existence on September 27,1540,
450 years ago. The Ignatian Year
these
two
celebrates
anniversaries. Inigo of Loyola, for
much of his younger years gave
absolutely no indication that he
would live very long, let alone be

as a saint 500 years

after his birth.
The Basquesof Northern Spain
and Southern France are a proud
and fiercely independent people,
loyal to their friends and
sovereigns and hard as nails to
their enemies. The Loyolas were
of that stock. As noblemen the
Loyolas led small armies and
fought in many battles. Inigo
followed the family tradition. He
was a rather fiery personality.
Once when he was jostled in the
street by a gang of armed toughs,
his sword was out in a flash and,
it is said, if friends had not
restrained him, either some of
them or he would have been
killed. Until he was 30 years old,
he himself says that "he was a
man given over to vanities of the
world; with a great and vain desire
to win fame he delighted
especially in the exercise of
arms." Moreover, he was known
as a hell-raiser and a womanizer.
At a hopeless battle against a
large French army he rallied the
Spanish troops in Pamplona to
put up a fight. After about six

hours offierce bombardment the
defense col lapsed when Inigo was
hit by a cannonball which badly
wounded one of his legs. Carried
backto Loyola he underwenttwo
horrible operations without
anaesthesia, the second one so
that his leg would not be
deformed and he could still cut a
dashing figure at court. At this
time he was given up for sure
death by his family. As I said, not
a likely candidate for either a
long life or for sanctity.
But he did not die. During his
convalescence he spent long
hours daydreaming of the great
lady he would win. Hewantedto
read some of the rather trashy
romances he liked, but the only
books in the castle of Loyola were
a "Life of Christ" and a book of
the livesofthe saints.The reading
of the books started him on a
different daydream in which he
would imitate the saints in
fol lowing Christ. These two assets
of daydreams alternated and gave
him much pleasure. Then one
day he noticed a difference: while
he enjoyed the daydreams of

knightly feats, afterwards he felt
dry and discontented, but after
the daydream of following Christ
he continued to feel happy and
content. He concluded that the
daydream of following Christ
came from God, and he resolved
to carry it out once he was fully
recovered.
He was thirty years old when

SHARE food drive. Last year
approximately 150,000 cans
were collected to stop hunger.
The number of people using
emergency pantries and kitchens
continues to increase; therefore,
so has our goal for this year.
Boston CAN SHARE hopes to
collect 175,000 cans during its
city-wide food drive November
1 through 16. Food will be
distributed through the Boston
Food Bank to over 800 non-profit
organizations.
What CAN you do? Help with
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Boston College's effort to stop
hunger. There will be drop-off
boxes in dormitory and academic
buildings throughout campus
November 1 through 16. Please
donate! Get involved with the
sponsoring
organizations
including Second Helping,
UGBC Social Awareness,
NAACP, University Housing, and
the Chaplaincy Office. And stay
alert for more information.
Any questions can be directed
to the Office of Community
Affairs, 552-4787.

the castle of Loyola intent on
going to Jerusalem, but ended up
spending about ten months at a
little town named Manresa, after
which many Jesuit retreat houses
and our own Manresa House on
Beacon Street are named. Here
he spent hours each day in prayer
and gradually found himself
developing a mature relationship

TESSA'S PSYCHIC
STUDIO
Card and Palm Reading

Reader and Advisor
Advice on all matters of life, such
as love, marriage, business and
health.
Also specializes in crystal and past

life readings.
Don'tfail to see her!

Call 566-9164 for an
appointment!
Available for Halloween parties,
home visits and special events.
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Christ and eager to help others
experience the same love. Out of
this long experience he began to
jot down notes to help others
meet God as he had done.
Eventually these notes became
the book of the Spiritual Exercises,
a manual for a director to use to
guide people who desire a closer
relationship with God and to
discover God's dream for them.
This little book has had a profound
influence on the life of the church
for over 450 years and still goes
on affecting people's lives to this
day. Not bad for a man who
could have been in jail or dead
before he was 30.

this.conversion occurred. He left

Collection for homeless CAN work

At least half a million people in
Massachusetts are likely to
experience hunger every month.
Hunger touches not only the adult
and elderly populations, butalso
the children of the state. More
than 200,000 Massachusetts
children go to bed hungry. The
averageage of a homeless person
is 7 years old.
The
Boston
College
community can make a difference
in the fight against hunger. For
the sixth consecutive year the
City of Boston is holding the CAN

with God. This proud, selfcentered, fiery man was changed
into a man on fire with the love of

.
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"History and Political Science Majors at Work"
4:30
Fulton 412
Tuesday, October 30
A discussion of career options and job search strategies.
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Law School Forum
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RAs emphasize role
within BC community
To the Editor:

I am writing in reference to an
article in the October 22 issue of
The Heights, named "Womynfire
addresses feminist issues." Let it
first be stated that I think
Womynfire is a positive group for
women on this campus. But
myself, and many other RAs on
campus, have taken umbrage to
a quote from one of Womynfire's
representative:
"RAs are
supposed to represent you, but
sometimes even they can be scary
and authoritative."
As RAs, we come to BC a week
and a half before school begins to
receive training. Among many
other things, we work on
communication skills, are

instructed on how to deal with
sexism, howtoproperlydeal with
the victim of a rape or sexual
assault, and are put into a
simulated situation of a male
assaulting a female. Aside from
the training, every RA takes the
job because we enjoy working
with people. Our main role is as
a community builder, and
someone to talk to; being
authoritative is a very small part
of the job. If organizations like
Womynfire augment the role of
RAs, and we work together, I
think the women of Boston
College would greatly benefit.
Seth Kirby, A&S '92

Renee Rabeni, A&S '91

Civil rights-we need to be informed The human side of
Last week's veto of the Civil Rights Bill of 1990 by President Bush
raises many questions about the struggles for equal ity which are not
the exclusive property of past civil rights battles. The bill was
intended to make it easier for those pursuing discrimination cases to
sue for damages and back pay, while making it more difficult for
employers to defend apparently racially or sexually imbalanced
hiring practices. According to The Boston Globe, following the veto
on October 2 Bush stated that the bill would force employers to
adopt hiring quotas to avoid charges of discrimination, and he
therefore urged Congress to pass an alternative proposal.
With this veto, which was termed "disgraceful" by Massachusetts
Senator Kennedy, the U.S government has failed to assert human
rights advocacy and the issue of affirmative action. The continuing
struggle of equality for women is jeopardized both by actions such
as these aswell "asßya lackof understanding of the issues manifested
in the social-environment in which we live. Most importantly, these
societal concerns must not remain exclusive to the groups
immediately affected by them. Obviously, if the goverment is not
iyjjjjng,.tp reach toward such legislation, there must be an impetus
provided by the taxpayers?by citizens who are informed about the
issues and willing to take part in the struggle for civil rights. Human
rights advocate and attorney Elaine Jones., in her speech onaffirmative
actionTastTuesday, summed upThe need for students to be informed
in today's society: "If we don't make our voices heard, we may lose
ground. It's your obligation to speak out on and not back away from
issues that people expect you to act upon. We can't pass the buck;
the baton is ours to carry, it is our turn." Students should consider
these issues within their lives, and stop relying on others to carry the
weight of the decision.

An issue which must not go away

community disruption
destroyed, one car turned over,

To the Editor:

I understand that there

fences broken, windows smashed
are

many at Boston College who
understand how the residents of
Brighton and Allston feel about
the students who they feel are
destroying their community.
Many of the people who reside in
Brighton and Allston are elderly,
many who have retired, young
professionals, and other residents
who either rent or own their home
or condo. A way of life is being
destroyed by the many students
who do not seem to care. The
parties are loud, waking the
elderly and infants. Urinating in
the streets and by the side of
buildings is seen by many and it
is disturbing. Litter is left behind
fortheresidentstocleanup.Many
roam through the streets between
11:00 pm and 2:00 pm
screaming, singing, banging cars
and causing other acts of
destruction. We have been
witness to two automobiles totally

thus making our community a
combatzoneforthose who reside

here.
There is

I

a story to

be told and

would hope that The Heights

would consideraseriesof articles
about this problem. Have we

reached a point where no one
cares for others? Is this a time of
students only concerned with
their own fun and games without
regard for anyone else? One must
ponder and wonder what is
happening that it has become a
time of me only..the hell with
everyone else.

There is a human side to all this
and I therefore enclose and article
that states the other part of the
story of what is going on. I would
hope that it could be printed so
that the students will understand
the human side of this problem
that they are creating.
Terry H.

Cohen

Review of "Take it
With You" puzzling
To the Editor:
To answer the review question
of the week, Yes, I would Like To
Take It With Me. "You Can't Take
It With You" was funny,
warmhearted, and very well
executed.For several reasons, the
review by Jen Cannon and Jay
Savage puzzled me?even more
sothanthiswonderful play baffled

them.
Had either reviewer been

a

true journalist, they would have

and details in the review (such as
omitting major characters and
plot development) verifyth is fact.
How can a reviewer justlycritique
a play he/she has never seen?
How could they comment on
who they saw as "the most
convincing performances" if
three major characters had yet to
be introduced?
If they had stayed (as any
competent critic would) until the
third act, they would have
understood the play as showing
love and acceptance of the person
for what they are. Of course,
Gannon and Savage, at this point,
could only mislead the reader
into thinking that they knew the
significance of the plot.
Jay Savage, you title yourself
"Review Editor." How can you
justify slamming a play which
you hardly saw? Shame on you,
shame on Gannon.
The more appropriate review
quote-of-the-week would have
been, "This play was beautiful,
but the critics got in the way."

done their research a bit better
Safety is not an issue which can be placed on a back burner or
rather, they would have done
following a plethora of appeasing words from the University some instead of none. They wrote
"the simplicity of the scripting
administration-lives depend on its continued prominence. Rather of
and the flatness of the
than passively accepting increased safety measures and characters.. .the script worked.. .to
be this play's downfall." This
improvements, every BC student must supply in put to University strikes me as odd; "You Can't
TakeltWith You"wor\ literature's
administrators and the BC Police which will culminate in
greatest award in 1936: the
implementing further safety measures. What about the dark areas in Pulitzer Prize. This is not a hack
all the parking lots on lower campus?why are there no lights similar play.
However, the most stunning
example
of Gannon's and
to those found in other parking lots of similar size? Write letters to
ignorance
awaits. Both
the Office of Student Development and point out these spots when Savage's
left the theatre after the first act,
failing to see the following two
you see them.
Marie C. Kendra, A&S '92
acts. Both eyewitness accounts
Take thetime to be aware and get involved. A wonderful example
of a student with the help of a staff member making a difference is
Letters to the Editor deadline is
the implementation of the safety walks from O'Neill to residence
Thursday at 5 pm, Please include
halls. If members of the BC community take the time to participate
name and phone number for
in this program, it will be successful-and safety awareness will
verification.
continue to increase. Plan to attend the open forum on safety this
Letters are published as space allows
Tuesday, October 30, in Cushing 001 at 8 pm.
?
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Staff should not be neglected as part of BC community

Monan's letter and other administrative action omits concerns of BC staff
assaults

were crimes against
women, as most crimes on

col lege campuses are. According
to the 1989-90 Boston College

Fact Book, 80% of the support
staff on this campus is women.
This is a larger percentage of
women than in any other group
on campus. Since most staff leave
campus after dark inthewinter, it
seems to us that we are at as great
a risk as students and faculty. We
feel strongly that our concerns
should be addressed here, also.
The problem is that this is not
an isolated incident. Think back
to last year's faculty dining room
Although
debate.
a

CBBC addresses educational
goals in letter to Congress
group of letters we hope to send

To the Editor:

your way.

Here is a copy of a letter that
my organization has sent to
several members of Congress. I
would appreciate it if you would
print it in your newspaper.
Our organization is a new one
and we have several dozen
members, including: UCBC
Senator Chad Smith, BC Fencing
Captain Josh Koran, the Ad Hoc

Committee'sMindi Balakrishnan,

Gail Balcerzak of the UGBC
Election Committee, Paul Pak of
the Korean Student Association,
Paul Waldron of the Emerging
Leader Program, former UCBC
VP (Off-Campus) Bill Boyd, BC
Democrat's President Adam
Hurtubise, and many others.
We will be becoming more
visible on campus as the year
progresses. This is the first of a

Jay V. Prabhu A&S'9l
Chairman
The Committee for Better
Boston College

An Open Letter to the Congress
of the United States:
Dear Member of Congress,
Several students created the
Committee for a Better Boston
College to improve the overall
reputation and educational
atmosphere of our school. We
decided to begin with the
problem of rising tuition costs,
because the financial burden of
our education is already
inhibiting our ability to continue
as a school of higher learning.
As students at a private
university, we have had to endure
tuition increases far outpacing
the rate of inflation. We find it

hard to believe that a non-profit
organization such as Boston
College has such an increasing
demand for funds. Thus, it
became necessary to ask the

administration to submit copies
of its annual financial report to
interested members of the student
body; the administration
complied.
The educational system would
be better served if Congress
mandated that non-profit schools
provide a thoroughly detailed
budget, (as opposed to a
superficial one with hidden
expenditures under general
areas), to every registered student.
This would encourage efficiency
and a true commitment to the
educational goals of our nation.
We hope you will begin work on
this legislation that the students
of America so badly need,,,_....
We thank you for your time
and eagerly await your reaction.

University Theatre critique seen
as series of review violations
To the Editor:

I

am writing this letter in
reponse to a review by Jay Savage

and Jen Cannon of the University
Theatre production of "You Can't
Take it With You." Let me start by
satingthatlplayedtheroleofMr.
Kirby in the show however, not
mentioned in the review, so this
is not being written as a personal
vendetta. In fact, I am not writing
to condemn the review but simply
to raisecertain points that I believe
warrant noting. Also worth
mentioning isthefact that I talked
only to Jay Savage about this, not
Jen Cannon, and will therefore
leave her completely out of this
since Jay seemed to take
responsibility for the article and
the mistakes he admitted he made
in writing it. I do, however, respect
Jay Savage for being honest with
me and owning up to his mistakes.
The problem I have with the
review is not that anything that
was written was untrue (for how
can one call another's opinion
untrue?) but that the review was
simply that, an opinion. While
reviews should be more than a
plot summary, and also cannot
possibly be written without the
reviewer, consciously or
unconsciously, bringing his
opinion into it; still, an effort must
be made to present as objective
an assessment of the show as
possible. This involves, I would
argue, taking a certain approach
to writing a review; an approach
that I admit I am not an expert on,
,

but one that I feel has certain sef-

because they are so zany and do

evident rules that should not be

play the extremes but a closer
reading of the play shows they
are developed into real people:
ordinary people who read
extraordinary lives. It is through
the audience's realization that
these people are more like them
than they appear to be at the
beginning of the play that the
play works. The audience
identifies with these people, and
this identification is the source of
most of the comedy and all of the
meaning in the play. An audience
will never identify with twodimensional characters in a twodimensional script; judging from
the overwhelmingly positive
audience response to this
production, the audience did

broken, three of which, I believe,
Jay Savage did break.
First of all, one should never
have a preconceived notion of
what a show should be, because
then, quite obviously, if the show
is not what one is expecting, one
will probably be disappointed.
From readiong his review, it
seems evident to me that this is
exactly what Jay Savage did. His
opening comment about it being
a "favorite among high schools,
which like to provide family
entertainment once in a while,"
necessarily implies that he has
seen a high school production of
the show at least once and
obviously had an idea of what he
wanted to see on that stage, and
when this is not what he saw, he
proceeded to invalidate the show
as a whole.
The second violation, I believe,
occurred when Savage described
the play as "one of the most two
dimensional plays written." A
reviewer should not attack or
label something that he does not
understand, and by calling this
play two-dimensional it is clear
that Savage does not understand
it. Two dimensional plays do not
win Pulitzer Prizes and this play
did when it was written in 1 936.
Albeit audience's expectations of
character development probably
were not what they are today, the
play is still, quite clearly, threedimensional. The characters
might seem like caricatures

without staff. Please
respect we deserve!

"compromise" was reached on
that issue, for all intents and
purposes the staff lost. We are
now "permitted" to use the dining
room from 1:00 on, although
serving stops at 1:30. Staff who
must take their lunch from 12:00
to 1:00 are still banned, another
case in point is the about-to-beannounced sexual harassment
policy. A committee was formed
that worked on this policy over
the summer. Not a single staff
person was included on the
committee.
We would ask students, faculty
and administration aliketo realize
that each group on this campus is

essential

to

give us the

Lois Dunn Bilsk, History
Lorraine Canavan,
Germanic Studies
Donna Carpenter,
O'Neill Library

Christine Clark,

Buildings & Grounds
Delia Duart, O'Neill Library
June Dunkley, O'Neill Library
Clariemarie Fisher O'Leary,
History
Mary Foley, Economics
Elaine Gottlieb, English
Lynn Grilli, O'Neill Library
Carolyn Junpiter-Mclntosh,
O'Neill Library
Ronald Marsh, O'Neill Library
Ann Mullin, O'Neill Library

the continued

existence of this University. A
university cannot exist without
faculty and students, obviously.
It should be just as obvious that a
university cannot exist without
people to sit at the front desks
and answer questions, people to
process and run paychecks,
people to process registration, to
catalog library books in short,

Cheryl Olszewski, Theology
Lopa Prusty, O'Neill Library

Patrice Scott, English
Susan Sweetser, Theology
Kathy Tubman, Economics
Cally Wein, Nursing
Margie Wilkinson,
O'Neill Library

-

Protection of others
an honorable motive
To the Editor:

This letter is in response tothe
letter sent around campus on
10/22/90 by Father Monan, Asa
woman, I am worried about any
kind of attack that occurs in the
vicinity of the Boston College
campus. The particulars about
whether or not a completed rape
took place is a secondary

other women at BC, and she did
so quickly, which I was grateful
for even if the "facts" were not
all known until later: Contrary
, -J to «bei^g|i£r ?M|ei2jed)-|^*f\a
/vionan for the*'dissemi nation of
information that was false," the
faculty member should be
commended for her prompt
action in the absence of any
"official communication/'

,

We, like most of the Boston
College community, read with
anxiety and concern the article
in the October 15 Heights about
the recent incidents on campus.
We also read Father Monan's
letter to the BC community, which
was printed in the October 22
issue of The Heights and
distributed toeach employee. We
would like to let Father Monan
know that we appreciate the
attention
he
and
the
administration have given to the
issue of safety on campus, and to
the concerns of "students, faculty,

This letter, while stemming
from the October 15 article in
The Heights, does not directly
address the issue of campus
safety. We are confident that
plenty has been and will be said
about this issue, and so this letter
addresses a more personal
concern. In that article, concern
was expressed for the "students
and faculty" of Boston College.
This phrase was repeated four
times. A very large part of the
Boston College community was
excluded, namely the staff. This
is typical of the prevailing attitude
towards staff members here. Both

co/jffgi|,

facf
incidents occurred

in
such a short period of time
separate

i iWafgjigEfia pretext

i

:

staff and parents of students."

To the Editor:

unquestionably legitimises
prompt notification of the 9C
community. The faculty member
who sent a memo around acted
out of concern for the safety of

enjoy and thus did identify with

this show?therefore, the show
must be three-dimensional.

The final violation that Savage
committed is certainly the most
serious: he left after the first act
and then failed to mention this in
his review. The problem with not
watching the entire show seem
so obvious to me that they don't
even bear mentioning. I will
instead focus on the danger of
not noting this in his review. This
not only violates the rights of
everyonewho reads The Heights.
but it violates the integrity of
journalism as a whole. Journalists
have an obligation to report the
truth, and to present the facts.
Savage's review implies,
intrinsically, that he saw the

otffttetarMfc

to pfevenfefLirther incidejifj is a
more
honorable
much
motivation for spreading
information than simpiy desiring

power.

Theresa M> Dotan
Grad. Student

whole show, when he actually
had not, which is, as I far as I can
tell, almost the same as lying.
This represents what I have seen
as a growingtrend of irresponsible
journalism that is present
everywhere from The Heights to
The Washington Post. I believe
thatthis trend needs to bereversed
and the reversal should start with
our colleges and college
newspapers teaching all of us
about the meaning of truth, the
power of the press, and the
responsibilities that a journalist
has, which include but are not
limited to writing a good,
objective review.

Jonathan

Bray, A&S '91

Cast not deserving of "hatchet job"
To the Editor:
After reading The Heights'
destructive review of BC Theater's
production of "You Can't Take It
With You" in the October 21st
issue, I became convinced that
the only reason critics Jen Gannon
and the aptly named Jay Savage
did not mention the entire cast of
the play individually was that
they could not think of anything
demeaning or petty enough to
say about all those involved.
Setting the tone of the review
with an obscure and cynical
quotation concerning the actors
getting in the way of the scenery,

the critic's comments then
plunged into name calling and
vitriolic drivel. In calling the actor
portraying the eccentric Mr.
Sycamore "a moron", and
likening the portrayal of Mrs.
Sycamore to a stagnant version
ofCarol Brady, the review crossed
the line between objective
journalism and a hate campaign.
These performers are not paid
for their efforts. They freely give
up their time and the sweat from
their brows in order to bring
decent, affordable theater to BC's
campus. As such, they do not
deserve the type of maligning as
they received at the hands of The

Heights' review staff. While
perhaps not perfect, I found the
production to be entertaining and
amusing, as did every person I
spoke to after the play's
conclusion.
While intelligent criticisms do
have a place in the review of any
theatrical attempt, reviewers
Gannon and Savage should save
the hatchet jobs for subjects
which are deserving of them, and
publications
for
who's
constituency appreciates such
vendettas.
Scott Barber, A&S '91
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Commentary

PULSE: An outlet to the real world
JOE McCAFFERTY
Heights Assistant News Editor

By

His name is Jose. He is thirteen
years old, and currently in the

seventh grade. The problem is
that Jose cannotread orwrite, not
even his own name. He comes
from a one parent family, and

most of the time his mother is
working. She often does not have
the time to help him with his
schoolwork. He is the product of
"the system." He spends most of
his time playing on the streets,
and often he carries a knife to
protect himself. The stories that
Jose could tell you would make
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you cringe in disbelief.
Meet Michael. He is a Boston

College sophomore. He's from
the suburbs of Connecticut. The
onlyexperiencethatMichael has
had with the inner city is that it is
where he goes shopping, or
socializing. He has begun to take
his advantages in life for granted.
Michael decided that the best
way to fulfill his Theology and
Philosophy requirement was by
taking PULSE, a program set up
to give students a social
awareness by enrolling them in
numerous programs, while
educating them in Theology and
Philosophy. Michael entered
because it was a six credit class
that only had three class hours a
week. He then enrolled in the
Saint Stephen's Big Brother
program, one of PULSE's many
community service groups.
Michael, meet Jose.

What Michael did not realize,
is that Jose could teach him as
much about the world as he cou Id
teach Jose, even though he could
not read or write.
This isonlyoneexampleofthe
kinds of experiences Boston
College students have when they
enter the PULSE program.
Although Jose and Michael are
fictitious characters, they could
easily describe many members
of the program either giving or
receiving help.
Too often we become
comfortablewiththesmall Utopia
ofon-campus life. We are almost
cut off from thereal world around
us. Our learning can be limited if
we restrict it to lectures and
textbooks. We feel cozy and
protected here. We forget that
the world has alot of problems
that need to be solved. Problems
such as lacking education forthe

One Bedroom Apartment for Rent

?51" Cable TV

?Pinball Machines
?Basketball

Clean, quiet, freshly-painted, eat-in kitchen,
hardwood floors, balconies, cable TV,
washer/dryer in basement.
Walking distance from campus, close to BC
shuttle & stores.

?Darts
?Juke Box

VOTE
on

Call 227-5300 days; 964-0447 evenings

Never a cover charge!

Nov. 6

NO FEE

All you can eat

underprivileged, unwed mothers
who need help caring for their
children, and elderly who can
not take care of themselves.
PULSE addresses all of these
problems. Although it cannot
attempt to solve them, it lets
students know that they exist. It
offers them the chance to see
firsthand what the problems
entail, and helps removesome of
the prejudices thatsurround these
problems.
PULSE gives students the kind
of education you can't get from a
classroom or from a textbook; it's
something that you have to
experience for yourself.
If Jose never learns how to read
or write, chances are he may end
up selling drugs on the street
corner or stea I i ng to get by. These
are occupations that do not
require filling out an application.
Teaching Jose to read is a tall
order, and perhaps Michael will
not accomplish that in two
semesters. But if he can get him
moving in the rightdirection, both
will benefit for a lifetime.
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Commentary

How AIDS can become a BC problem
We, thestudent body, are being
assaulted with extra-curricular
information. Diets, socials, and
women's issues this;AIDS, STD's,
and the risks of drug abuse that. I
get dizzy trying to keep up with
everything.
Still, AIDS has been a thorny
nuisance in my mind. I keep
thinking of those drunken nights
when miraculously I found myself
about to have sex with someone
I'd met just hours prior. All my
knowledge of "risk factors",
condoms, non-oxynol 9,
infectious fluids, Ryan White,
Rock Hudson, antibody tests, and
that 1 out of every 100 collegeage people are infected is
completely lost. Thanks to far too
many twelve ounce memory
erasers, I am consumed by the
moment and I have sex.
It'seasy to bel ieve these people
bearing information at the time
they present it, but something
gets lost in the Friday night
transformation I go through every
week. How will I rationalize my
activity from the night before as I
watch the BC game on TV
Saturday afternoon?
When I think about myself I
could gag. My rational self goes
to class and maintains a decent
CPA, while my social self
jeopardizes all that I will
accomplish when I'm sober.
What will I tell my parents?
Thanks to the AIDS lectures that
are going on every week, I won't

be able to claim ignorance.
Every Sunday morning I
promise myself to never do it
again. First I say that I won'tdrink
again until I'm mature enough to
do so with temperance. Then I
say that, no, that's too much of a
sacrifice what I will do is not
have sex. Then, that I won't have
sex when I'm drunk; then, that I
won't have sex at all. No, that's
too much of a sacrifice. I'll buy
some of the all-too-familiar latex
condoms with non-oxynol 9 and
I'll be ready for my stupidity.
So, when the time comes, all I
do is forget that I have condoms
in my desk drawer. I put myself at
risk again. Then it hits me like a
brick thrown in the dark. I'm
putting all of my partners at risk
too! Altruistic and good looking
?

by day, sexual menace by night!
I remember when I was in
complete denial. I remember
when I refused to go to the AIDS
lectures because I knew that I
wasn't at risk. People at BC don't
have AIDS. Then an uncle of
mine died and though the family
never admitted it, we all knew
how he died that slow death. So
it was that I began to learn about
AIDS.
Obviously, I'm still in denial,
but my uncle is dead. He was
6'2" and weighed 94 pounds
when he passed away. That's how
I feel every lazy Sunday. I feel
like I'm shrinking; like I'm
suddenly mortal. It hadn't
occurred to me that I would ever
feel this way.
What I'm saying is that I feel far'

COUGH/COLD STUDY
$75.00
Medical and Technical Research
Associates (MTRA) is seeking healthy
people over 18 who have a cold to
participate in an outpatient study
evaluating a cold medication. Please
call (61 7) 783-5980, 9:30 to 4:30,
Monday through Friday, for details.
MTRA

from mortal on Friday night. I
don't think about my own life
and I certainly don't think about
yours. I am not some perverse
exception. I see replicas of myself
drinkingjustas much beer, having
just as much sex. This article is to
warn you that I exist and that I am
numerous and that indeed, I am

?

At Boston Chicken, we make
everything from scratch. It's
all real food, made without
any artificial ingredients.
Just natural, wholesome
home-style cooking.
Our rotisserie chicken is
marinated for 24 hours. Then
slowly roasted to seal in all the
flavor. And our salads, side
dishes and desserts are made
fresh every day.

We wanted to make it goodfor-you food as well.

BOSTON

\u2666

TAKE HOME COOKING

Home cooking for folks who
can't be home cooking.
Brookline
Cleveland Circle
1940 Beacon Street
Chicken Hotline:

739-6500
(Seating Available)

N.

Filene's
on Thursday, November 1,1990

/

/
/

/

/
7:00-8:30 p.m.
/
at the
School of Management Honors Commons /
Second Floor, Fulton Hall
/
Boston College

from

This event is sponsored by the Marketing Academy.

""

.

30 Washington Street, Brighton Center

>w

I

So, I guess my point is that now
you stand warned. Ignorance, as
an excuse for your actions, is just
as lame as saying, "Hey, It wasn't
my fault. I was drunk."

We didn't just set out to make
it good food.

77ze May Department Stores Company
cordially invites you to a
Student Reception
hosted by
William McNamara
Senior Vice President and General Merchandise Manager

Li

weekend.

HEALTHY HELPINGS.

Join us!

"

probably a replica of you. Even if
you're not like me you should
know that I am out there every

i

By A Boston College Student

G"

I
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Business in the USSR deemed dormant
By MEGAN D. MCCARTHY
At his October 25 lecture
entitled "Business in the USSR",

Kevin Spensley, a Boston College
graduate student, spoke about his
experience helping to build a
bread factory in the Soviet Union.

Spensley, who has spent
extensive time in the Soviet
Union, described the Soviet work
environment as "drunken and

in the '90'$

lazy." The lack of motivation in
the Soviet worker is great, he
said.
Speaking of the Soviet
bureaucracy as a "broken down
car that you need, but that you
have to drive slowly, carefully,
taking it easy," he told stories of
how he repeatedly had to spend
hours working around the system
in order to get things
accomplished. He stated that he
spent a lot of time "making
personal contacts, because itwas
one of the only ways to deal with
the bureaucracy."
Spensley went on to state that
there is a strong sense of bribery
and corruption in the Soviet
Union
because of the
bureaucratic nature of the
country. Yet, he added that "it
was more a sense of helping each
other to get what you needed."

Spensley has a strong interest
the Soviet Union and has
carefully studied the language
and the culture. He received his
BA in Russian and Slavic Studies
from Lawrence University, and is
currently working towards his
Masters Degree at Boston
College. He has studied in Poland
and the Soviet Union and has led
a camping trip through Eastern
Europe.
Spensley said that he believes
there are great opportunities for
business in the Soviet Union now,
but urged the need for patience.
"You really need a calm attitude
to deal with situations in the Soviet
Union," he said.
in

DO YOU HAVE
Ketailing

in the '90's promises to be an increasingly competitive
and sophisticated business.
That's why now more than ever at T.J. Maxx, we need a corporate
merchandising group supporting our stores that is aggressive, decisive, responsive'to change, and up to the challenge of helping us
grow. Professionals with fashion savvy and strong analytical skills
are needed to work in our Home Office in Framingham, MA.

-

JOCK ITCH?

Investigational Drug Study

$200
MTRA is conducting a study to
evaluate the effectiveness of a new
investigational cream on moderate to
severe jock itch.

Join us and you'll start as a Merchandise Analyst, learning and
advancing at your own pace through our Executive Training Program.
This program is designed as a career path to a Buyer position.
i; ..:\u25a0,\u25a0

Read The
Heights

And since we buy for over 360 stores coast-to-coast, and for 45 +
new stores opening each year, there's always room for you to grow.
Stop by and meet us?and you could be part of the picture too!
We will be at the School of Management Career Night on

You will receive free physical exams,
cultures and medication. Your
progress will be monitored at 6 visits to
the study site during your 4-week

Tuesday, October 30th
7pm to 9pm
For more information about T.J. Maxx, please stop by the Career
Center.

participation.

Call 783-5980
M-F, 9:30 to 4:30

Off-price retailing is our business
An

MTRA

equal opportunity employer

Brighton Center

320 Washington Street,

this week's pizza
fact:

FRFF DFT
TVFRY
rttnn
uhlivuki

Americans consume an

nnually. We, as a nation,

OPEN 7 DAYS

>^

Moil tO ThIWS.
11 dfft tO 1 Citfl

eat

°

Blend

17 Toppings
Available

2 Tremont Street Oak Square Brighton, MA 02135

SAVE
$1.00 OFF ANY PIZZA

254-2022
One Coupon Per Pizza

FREE DELIVERY

gg|§|t
| 254 2022 )
-

Our Drivers Carry Less Than $20.00. Prices Include Tax.
Limited Delivery Area
?

»

J4"

"l^iP
l?&Sf

$200 OFF ANY l6" PIZZA
2
11 54-2022
((

one Coupon Per Pizza

'

| 254-2022

Our Drivers Carry Less Than $20.00. Prices Include Tax.
Limited Delivery Area
.

J Jj
.
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The Dow

HEIGHTS

by Gary Lo

October 18,1990 October 25,1990 DOWN-84.55 points
2516.09
2436.14
or 3.3 percent
The seventh column is the P-E, or Price-Earnings, ratio which is the
result of dividing the latest closing price by the latest available
earnings per share, based on primary per-share earnings.
The eighth column is the number of shares traded in the stock in the
previous day which is expressed in hundreds.
The ninth and tenth columns give the highest price and the lowest
price, respectively, at which the stock traded that day.
The eleventh column shows the price at which the last trade of the
day took place, which is referred to as the closing price.
The twelfth column gives the change of the stock price from the
previous day's closing price.

FINANCE

CSOM discusses trends in women majors
By MARGIE TYLER
Heights FINANCE WRITER
There is a significant difference
in the number of womenenrolled
in the CSOM as compared to the
number of women in nursing,

SOE, and A&S. The CSOM class
of 1994 is currently 70% men, a
figure that CSOM undergraduate
Dean Jim Bowditch hopes will
be balance out more evenly with
women. He added that, "There is
no way to tell right now if this is
the beginning of a trend or how

Stock of the We k

roles,"
traditional
Bowditch adds. Human
resource management is
one major Bowditch
pointed out where men
have an advantage over
women. He said that too
often personnel is stereotyped as
women's work, just as strategic
management is stereotyped as
men's.

Anheuser-Busch
Ticker Symbol: BUD
Company:
iPrice;34

things might fall in place for the
rest of the nineties." Currently, of
2,114
the
full-time
undergraduates in CSOM, only
828 are women. Dean
Bowditch points out that
this small number of
women in the CSOM can
be of some advantage to
the women, especially in
the upwardly mobile
fields of operations and
strategic management,
finance and accounting.
"There
are
more
exceptional opportunities
for women in these non-

-

Currently, the trend in CSOM
is
for women to major in
Yjeld: 2.7%
marketing.
"It is a more natural
EarpmgperShare:s2.9svs.s2.6B
expressive
and
field in the
Anheuser-Busch Ss the business world for women to
follow. Culturally, it is a better
largest beer maker in
the United States, the fit." Bowditch has his own theory
on whythismightbethecase. He

Dividend: 1.00

company is also the

second largest

producer of bakery
goods (Campell
Taggert and Eagle
Snacks)andthe
second largest
operator of theme
parks. It acquired Sea
?"«=

possible link to the Reagan area
and women in subservient roles.
He pointed out that most of

believes that the trend in female
role models becoming more
traditional might be an influence
on women majoring in more

female marketing majors than
any other major in CSOM. This
is also the only CSOM major
where the number of women

outnumber the

men. Kim

Whicher, '92, chose
marketing as her major
because of her interest in
retail and believed thatthis
Males
Females
major would best prepare
her for acareer in retailing.
261
168
She went on to add that
21
4
she wanted a business
100
47
degree "that doesn't deal
with cranking out numbers
31
29
and a major that would
12
25
allow many options in the
29
6
future to deal with people
on a personal level." It
522
174
was stated i n a recent Wall
231
103
Street Journal article "that
students
with strong
203
231
marketing
backgrounds
/
are doing well in their job
expressive fields. Human searches."
resource management is one
Dean Bowditch encourages the
major Bowditch pointed out current CSOM women to make
where men have an advantage themselves
available to
over women. He said that too
admissions arid let prospectives
about
the many
often personnel is stereotyped as know
women's work, just as strategic opportunities available to
management is stereotyped as women. As a final encouraging
noteforCSOM women, lastyear's
men's.
recipient
The numbersaloneare definite
of the Managementand
proof that women tend to major Operations award was Angela
in more sensitive fields. As of White, who iscurrentlyemployed
October 26, there were more at Coopers and Lybrand.

The Majors in CSOM
Major
Accounting
Computer Science
Economics
H.Resources Mngt.
Information System
Operations&St.Mgmt
Finance
General Management

Marketing
today's college age women grew
up with Nancy Reagan as their
first-lady influence and now
Barbara Bush. Both of these
womentreat theirroles as thef i rst
ladies with the utmost pride, but
are quite different than the roles
that Ladybird Johnson and
Rosalyn Carter had. The latter
two were regarded very much
independently of their husbands.
Ladybird Johnson was especially

business oriented. Bowditch

Apple bites back with prices
*> i:

World in November
1989 and

believes that there might be a

owns Busch

Gardens, Cypress
Gardens arid Sesame
Park theme

parks.Anheuser-Busch
also owns the St. Louis

Cardinals franchise.
Anheuser-Busch said

beer sales to
wholesalers were at a
record high for the first
6 months of 1990, a
total of 42.4 million
barrels sold up 3.1%
from last year. This
due to the introduction
of Bud Dry and Busch
Light

Total beer market
shares for AnheuserBusch rose to 42.9%
from 41.9% last years
and the goal is 3)% by
mid 1990'5. If this is
reached basically
every other beer would
be made by this
company. BUD is a
good buy.

By LOU KODUMAL
Heights FINANCE WRITER
In an effort to broaden its market,

Apple Computer recently
introduced three new members
of the Macintosh family: the
Classic, the LC, and the llsi. These
long-awaited machines are
notable not only for their new
features, but for their relatively
low prices (retail estimates of
$999 for the Classic, $3098 for
the LC, and $3769 for the llsi).
This emphasis on competitive
pricing is a new approach for
Apple, which had traditionally
relied upon high margins for
profitability.
The Classic is the updated
version of the most popular
Macintosh design, the SE. As the
lowest priced Mac, it features
improved performance as well as
a high capacity disk drive capable
of reading
and writing
information to several different

formats. The LC is the lowestcost, colpr-capablg /Viae. It,also
offers a ftew rapajbilty ©f st>i£nd?
input, which allow users to add
sound to documents. The llsi is a
fast, powerful machine designed
for more intensive tasks.
While consumers will benefit
from the lower prices, the effects
on Apple's future profitability
($457 million last year) are
uncertain. Apple CEO John
Sculley, asquoted by Newsweek,
states, "We're not competitive
with the names you've never
heard before, but we are
competitive with the tier below
IBM and Compaq." Currently
Apple isconductinga $40 million
advertising campaign stressing
the new prices and features as
well as Apple's traditional strong
point: ease of use. Dealers, such
as Computerland, are apparently
enthusiastic about the new Macs
and are also agressively
advertising them.
However, stock analysts are
;

enthused. Many are
concerned, that Apple's shift from
greatly affecf
high''
less

earnings unless sales boom.
Earnings for the last quarter were
already weakened by Apple's
slowing production of older Mac
models, reducing the supply
available. Apple (listed on the
NASDAQ exchange) closed last
Friday unchanged at $30/share,
with a 52-week high/low of 48-1/
2 and 24-1/4 respectively.
It is clear that Apple has made
a significant move with the
introduction of these new models.
Apple is taking a risk in switching
strategies, in the belief that a boom
in sales will more than offset lower
price margins. A slowing
economy, as well as competition
for IBM and its clones, mayderail
this plan. However, it seems that
Apple has made a strong case.
Each of the new Macs provides
greater performance than
previous models at nearly half of
the cost. In addition, Apple has

One of the main reasons for the unbelieveable
S&L Failure was the Garn-St Germain Act of 1982
which legalized higher deposit insurance and gave
tremendous freedom to S&L institutions. It cut
banking auditing and procedure and gave room
for high-rollers. Ronald Regan passed the bill in
1982 and is quoted saying "All in all, I think we
have hit the Jackpot." Little did he know.

targeted its market well. As a
in edqca/ional campy ti/ig,
ftrsrb 6ee*r3<lcfeci tfrat fe strength
as the
will continue,
retail prices above would be
subject to further educational
discounts. While IBM dominates
the business computer market,
Apple has been gaining ground
by stressing the ease of operation,
especial ly with regards to training
users and working with computer
networks. The next few months
will see if Apple does indeed bite
off a bigger share of the market
without hurting profits.

Anyone

interested
in writing

for

Heights
Finance
call Drew

Adams,

566-2838
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John Hosman
Assistant Buyer
8.C.'90

Matt Marcotte
Ann Supple
Assistant Buyer
Buyer
8.C.'90
8.C.'87
Economics
Communications

Marie Khoury
Pompeo Deßubeis
Assistant Buyer
Assistant Buyer
8.C.'90
8.C.'90
Economics
Sociology
Roxanne VaanAnen
Assistant Buyer
B.C. '90
Finance

Psychology

Rose Joly
Senior Assistant Buyer
B.C. '88
Finance

Lauma Cerlins
Assistant Buyer
8.C.'90
Marketing

John Ventola
Assistant Buyer
B.C. '90
Finance

EXPLORE THE OPPORTUNITIES
UPCOMING EVENTS

These Boston College graduates were looking for a
challenging career that would draw on the skills and
knowledge acquired
through four years of college. They
n
i
ii
found it... A rewarding career that
demands
keen
L?.
interpersonal
savvyJ and a creative
intelligence;
6
v
'.
entrepreneurial spirit. They chose retailing!
,
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You too should "Get ready for May" by exploring the

opportunities available.

THE MAY DEPARTMENT STORES COMPANY IS A
FORBES 100 COMPANY, A RECOGNIZED BUSINESS
LEADER KNOWN NATION-WIDE FOR ITS SUPERB
EXECUTIVE TRAINING PROGRAM. A COMPANY
THAT'S STRONG, STABLE, AND HIGHLY
PROFITABLE. A COMPANY DESCRIBED BY FORTUNE
MAGAZINE AS "ONE OF THE MOST ADMIRED
CORPORATIONS IN THE COUNTRY."

.?,
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,

,

Stop by and meet May Company representatives when
we visit Boston College.

?
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.

Representatives
will be present
to discuss our
r
r
Air
r
program
at the Marketing Career Fair on Tuesday,
U 0
on
t
u n*L
nr>
October 30 at Lyons
Hall from 7-9 rp.m..
J
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Student Reception on Thursday, November 1, 1990
at fa e School of Management Honors Commons,

1

Speaker: William McNamara
Senior Vice President and
General Merchandise Manager
Filene's

|

.

.

This presentation will discussthe May Department
Stores Company and the Buyer career path. Arts and
Science students are encouraged to attend.
Interested in interviewing this faU? The Career
Center is NOW accepting resumes for interviews for
our Summer 1991 Executive Training Program.
STOP by the Career Center today.

Fl LEN E'S

G.FOX

The May Department Stores Company \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0^\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0^\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0a
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Nutrition

Are you being ripped off?
By SHEILA TUCKER, R.D
Losing money instead of weight
as you try to melt it off, starve it off
or even sleep it off? You are not
alone. Millions of Americans are
looking for the hidden secret to
successful weight loss in such
dark corners as pills, potions and
hocus-pocus diets and gadgets.
And, guess what? At least 80
percent of those who are
successful at losing this way
regain the lost weight and often
then some! That's because there
is no deep, dark secret to weight
loss. The body needs a certain
amount of energy (calories) to
maintain its weight. To lose, take
in a balanced diet with less
calories, use up more energy
through exercise, or your best
bet, do both. However, there is
no glitz or glamour to this method
and it takes hard work and
dedication. That's where the
temptation of "effortless" weight
loss has its appeal...quick, easy
weight 1055... BUT BEWARE!
Fad Fashions
Celebrity promises that their
diet, potion or gadget will melt
away your fat without much work
seem too good to be true and
usually are just that, too good to
be true. Crash diets go in and out
of style as quickly as the latest
fashion craze. That's because
while they may help one achieve
some rapid initial weight loss,
hence their appeal, the long term
results are grim. No change of
habits occur. Often the diet is
nutritionally
unbalanced.
Eventually, through boredom and

slipping back to old habits, the
weight creeps back. To avoid the
pitfalls of fads, ask yourself the
following questions before
buying into a new diet, plan or
gadget.
Does the diet, plan or gadget
promise fast and easy weight loss?
Is it based on some secret no one
else has discovered? Be wary of
such promises of melting away
fat without much effort. The
plastic suits, fat jigglers and
grapefruit pills have proven there
is no fast solution to permanent
weight loss. Donotletthem insult
your intelligence by being led to
believe so!

....Will

someone stand to make
money on this plan, such as the
author, publisher or provider Of

the special foods? Remember, let
the buyer beware. You could
endanger your health and wealth!
Is the person promoting the
diet known in the field, wellrespected and knowledgeable in
nutrition? Look for credentials
such as R.D. (registered dietitian).
A person with an M.D., Ph.d or
M.S. degree can also be a nutrition

expert if their specialty is in

nutrition. The degrees alone don't
guarantee that.
Is the plan
nutritionally? A

well-balanced
balanced diet
includes foods from all the major
food groups. Favoring one food
or a group of foods should be

avoided. Certain specific foods
or nutrients do not have special
health-giving properties. There
are no magic foods, so ignore
those all-you-can-eat grapefruit,
egg or fruit diets. They only
reinforce binge eating and are
nutritionally unbalanced.
What about these popular very

&

shirt!
Upon my retirement, I would
like to thank Father Monan
and the Board of Trustees for
their generosity and support
over the years.

low-calorie diets?

American
The
Dietetic
Associations' official position on
Oprah's Optifast diet and its
competitors is "that while very
low-calorie diets promote rapid
weight lossand may be beneficial
for certain individuals, such diets
have health risks and should be
undertaken only with the
supervision of a multi-disciplinary
health team with monitoring by a

Lose, page 24

Personalized Trip Planning...
DOMESTIC

Come to this week's News
Meeting on Monday at
3:00 and get a free T-

INTERNATIONAL

?Air, Rail & Steamship Reservations «Tour 'Cruises 'Hotels
?Resorts 'Charters Eurail Passes 'Spring Break Trips
356 Chestnut Hill Ave., Brookline
Our service does not increase your trip cost...
You p--y only regular tariff rates...
?

I also want to thank all of the
electricians, carpenters,

plumbers, locksmiths and
ground crew for your
understanding and guidance.
Thank You Very Much,
Sincerely,

734-2350

Gear Up This Fall

*JVC

with Clans Software.

JESUIT VOLUNTEER CORPS
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INFORMATIONAL MEETING

The Hottest Combination

The academic race is on andClaris softwarefor the
Macintosh is sure to put you ahead of thepack.
?

Powerful Word Processing

MacWrite 15 II software makes your writing assignments
easier. Editing is a breeze with the advanced spelling

checker, 220,000-word thesaurus, and footnote capability,
Use custom fonts and styles, and multiple columns for
attention getting papers and flyers.
So, whether you're wnung a lab report or an economics
paper your work will look professional and take a lot
less time.
-

Easy Graphics and Design
,

Use MacDraw 1 II software to complete the picture. You

can create anything from simple graphics and charts to
technical illustrations and architectural drawings.
MacDraw II is the perfect partner for any project from
the fraternity newsletter to a new bike design for your
engineering class.
-

\u25a0

HIGGINS 304

-

*

TUES, NOV 6: INDIVIDUAL MEETINGS

j

Gasson 315
JVC Staffperson Kathleen Schneider will meet INDIVIDUALLY
(or in groups up to three) to answer any particular question.

-

n

,?.

?

,

SIGN UP for the individual meetings at GASSON 315
For further information, contact: Ted Dziak, SJ 552-3514
-

y

Boston College Computer Store
/
Gasson Hall
/
Room 15
/
617-552-8563

91111
C1990 Clans Corporation All nghLsresOTvtd Claris, MacDraa and.MicWme are
registered trademarks of Clans Corporauon Macintosh is a registered trademark of
Apple Computer, Inc. TR£X is a registered trademark of TREK Bicycle Corporation

MON T NOV 5 7:00 PM: GENERAL MEETING

Together, MacWrite II and MacDraw II can help you to
write, publish and design anything from a term paper, to a
research project, to a resume that gets results giving you
the winning edge. No matter what the race, you'll finish
ahead with Claris software.
(fa on
Tn js Fall!
Ask for details on the spec a claris Back-to-School Offer
on the popular software combination for your Macintosh
MacWrite II and MacDraw II
.
,
.
Enter the Claris Sweepstakes to win a brand new
m - Mountain Bike absolutelyfree'

/ v&&?
X
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Rain Forest Day supports world cause
By ANN BOEHLER

World Rain Forest Day, last

October 26, capped off a week
devoted to conservation of the
world's rain forests and to
"heightening the awareness of

what the actual effects of the
extinction of the rain forests
would be," said Scott Sellers,
UGBC Vice President of Social

Awareness.
The program was sponsored
by the Environmental Action
Center of Boston College and cosponsored by the UGBC's
Department of Social Awareness.
The events of the day were
planned to take place on the
Dustbowl,butdueto unexpected
cold weather, they were moved
to outside the Cafe in McElroy. A

band,

The Three Amigos,
provided entertainmentfrom 1 pm
to 3pm, and various social
awareness groups such as Save
the Trees, the Recycling Group,
the Coalition for Peace, and
Amnesty International had tables
set up with information and
petitions. Some groups sold teeshirts to promote their respective
causes as well.

The crowd was not as large as
expected, due to the relocation.
"It was disappointing that it wasn't
outside; there could have been a
lot more people," said Kate
Simps ;n, SOE '92, an EAC
member. Forthosewhodid make
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it, "we hope that they will look at
the petitions and the literature
and maybe learn something," said
Simpson.
Meredith Ward, CSOM '94,
said I think the whole thing was
a good idea; it's important for
people to realize that this affects
all of us."
Mary Kenny, A&S '94, stated,
"I really wasn'taware of how bad
"

BC grad serves in Corps
Deborah E. Roy, daughter of
and Mrs. David C. Roy of
Framingham, was recently
commissioned an ensign in the
Mr.

199185N

STUDENTS.
Enter the Air Force

immediately after graduawithout waiting for the
tion
your
State Boards. You
results of
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Get a head start in the
Air Force. Call
\u25bc>

?
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Costume (Batf

Navy Nurse Corps, to serve in the
Naval Reserve.
According to her recruiter, Lt.
Cmdr. Patricia Davis of Navy
Recruiting District Boston, Roy, a
graduate of Boston College, is
undergoing training atthe Officer
Indoctorinization School in
Newport, Rhode Island.
Navy nurses are commissioned

%J

Wednesday, October 31

the problem is, but this week has
really helped me to get a better
understanding of it."
Most people do not understand
the seriousness of the situation,
said Sellers. "The end of the world
is in sight for our generation," he
added. "There is a specific date
when the rain forests will be gone,
and when they're gone, we're
gone."

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

1-800-423-USAF
TOLL FREE

officers who serve at naval
hospitals and medical facilities
in the United States and
throughout the world.

Further information about
Navy nursing opportunities can

be obtained by calling the
medical programs office at Navy
Recruiting District Boston,
telephone (617) 451-4501. This
number may be called collect.

Happy

Halloween
from The
Heights

at

CITI
15 Landsdowne Street
Prizes for best costumes:
Ist prize: A trip for two to
Cancun
sponsored by Last Minute Travel
267-9800

2nd Prize: $500.00
3rd Prize: Dream Car for a
day

I

started a nursery.
I constructed a well.
I surveyed a national park.
I taught school.
I coached track.
I learned French.

sponsored by Auto Fantasy

I WAS IN THE
PEACE CORPS

Free Buses from St. Ignatius

Build your future with the Peace Corps! MATH, SCIENCE, BUSINESS, NURSING,
TESOL, AND EDUCATION MAJORS are urgently needed for overseas assignments. Find

Call 262-2424 for
more information

out how YOU can make a difference as a Peace Corps volunteer. Representatives will be
on campus at the following times to talk to graduating seniors about programs:

INFO TABLE
Weds, Nov 7
10:00-3:00

McElroy Lobby

FILM SEMINAR
Weds, Nov 7
5:00-7:00
Murray Conf. Rm, 2nd Fl.
McElroy

Please call Peace Corps at 617-565-5555 xl 29 for details
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Live, it's "Late Night" with Randy Cohen
By ELIZABETH KREOFT
"My response to people who
find the show offensive is 'Turn it

off!'" said Randy Cohen, one of
the many comedy writers for the
popular show "Late Night With
David Letterman."
Last Thursday night at 7:30
pm in Higgins 304, he shared
insight about what it's like to
work backstage on one of
television's funniest talk shows.
"I've seen a lot of things during
the six and a half years that I've
been working on the show,"
stated Cohen. "Watching Geena
Davisadjustherstockings, seeing
my three year-old daughter dance
with Glenn Close's three yearolddaughter, and havingßelinda
Carlisle ask me about her rouge
are all part of my job," he added.
A writer's main responsibility,
though, is to submit his or her
material to Dave, who decides if
it's funny enough to use on the
show, said Cohen. Despite the
staggering rejection rate (about
75 to 90 percent) he said he enjoys
his work immensely. He is
personally responsible for the
ingenuity behind Monkey Cam,
which is the idea of placing a
camera on the back of a monkey
and letting him run amuck in the
studio. Cohen also came up with
the notion of the 360 degrees
show where the camera simply
circles throughout the show.
Constant pressure is applied to
create new Top Ten Lists each
day. Although the point is to be
funny, writers are continually
meeting with the "censorship
people" in order to tone down
their material and eliminate
offensive language, said Cohen.
Their hostile and frustrating
relationship with each other

doesn't prevent the writers from
coming up with even raunchier
material, though, he added.
Sometimes Letterman won't even
use the scheduled jokes because
his own humor dominates the
show. "At times I wonder why he
keeps us," said Cohen. "Most of
the show is just Dave being

Dave."
After many attempts at playing
in

unsuccessful rock bands,

Cohen started submitting articles
to local newspapers and
magazines. When he applied for
the position on the Letterman
show and was accepted, his
immediate thought was "clerical

error". This is his first "real" job,
as he puts it. He is currently on a
leave of absence from the show
and when asked what he misses

most, he replied,"l miss gossiping

in the offices about other people's
lives, and the free long-distance
phone calls."

Capucino's to go.
Capucino's delivers.
If you don't have time to dine at Capucino's,
you can easily enjoy our delicious food at home.
Either pick up your favorite dishes with our convenient
take out service, or call and we'll deliver to your
home or office. We also cater to any size party or
occasion. Take out, delivery and catering
available at Capucino's in Brookline only.
Call 731-4849.
Only our prices are modest.

Randy Cohen, a writer for David Letterman, spoke about life
backstage at "Late Night."

SAfety For Everyone
This new idea is designed for students walking
alone or in small groups at night. Two sign-up
sheets will be available for each hour on the
hour from Bpm to 11 pm for students to signup. Each sheet contains a list of those students
who want to walk back to their residence halls
from O'Neill at that particular time. There are
different sheets for Upper Campus, College
Road and the Lyons bus stop; there is another
for Walsh, Edmonds and the Mods. Ask the
Circulation desk for details. This could be a
student service that will run itself, but to work,
YOU MUST SIGN UP!!

hwhSSm
oapuoino's
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capucino's
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rigtorante

Brookline

1370 Beacon St. 731-4848

THINK SUMMER

Think Abbey
Theater Workshop
Dublin, Ireland

FEAST OF ALL SAINTS
NOVEMBER 1
mmm,
MASS SCHEDULE:
Wednesday:
(Vigil)
October 31 10:00pm-Manresa House

KhOOpm-StJoseply's Chapel

June 23 July 28
-

(Holy Day)
November 1 8:30am&12:00pm-Cushing

Thursday:

11 am, 12&lpm-St.Mary's

6 Credits
English
Theatre/Communications
Irish Studies
Informational Meeting
November 13
4:30 to 5:30 pm
Carney 457

jMSjIgl

12:15, 4:00, 5:30,

10:00pm
9:oopm

°*

-

-

&

7:3opm

St. Joseph's

Newton Chapel
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W. Seavey Joyce award given to Ayers
George Downey, president of
Harbor Equity Funds, Inc., will
present the second annual W.
Seavey Joyce Award in memory
of the former Boston College
president and civic leader on
October 5 at 4:00 pm in Fulton
Hall Honors Common at Boston
College.
The award is given annually to
a Boston College undergraduate
for outstanding community
service. This year's recipient is
Christine L. Ayers, a Carroll
School of Managementsenior, in
recognition of her leadership in
recruiting for, promoting and
managing Junior Achievement's

innovative community service

program "Business Basics".
Working
with
Junior
Achievement, Ayers created the
opportunity for Boston College's
Carroll School of Management
students to share their business
knowledge and experience with
youngsters in more than eight
Boston area schools. Through
"Business Basics", BC students
volunteer their time to run minibusiness practicums for 4th and
sth grade students. These young
students form and manage mock
companies, and learn about
marketing, production and
management as well as ethics.

BC students serve as both teachers
and role models, encouraging the
students to stay in school and
strive. Through Ayers 1 efforts, the
program now has over 150
volunteers.
"I never realized the impact of
'Business Basics' would go so far
and involve so many School of
Management students," said
Ayers. "Business majors have
typically been labeled as people
who don't careand are indifferent
to the plight of others. This
program has shown how much
we do care. I am honored to be
recognized- particularly since
Father Joyce was himself the dean

of the School of Management."
Ayers first became involved in
community service while she was
in Marist High School in Atlanta,
where she helped with meal
preparation in a soup kitchen.
Besides managing "Business
Basics", Ayers is director of
community services for the
Carroll School Honor Programs.
Ayers, a senior, will be receiving
a B.S. in finance and information
systems this May. She is from
Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania and
Atlanta, Georgia.
A

SUPER LUBE
Quick Oil Change

222 Brighton Ave

?

Allston

?

former student of Father

Joyce's, now president-elect of
the Boston College Alummi
Association, George Downey is
founder and president of Harbor
Equity Funds, Inc. Through the
BC Alumni Association, Downey
has himself been actively
involved in giving back to the
community. In 1989, Downey
helped found Second Helping,
the first outreach program of the
Alumni Association which
transports leftover food from area
hotels and restaurants to shelters

(617) 782 6515

(next to Burger King, near Harvard Ave.)

We Offer the Following 13 Point Service in
10 Minutes or Less for Only $24.95

throughout Boston. In itsfirstyear,
Second Helping was able to
distribute over 227,000 pounds
of food to Boston shelters, which
made up over 185,000 meals
served. "For me, the spirit of Jesuit
education is to give something
back to the community. Father
Joyce was an inspiration in this
sense and I am proud to present
this award in his honor."
The W. Seavey Joyce
Community Service Award was
established in 1988 by friends of
Father Joyce as a memorial to this
Jesuit educator, community
leader, Boston Col lege president,
urban affairs consultant and
Michigan pastor. The annual
award recognizes dedicated
leadership by a Boston College
junior in community service,
advocacy or political work to
improve the plight of its more
underserved people. The award
is a bronze medallion, $1500,
and whatever support and
guidance the Board can offer to
the recipient's work ?just as Fr.
Joyce did for so many."

Mass. Senate President,

William Bulger
will be speaking on Nov. 8 at
7pm in Gasson 100.
His address will feature such
topics as CLT, and the
upcoming elections.

"GetTaKnow Uslnlroductofy Offer"

$3.00 OFF

I Complete Oil
I

tO 5 Qts M °bile oil
Change> Reg. $24.95 with Coupon $21.951
UP

No Appointment Necessary Hours: Mon Fri 9am-6pm, Sat Bam
\u25a0

I
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I
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PART-TIME JOB ©PEMIMQ
Company:

Price Waterhouse, Strategic Consulting Group

Job Title:

Computer Graphics Assistant (as an outside
contractor)

Hours:

Variable (daytime, evenings, and weekends)

Major
Responsibilities:

Working with a team of professionals, you will
be creating quality graphic presentations
utilizing a Macintosh SE or a Macintosh SE/30.
The following software is used in creating
these presentations: MacDraw 111.1, Microsoft
Excel 2.2 and Microsoft Word 4.0.

Required

Qualifications:

HP

I

You can handle this package.
At United Parcel Service
we give-you die flcxibilirv of
U
vU _U U
with
the benea part-time job

Must have proficient knowledge of a
Macintosh Computer, as well as, the
following software: MacDraw 111.1,
Microsoft Excel 2.2 and Microsoft Word 4.0.
Applicant must be extremely flexible
regarding working hours and also

?
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fits of full-time work.
We know students keep busy
schedules. TWs why our 3-5

dependable/reliable.

AN HOUR TO START

naye

hour part
nour
time snirts
shifts have Deen
been
nart-time

benefits for

«"?«-

part-time

work

potential promotion to supervisory
posmoN BEFO RE GRADUATION
'

.

a student loan program which allows

yQU m BORROW up T0 $25>000 ,*<* year.
designed to fit your needs.
UP TO $2,000 PER SEMESTER
U??, el,o
ViU also
?Ic~ know
We
that students
, N TUm(fo u6WW ißS ement
.
;
demand more than an hourly I
hour,
we provide health benefits, profit
wage. So in addition to paying $8-9 an
sharing plans, student loans, and paid vacations (including 10 paid holidays).
Also, UPSers working part time on selected
shifts at our Norwood facility are eligible for
pyUßflyßHtfUyUMißfl
tuition reimbursement.
104$ tsSs°»miue
or more in^ormation contact your Student
watertown
aSARUN«TOMSTwrr
Employment Office or call us at (617) 461-5700,
WHNSKTON
2000AKHU.WAV
| Sjg
?

Sa,ary:

$10 $15 per hour depending upon skills and
-

f

experience.

To apply, please send resume to:
Lynn Kesterson-Townes
Price Waterhouse
160 Federal Street, 11th Floor

Boston, Massachusetts 02110

Price Waterhouse
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WORKING FOR

STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US

ups delivers EDUCATION
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Have personal goals led to student apathy?
can make. A decision on the

By SCOTT E. MATARESE
Heights Managing Editor

The world that we live in is
extremely hard to understand.
Each of us wants to do our best to
get the most out of the world, but
it seems that no one wants to put
anything back into it. Each of us
becomes so wrapped up in our
own aspirations, careers, and
problems that we forget to really

look

at what goes on

around us.

The Stealth Bomber program
that was recently passed by
Congress is a prime example of
how lazy and apathetic many
Americans are. We, as citizens,
al lowed the governmentto spend
five hundred and fifty million
dollars for each Stealth Bomber
that the Grumman Corporation

precise number to be built is still
pending in Congress. On top of
this outrageous cost, Congress
approved the spending when it
knew, as well as all of us, that the
Cold War was slowly melting
away.
Let's just think of the alternate
uses for five hundred and fifty
million dollars. If BC were given
the money, our University would
be able to educate twenty seven
thousand students, for free, for
one year,

based

on a twenty

thousand dollar per year tuition,
several schools could be built,
thousands of people would be
able to receive a hot meal,
thousands of people could be
given a place to call their own,
and endless numbers of other

services could be provided for
the needy, as well as ourselves.
But what do most students
and myselfdo at BC, even though
we know th is goes on ? We study,
socialize, and drink. What do
most professors do? They teach
their courses, and help their
students. What do our parents
do? They go to work to earn
money to pay our tuition bills. I
don'tquite know whatthe reason
is but most of us allow ourselves
to become so wrapped up in our
own lives that we let incompetent
members of Congress make these
senseless
decisions.
Why don't we just think a minute

you to talk with. Tell them that
you
believe that their

performance

has

unsatisfactory. Tel I them how yoi

been

fife

'

Students, page 23
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and realize that their decisions
do effect us. Go and talk to your
congressional representative.
They actually are available for

JL JLold a piece of tape
up to your eyes, dim the lights
and try to fill out your taxes.

For this woman it's poor eyesight, (or
someone else it might be arthritis or
maybe *?'"?' *** c°P e fact is '
last year 4 millionAmericans got the
ne| P they needed from IRS Munteer
Ass stancf pro
Ifr you have the desire to help and a
basic aptitude for math, you could
become a part of the IRS Volunteer
Assistance Programs. So volunteer and
call 1800 424-1040. Beginning October \
1990, please call 1800829-1040.
Volunteer and make someone's
taxes less taxing.

J

,

Now you're seeing things from
her point
of view.
r

THINK

.

JUNIOR YEAR

i
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ABROAD

THINK
CORK IRELAND

IT

FRESHMAN WEEKEND
RETREAT
in Vermont

November 9-11
a great chance to get away to it a11...
have fun
meet new friends
relax and enjoy the beauty of God and nature...

IRISH STUDIES PROGRAM

INFORMATIONAL MEETING
November 7

Xscape 1

4:30 5:30
-

Fulton 116

Signup:
10 p.m. St. Joseph's Sunday Mass
9 p.m. Newton Sunday Mass

REFRESHMENTS

University Chaplaincy, McElroy 215
(bring $35 check deposit)

Ijji

J STUDENT
c,cjz>

PrnSfcX

Now u can nave two °f t^ie most recognized and
accepted credit cards in the worid...Vlsa® and MasterCard®
credlt cards..."in your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!

I
\u25a0
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VISA® and MasterCard® the credit cards you
deserve and need for? ID?BOOKS?DEPARTMENT

STORES?TUITION?ENTERTAINMENT?

EMERGENCY CASH? TICKETS? RESTAURANTS?
HOTELS?MOTELS?GAS-CAR RENTALS?
REPAIRS?AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!

iNCI

\u25a0

**£
\

©*

SERVICES,BOX 224026,HOLLYWOOD,FL 330?;

JJ

I want

Credit

Cards. Enclosed find $15 which Is 100% refundable if not
approved immediately.

NAME
ADDRESS

cnr

STATE?ZIP

|

PHONE
PHONE

S.S.*

"

SIGNATURE

I

NOTE: MasterCard Is a registered trademark of MasterCard International. Inc.
Visa Is a registered trademark of VISA USA. Inc. and VISA International
Services Association

No security deposit!
Approval absolutely guaranteed so

rJ±l

J\u25a0

No turn downs!

r

|

|

10Q% GUARANTEED!
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BC students take to the streets in service
Boston College students who
have been assigned hours of
community service for various
offenses with in the University and

local community will take to the
streets Saturday, November 3, at
9:00 am. Students have been
assigned community service

IfTfUZEIi

'J

hours through the Office of the
Dean for Student Development
and various Housing staff
members. Under the direction of
Fr. Kevin McCrade, dean for offcampus students, students will
clean those neighborhood areas
where neighbors have been most
inconvenienced by litter and
noise. A special effort will be
paid to the Corey Hill Road area,

j

RETRERT

FREEI
FREE!
FREE!

THATS RIGHT!
ITS FUN!

Si. Amlgos and Amlgas,
One of you eats for FREE'
when you order Two or more of these
Six South of the Border Specialties.

weekend of prayer, discussion, and contemplation
led by the internationally known

CHEESE NACHOS
CHICKEN QUESADILLA
CHEESE QUESADILLA
TACOS
CHICKEN FAJITAS
SANTA FE POCKETS

Sign up:
University Chaplaincy, McElroy 215
(bring $35 check deposit)
The weekend costs $35. Price includes transportation, rood, and lodging. We
will depart at 6 PM Friday, November 11, from the McElroy Bookstore Lobby
and will return Sunday at 3 PM. Each participant is asked to bring a towel,
sleeping bag (or sheets and blankets) and a bible. Dress for the weekend is
casual. In addition to time for prayer and discussion there will be ample
amounts of free time for relaxing, studying, or just hanging out. The
weekend promises to be a relaxing and enriching experience.
call 552-3479 if you need more information

L

Bring

o

FIESTAI
FIESTA!
FIESTA!

AND ITS MEXICAN!

Brothers of Taize, France

Cj\

FOOD!
FOOD!
FOOD!

ITS FREEI

November 9-11
a

sight of many students' parties
and problems.
Mc Grade says, "It is the hope
of the University that this will
heighten the students' awareness
and sensitivity to their neighbors
who are permanent residents."
"The very title of the position I
hold here at Boston College
denotes that a major portion of
my ministry should be allocated

$6.95
$5.95
$9.95
$6.95

will be held on
Nov. 1 at 6pm
in Cushing
Auditorium.
James A.

The Sangria Bowl
!t 's bi9 enough for two!
-

[C \

(rSt
(DKvl

fßtfg

Friend!

The A. Daniel
Rubenstein
Lectureship

$4.95
$7.95

And try our newest concoction-
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"Purchase two South of the
Border Specialties and the
lesser priced entree Is rREEI

Monday thru Friday!

jU
I I Wss>
1

Sorry, this special offer
Is not available for take out

it the Circle

off-campus
students,
neighbors, and their problems.
Off-campus issues are extremely
important atthis time in the history
of Boston College and its further
development.
Visibility,
availability, and approachability
are qualities I see as crucial to
properly develop my role and
relationships
harmonious
between students, neighbors, and
the University. The last eight
weekends I have spent into the
early hours of the morning
attempting to be all three of the
above and I firmly believe that, in
time, we will and are making
inroads in the off-campus area. I
operate out of the bold theological
principle that grace builds on
nature and sometimes nature
needs a little help." Next Saturday
will give this necessary boost.

to

h

O'Donohoe,
J.E.D., will be
the guest

speaker.

SENIORS:
This is your last chance to get into the
yearbook!
If you haven't had your picture taken yet,

or if you would like to get them retaken,

sign up on the sheets posted outside the Sub Turri

Office at McElroy 103.

Photographers will be on campus this week only
at the following times:
Monday, October 29th through Friday, November 2nd
9:30 to 12:00 and 1:00 to 5:15
Re-sits cost approximately $10.00. Please bring your money with you.

Sub Turri is now accepting all senior candid photos.
Bring in your favorite pictures, black and white or
color, with your name and local telephone number

lon

the back to McElroy 103.

All pictures will be returned in May.
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Heights Sports
Mountaineers no contest for Eagles
Converted turnovers key in BC's 27-14 victory over West Virginia
By J.P. PLUNKETT
Heights Assistant Sports Editor
MORGANTOWN, W.VA- Being
seven point underdogs and
coming into the contest 40 teams
below West Virginia in the
national rankings, Saturday's
Boston College 27-14 win was a
classic upset.
Following three straight losses
to the Mountaineers it was also a
payback as the Eagles finally
defeated the team that was 4-0
against Doug Flutie.
Rolling off 27 unanswered first
half points was more than BC
needed to see its record upped to
4-3 and its chances for a post
season bowl berth enhanced.
The Eagles' defense forced six
turnovers, more than the
Mountaineers had committed in
its previous six games total, that
set up theirfirst two scoring drives.
Halfway to go in the first
quarter, Jay Clark blocked a West
Virginia punt and Jay McGillis
recovered it at the Mountaineer
25 to set up a 37-yard, Sean
Wright field goal.
Tom McManus stripped the
ball from West Virginia's Jon Jones
before Kevin Donovan recovered
it at the Mountaineer 29.
Sixteen yards rushing from
MikeSandersandan 11-yard Ray
Hilvert reception set up a two
yard Ed Toner up the middle
touchdown run. Wright's extra
point was good, and BC closed
out the first quarter leading 10-0.
The Eagles had their most

explosive quarter in a long while
as they proceeded to chalk up 17
points in the next 15 minutes.
The game's prettiest moment
came when Glenn Foley fired a
74-yard bomb to Mark Chmura
who snaked through three
Mountaineer defenders before
fumbling the ball and recovering
it himself at the West Virginia
one yard line.
"I felt three of them on me and
just
I ran out of gas," said Chmura.
The damage was complete

when Foley tossed a two yard
passtoTim Fragerwhowassitting

wide open in the end zone as the
Eagles saw their lead increase to
17.
Foley did not have his best
performance of the season, but it
was good enough to win, and he
finished the day completing 12
of 26 passes for 1 75 yards.
"We put the ball in the end
zone, and I'm not surprised," said
Foley. "We have a good team,
and we're capable of doing it

Sophomore defensive tackle Jon Stolberg heads the celebration after

every week. We wanted to put
more points up."
The Eagles continued to add
insult to injury when Matt Kelley
intercepted a Greg Jones (14 for
30, 242 yards) pass and showed
some wide receiver-like agility in
running it back 27 yards to the
Eagle 8.
Kelley's third pick off of the
season set up anotherWright field
goal and put the Eagles up 20-0.
The Eagles'continued their rout
of the Mountaineer defense as

Captain Kevin Pearson said he
was "thinking payback, baby,
payback" as he ran in an
interception 31 yards to put the
Eagles score at 27.
"In the first half we did
everything wrong that we could
do," said West Virginia Coach
Don Nehlen.
"We'd run up and down the
field and get close but something
happened every time and we'd
give the ball away."
BC couldn't hold on to the
shutout as West Virginia's James
Jett made a 68 yard catch to set
up a Rico Tyler touchdown.
With a commanding 20 point
lead the Eagles simply maintained
a steady pace in the second half.
Things
somewhat
got
frightening for BC early in the
third quarter as West Virginia
advanced 75 yards on 12 plays
to get within 13, on their first
possession of the second half.
But BC's defense, anchored by
two key blocked passes by David
Johnson and Brian Williams, held
West Virginia at bay throughout
the fourth quarter.
The
offense
became
conservative but the victory was
sealed.
"It's a good win for us down
here, we haven't had a lot of luck
down here. I'm just happy that
the clock ran out," said BC Coach
Jack Bicknell.
"I tried to stay aggressive all
game. I never forgot what these
fans can do. It's a great place to
play."And an even greater place

one of BC's first half scores.

to win.

Herren takes flight

BC heads to BIG EAST Tourney

After finishing their BIG EAST
schedule with a 5-2-1 mark, the
Eagles added to their record with
non-conference victories over
Harvard ,mk\ Hartwick.
Following the 1-0 win in
Cambridge, the team combined
a fantastic second ha! tunc! scoring
her; Is iron' midfielder Chris

virtually uncontested goal.
"There's nothing you can do
about a goal like that," reasoned
Kelly. "But I thought the team
responded beautifully."
After that one defensive
letdown, the Eagles dominated
much of the rest of the game,
a I lowing their opponents very few
legitimate scoring opportunities.
Goalie Brian Boussy stopped the
few shots that Hartwick could
muster, preserving the near

shutout.
BC stormed back to tie the
game with 1:27 left in the first
half. After a series of missed
the
opportunities,
team
capitalized on some poor
Hartwick defense, as an
unmarked Lugossy fired a solid
shot from 20 yards out. His rocket
was tipped into the goal by an
opportunistic Steve Johnson,
tying the game 11.
The second halt was all BC.
COLLINS continued to p. 22
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Herald and Cbbe's All-State
made
Mike Herren a household name
throughout the state was when
he vowed that Durfee woura
successfully defend their titles
and that he would person,illy

sandwiched betweentheSilber/
Weld debate and President
Bush's government shutdown
threat is a picture of Herren with

teams. But what really

the headline,. "Court fame turns
into court pain."
Theheadlinereferstocharges
made against Herren following
a Columbus Day weekend
altercation in a Fall River

see to it.

Whether people took him as
confident or cocky, Herren
made good on his promise.
Durfee extended its winning
streak to 47 games and won its
second straight title as Herren
averaged 30.5 points pergame.
He always played basketball
as if he wanted to do nothing
else. His hands were always
raised in victory and a smile
was always on his face. And
every step of the way there was

function hall.
The incident and the Herald
article are just the most recent
events in what has been a stormy
career for the 6'4" guard who
led his Durfee High School
basketball team to two

consecutive Massachusetts
Division I State Championships
before coming to Boston College
in the fall of 1989.
"I never asked to be on the
I front page so many times. At

he continued.
The attention started during
his junior year in high school
when Herren Jed Durfee to its

first state championship. He
averaged 23.2 points per grime
and was named to both the

But sure enough, intheFriday
October 19 issue of the Herald,

| [
This scoring drive put the Eagles ahead against Hartwick College

Herren
"My critics will say 'if he
didn't get into so many fights
then it wouldn't be a burden/
But when you're 18 years old
and have the world at your
hands there are jealous people,"

According to the Boston
Herald, Mike Herren is bigger
news than Saddam Hussein and
The New Kids on the Block.
With war pending in the
Middle East and Boston's local
heart throbs being linked to the
Mob, one must question why a
nineteen year-old kid getting
into a little tiff is worthy of page
one.

'\u25a0 i

LugOj ?'. ic ><.",.. iter d\) important
3-1 triumphnv(.*i Hartwick
this

Saturday.
Head co.')! h Eel Kelly praised
the loam tor its strong
against the
pen:-' ma nee
power" from
soccer
"established
New York, adding that the senior
Lugossy played "the best gameof
his career."
The weekend's clear, cold
weather provided the perfect
backdrop for the Eagles'win. For
the large crowd assembled in
Alumni Stadium, however, it first
appeared that the game would
not be as equally picturesque, as
Hartwick jumped to an early 1 -0
lead on an "accident goal."
A failed attempted clear by the

I

Tournament.

score a

I

Sporting an impressive 10-4-2
record and ranked second in their
division, the BC men's soccer
team is now poised and ready for
the upcoming BIG EAST

BC defense allowed Hartwick

forward Steve Tordone to

;

By CHRISTOPHER COLLINS

first it was flattering but in the
end it got to be a burden," said

By J.P. PLUNKETT
Heights Assistant Sports Editor

...

continued to p. 22
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Men's Basketball

Young Eagles set
to rebound in 1990
By EDWARD III
Heights Staff Writer
Minus the fanfare of Midnight
Madness, a tradition that several

major colleges practice, the BC
Eagles began basketball practice
on October 15.
This is a crucial year for the
Maroon and Gold, as they look to
rebound from last year's
disasterous 1-15 BIG EAST
season.
This year's season does not
start off easily as BC faces
Memphis State November 14 in
the NIT Tournament at Madison
Square Garden. If the Eagles are
able to get past the Tigers, it is
likely they will face Duke in the
second round.
After the NIT, the Eagles have
what is arguably the lightest nonconference schedule in the BIG
EAST. In the first two months of

Losing Hinton for an extended
period of time would be a major
blow, and it would also place a
tremendous amount of pressure
on Able, Beasley, and freshman
recruit Bill Curley. Beasley is in
his final season, and O'Brien is
hoping that he can put it all
together this season.
"I'm looking for Corey Beasley
to have a much better year,"
O'Brien commented. "Hopefully
he can stay healthy and improve
his production."
And if all goes well, O'Brien
will also be looking to his prize
recruit, Curley, for a solid rookie
year. While still experiencing
some soreness in his foot which
he injured this summer, Curley
seems to be over his injury, and
ready for the season.
O'Brien will be able to bring
Curley along at his own pace if
Hinton is healthy, but if Hinton is
/

THE HEIGHTS

Women's Basketball

BC to build on recent success
By: GEORGE HARALAMBOUS

Heights Staff Writer
Anticipation is the buzz-word
this fall for women's basketball
at the Heights. Coach Margo
Plotzke's squad is looking to
improve on last season's 16-13
record, including9-7intheßlG
EAST, good enough for fourth
place in the conference. 198990 was a good year for the
Eagles, and '90-91 may very
well be even better.
The top priority for the team
in training camp is to find
replacements for last year's
seniorstartingbackcourtofSue
Fritsch and Amy Lacombe.
"Replacing those two is
crucial, because they meant so
much to the team," explains
Plotzke. "Sue ran this team the
last three or four years, and
Amy was just so steady."

Leddy is the leading candidate to
replace the graduated shooting

competition,

setting the
conference's record for most
points by a rookie.
"Sarah looks great. She's in
great shape and she's ready to gc
again," says Plotzke, whc
dismisses any thoughts of a
sophomore jinx effecting her stai
player. "She's worked real hare
this summer to make sure thai
(the jinx) doesn't effect her."
The Eagles have two solic
players starting in the center anc
power forward positions. Senioi
Carla Wenger and junior Kelly
Stahl, respectively, fill in those

guard.
"Jen has worked so hard," raves
Plotzke. "She's in the best shape
of her life, and I think she's ready

right into Amy's place."
Tabatha Riordan, hasonlyseen
spot duty at shooting guard
because of nagging knee
problems, but should play more
to step

two spots.

"Carla

is

Head Coach Margo Plotzke
this season. Freshman Dawn
Cilmore from Great Barrington,
Massachusetts, will also see time
at the two guard position.
Stephanie Byrd, another
effective shooting guard, is
recuperating from back surgery
in July. She may begin running
and practicing with the team in a
few weeks, and her return to the
team is vital.
At the small forward spot the
Eagles have one of the best
basketball players in the BIG EAST
in sophomore Sarah Behn. Last
season, Behn dominated her

HARRALAMBOUS ctd. to p. 22

Get ready for the
"Haul to St. Paul"!!
Head Coach Jim O'Brien is hoping to guide a developing Eagle
basketball team to an improved season in the BIG EAST.
the season, BC will be abletofine
not quick to recover, Curley may
tune its game against the likes of be thrown into the fire.
Harvard, New Hampshire, Holy
"Everyone looks to Billy as the
Cross, and Maryland Eastern guy who is going to do it all,"
Shore.
noted O'Brien. "But I can't stress
The past two seasons, BC has enough that he's only a freshman.
faltered in someof these contests, As good as we know he is going
but hopeful ly these games can be to be, everyone has to be patient."
building blocks to a productive
Thefrontcourt has potential to
season.
be stable all season long, but the
"This season, we'd like to real question this year is in the
improve over what we did last backcourt.
year," said BC Head Coach Jim
With
Edwards
Bryan
O'Brien. "Last season was a transferred from BC, MikeHerren
disappointment for all of us.
recently departed for personal
"I think this year we are very
reasons, and Walter Lundy
close to becoming a significant ineligible, the depth of the
factor in the league. We want to backcourt is a concern.
Returning at the guard spots
show that we can be more
competitive."
are senior Bobby Moran and
One area of the team that sophomore Lior Arditti.
steadily improved during the
These two shared a starting
course of last year was the front role last year, and consistency
line, and it should be even more will be expected if one plans on
productive this season.
owning a starting spot.
Returning up front are seniors
Arditti was BC's leading scorer
Doug Able and Corey Beasley, during the first half of 1989, and
juniors Willy Foley and Corey for the year has forty-one three
Jackson, and sophomore David
pointers. Moran is a better than
Hinton, as well as redshirt
average defender and extremely
freshman Randy Haggerdon.
quick.
Able and Hinton were the top
"The guard spots are up for
scorers in 1990, and each player
grabs," O'Brien stated.
improved with every game. Able
Battling Moran and Arditti for
is not a prolific scorer, but he is
playing time will be three
tough inside and gets the most freshman in Malcolm Huckaby,
out of his 6'5" frame.
Cerrod Abrams, and Howard
Hinton has shown both inside
Eisley.
toughness and a soft touch from
"All these kids have the
the outside.
potential to help us outthis year,"
Right now though, there is a said O'Brien. "What they do is
question about Hinton's health.
important because we need them
His foot was recently fitted for a to play.
cast, and while x-rays proved
"More than anything right now,
negative, it is not known how the especially with the young kids,
inactivity will affect him.
we have to show some progress."

1990-91 Boston College Hockey
Pre-Season rally

Thursday November 1
4:30 pm in the Kelley Rink
Come cheer on the Eagles before
their opening game with UVM on
Friday, November 2
Free Raffles for tickets, trips and
gifts!!
?£#
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in scoring last season with a 16.9
average, and also managed ta
pull down 207 rebounds in the
team's 29 games.
"Kelly had knee problems lasl
year, but she's back, she looks
good, she's running well anc
playing with confidence," notes
her coach.
Plotzke has also beer
pleasantly surprised by the
practice play of Michelle
Verotsky, a freshman frorr
Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania,
who will back up both powei
positions.
"She's a great rebounder and a
solid, solid inside player," says
Plotzke.
"I like the way she and the
other freshman have adjusted
\'.'s
to make the jump frorr
high school tocollege, butthey're

Highly touted freshman

recruit Kerry Curran of Milton,
Massachusetts is pushing
sophomore Jackie Fry in the
running for Fritsch's vacant
point guard slot.
"Jackie is pretty quick, she
runs the court real well and
handles the ball real well too,"
says Plotzke. "Kerry led her high
school (Milton High) to the state
championship, she really
carried that team on her
shoulders. She sees the open
player well, and handles the
ball superbly. The two girl c are
having a friendly, but :.ense
competition to start."
After backing up Lacombe
last season, sophomore Jen

Wenger

cornerstone of our big people,"
says Plotzke. Wenger led the team
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Student hockey and basketball
season tickets available for pick-up
at the Conte Forum Tuesday
October 30,1990
-Blue Chips of Boston College-

The Heights October
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Boston College
vs.
West Virginia
Game Notes
By J.P. PHJNKETT
Heights Assistant Sports Editor
MORGANTOWN, W. Va -Bowl Berth?: Larry

Croft, of the Peach Bowl Selection Committee,
was on hand to scout the game and said he was
most impressed with BC's win. The Peach Bowl
has become one of one of the fastest growing
postseason contests. Its team payouts total nearly
$2,000,000.

Missing the Major: West Virginia no doubt
misses its former Ail-American quarterback,
Major Harris. Harris left after last season to
pursue a professional career after leading the
Mountaineers to two straight bowl games. Harris'
replacement, Greg Jones, has put up respectable
numbers but in guiding the Mountaineers to a
sub .500 record thus far has yet to win the hearts
of the fans.
Harris misses West Virginia as well. While he
could conceivably be completing his fifth year
of eligibility and aiming at a Heisman and
another bowl, he is instead the disgruntled third
string QB of the CFL's BC Lions.'
Return of the Rush: After accumulating a minus
four yards on the ground versus Penn State a
week ago, the BC offensive backfield came

Herren ends stormy career

continued from p. 19
a camera or tape

recorder

to

spread the message.
"Of course I'm going to be
emotionally involved. I'm Mike
Herren the basketball player but
I'm also Mike Herren the
person," he said.
Coming of such a successful
high school career all eyes were
on Herren as he entered BC .
"I constantly find myself
defending one of my actions,"
he noted of his athletic career.
No one bothered to write a
follow-up story after he was
completely absolved of an
alleged fight that made Clobe
headlines just prior to his
freshman year.
One thing Herren has never
understood is why he is such a
big deal to some people.
"People think I'm a cross
between Al Capone and Jim
McMahon, but once you get to
know me I'm just I ike everybody
else," he said.
"When I hear someone who
doesn't know me from a hole in
the head say I'm a jerk, that
hurts. Most of the people out
there are positive, but there are
still some negative ones who
start rumors," he said.
Herren's offcourt problems
hit a high point over Columbus
Day weekend when he was
charged with assault and battery
and intimidating a witness.
The charges stem from a fight
Herren had in the PortugeseAmerican Club in Fall River with
former Durfee teammate Wade
O'Connor.
Herren had leased the club
to throw a party for another
formerteammate. The manager
of the club took Herren aside to
tell him that $600 in damage
had been done to thebathroom.
After an exchange of words
the altercation between Herren
and O'Connor took place.
O'Connor was treated for a
broken nose and charged
Herren with assault and battery.
Two hours later, according to
police reports and the Herald,
the two allegedly fought again.

It was at this point when Herren
was charged by O'Connor for

intimidating a witness. Herren has

vehemently denied the second

charge.
But what, the police and the
Heraldboth failed to do was talk to
the witnesses.
John Bothelo, of Fall River, was
with both Herren and O'Connor
all night. Heclaimsthatthesecond
fight never took place.
"Wade threatened Michael with
a bat. But there was no second
assault," claims Bothelo.
Another eyewitness present,
Mary Joe Ferreira, also of Fall River,
echoed Bothelo's comments.
But O'Connor believes that the
witnesses are just acting out of
loyalty.
"They'll scratch each others

backs," he said.

It has nothing to do with
scratching someone's back. It has
to do with telling the truth.
While confident he will win the
case in March, Herren still thinks
that the damage has been done.
"I'll be vindicated, but what
justice is done? A kid lied. That's
the crime," said Herren.
Seeing his name dragged through
the mud once again for no reason
has prompted his decision to leave
BC for a school were no one knows
who he is.
"Everything I've done that's the
least bit controversial has been

made public knowledge.
"It's embarrassing to me and
my family. There isn't a skeleton
left in my closet. Everything
anybody has ever wanted to know
about me they know," he said.
The truly sad part of all this is
that basketball was never the
problem. BC Coach Jim O'Brien
nas stressed that he loved having
Herren on his team. Herren
tressed that he loved being an
:agle.
"Basketball-wise and schoolwise I never had a problem here,"
he said.
Since those are the only two
things that count, they should
have been the only two things
that Herren was judged by, and if
they were he would have passed
with flying colors.
"Granted I'm no angel, but I'm
19 years old and I make mistakes.
I'm not a finished person. I have
just as much growing to do as the
next 19 year-old," he said.
But by no means has Herren
given up. He plans to transfer to
another Division I school where
he can develop into the person
and player he knows that he can
be.
There are no more skeletons
left in thecloset, and finally Mike
Herren feels he can live in peace.
And Saddam Hussein and the
New Kids can get the publicity
they deserve.
-

Mike Herren will make his moves on another court next season

Preview

BC set to battle Syracuse
By KERRY HUGHES

Sean Wright attempts one of his two field goals Saturday.

back to life in Morgantown.
Mike Sanders led the Eagles with 39 yards
rushed while Tim Frager and Ed Toner each had
21.

If you're ever in town: Without doubt, if you
ever make the tripto Morgantown (pop. 25,000,
Mountaineer Field capacity 63,000), please stop
in and say hello to the country folk at The Last
Stop.
The Last Stop, also known as the Last Resort as
last call comes around 4 am, is in nearby
Fairmount. It's a watering hole for the local coal
miners and their daughters. A true must see to
get the real flavor of mountain life.

Heights Sports Meeting
Monday October 29
4:00
McElroy 11
New and Old Writers Welcome.

Heights Sports Editor
The Eagles stand in good
position heading into their
Homecoming Weekend contest
with Syracuse University, after
gaining momentum with a 2714 victory over West Virginia
Saturday.
The Orangemen have taken
the last three meetings of these
two teams, most recently with a
23-1 1 win over BC last season
at the Carrier Dome, but it is a
different Syracuse team that
travels to the Heights this week.
The Orange offense returns
seven starters from 1989, but
has lost some of its powerful
scoring punch with the
graduation of All-America wide
receiver Rob Moore, and
tailback Michael Owens.
However, Syracuse does
return four starters to a potent
offensive line, headlined by
Outland Trophy candidate John
Flannery, who centers the line
at 6'4", 301 pounds. Also
returning to the very
experienced offensive front are
seniors Turnell Sims, Gary
McCummings, and Mike
Bernard.
The Orangemen have juggled
their quarterbacks this season,
and have two talented signal
callers in Mark McDonald and
Marvin Graves. Graves, only a
redshirt freshman, took over

early this season when McDonald
went down with an injury. He
played effectively, but McDonald
has the edge experience-wise and
isnowdirectingtheoffensivehelm.
The receiving corps was hurt by
the graduation of Moore, but is a
very deep unit nonetheless. Wide
receiver Rob Carpenter is only a

production from David Walker,
who has f i I led the gap at tai Iback.
Senior fullback Duane Kinnon
returns as the starter, and is a
double offensive threat as he
dangerous both as a rusher and a
receiver.
Defensively the Orangemen
lack experience, as they lost the
seven starters that the offense held
onto at the end of 1989. Three
huge holes were left in the
Syracuse defense with the
graduation of Rob Burnett, Terry
Wooden, and David Bavaro, but
less experienced players have
stepped up to fill the void in
1990.

Fullback Duane Kinnon
junior, and earned All-America
honorable mention accolades as a
sophomore last season. Carpenter
is a volatile big play receiver that
the BC secondary will have to keep
under control.
Andrew Dees returns as the
starting tight end, and has a very
able backup behind him in junior
Chris Gedney.
Losing Owens was a shot to the
offensive backfield, but the
Orangemen have gotten solid

Junior George Rooks anchors
the Syracuse defensive line at
6'4", 277 pounds, and has been
starting at left tackle since his
freshman year. However, the rest
of the line has been struggling of
late as senior Frank Conover, 6'5",
312 pounds, and junior Jim
Wentworth,6'3", 251, are battling
to fill Burnett's slot.
Jerry Sharp and Kevin Mitchell
platoon at noseguard, but both
are redshirt freshmen, and have
to continue to adapt to thecol lege
game.

Perhaps the area of greatest
weakness on the Syracuse defense
is the linebacking corps that lost
all four starters from the 1989
unit. The linebackers have some
talented members among them,
but the group has no starting
HUGHES continued to p. 22
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Eagles defeat Hartwick
continued from p. 19
The team had countless
opportunities, with many shots
either stopped or flying
harmlessly wide.
This trend was altered,
however, three and a half minutes
into the half as an Eagle corner
led to R.P. Buerlin's unassisted
goal.
Afterthe initial cornershotwas
deflected away, the forward
trapped the loose ball and fired a
clean, hard shot into the top

lefthand corner of the net.
The dominance of the Eagles

continued after the goal,

as

forwards Buerlin, Johnson, and
Chris Ogbonnah all had their
chances.
Hartwick caught a lucky break
with 16 minutes left in the game
as a collision between the
Hartwick goal keeper and stopper
was incorrectly called as a BC hit
on the goalie, negating a strong
rush by the Eagles.
The game was iced by Lugossy,
who, with 2:07 left in the game,

singlehandedly beatthe Hartwick
defender and with the goalie
pulled far out of the net tapped
the ball into the lower left corner
of the net.
The goal left the score a 3-1
and finished the scoring for the
day.
"This was a big game for us,"
commented the pleased head
coach.
"We rallied in the locker room
between periods, and came out
and played a great second half."

The Eagles have taken control of the ball and the game again and again in their winning campaign

Homecoming features Orange
continued from p. 21
experience.

Brian Leßaron and Garland
Hawkins have both seen a lot of

game time, are handling duties
on the outside. Jojo Wooden and
K.C. Sirowich are proven
backups.
The starters at inside I i nebacker
do not have the depth behind
them that exists on the outside.
Sophomore Glen Young has been
the strength of the inside, and is
joined by senior Roger Carges,
who missed all of 1989 with an

injury, and junior John Lusardi.
While linebacker looks to be
the greatest weakness of the
Orange defense, the defensive
backfield is by far its strength.
Rob Thomson, Tim Sandquist and
Greg Walker all return to their
starting positions, and Ousmane
Bary also returns after serving as
a part-time starter in the past.
Thomson was ranked tenth in

the country

in interceptions

last

season, and will be a deep force
the Eagles of which the Eagles

will have to be aware.

The Syracuse kicking game is

under control as both placekicker
John Biskup and punter Ken
Hawkins are both back in 1990,
but the special teams unit is still
in search of consistency.
Syracuse just snuck past Army
last weekend, while BC easily
handled West Virginia, which
was a big confidence boost of
confidence for the Eagles. The
Eagles are very capable of beating
Syracuse, if they can exploit the
inexperience of the Orange
defense and continue to force the
turnovers that they have the last
few weeks.

Rugby

THE HEIGHTS

Field Hockey

Crimson top Eagles
By COLLEEN ODLUM

If Boston College sports fans
remember back to the
heaviest rains during the BC
can

-

Army

football

game, imagine

playing an entire field hockey
game in those downpours.
That was the setting for the
women's field hockey game last
Tuesday. The team was eagerly
looking forward to this game
against Harvard University,
knowing that a win would place
the Eagles third in the Boston
Four, including Boston College,
Northeastern, Boston University,
and Harvard.
Unfortunately, the Eagles faced
yet another disappointing loss in
a very disappointing season, and
fell to the Crimson with a final
score of 2-1.
During the game, the weather
wasn't the only obstacle the team
had to overcome, as starting
goaltender Heather Welch was
forced to sit out the game due to
an injury.
Junior goalie Lisa Ostapko
handled the defensive backstop
position strongly, making several
tough blocks on Harvard's
attempts to score, and holding
the powerful Crimson offense to
only two tallies.
Ostapko agreed with others on
the team after the game that seeing
the field much into the distance
at times was nearly impossible
due to the rain, making the effort
to stop the Crimson offense even
more difficult.
The Eagles played their final
game of the season on Sunday,
and hope to put the difficulties of
this year behind them and learn
from experience.
The Eagles improved as the
season went on this fall, and
games the previous week had
gotten off to a better start most
notably with a 2-1 win over St.
Louis University.
Goals were scored for BC by

Allison Corradi and Kelly Taplin.
Goalie Heather Welch blocked
31 shots on net to aid the Eagles'
victory.
Ostapko noted after the game
that, "We were ready to go after
the lost to Northeastern on
Thursday (October 11); the team
was ready to play. We took a lot
of aggression out on St. Louis."
The winning ended with a 3-1
loss to Duke's Blue Devils on
Tuesday. The lone Eagle goal
was scored by Joelle Kozma,
assisted by Allison Corradi and
Margaret Walsh.

Allison Corradi made two
strong attempts to score, but was
unsuccessful. Kelly Khozozian
was responsiblefortwo defensive
saves during the game, and
Margaret Walsh also continued
to play well defensively.
The week ended with a tough
1 -0 loss on Thursday to BIG EAST
rival, the University of
Connecticut Huskies.
Ostapko commented on the
earlier game that, "The team
played really well, wedominated
the first half. We had more
corners than the Huskies did.
"The Huskies' defense was
shaken up by us-they were very
surprised by our aggression; they
weren't used to us stopping their
big ball. The Eagles kept the ball
in our offensive end the majority
of time, and we had several
breakaways when we were one
on one with the goalie."
Strong efforts were put in by
Joelle Kozma, Kelly Taplin, and
Dara Williams. Kelly Taplin
made three attempts to score,
and Jennifer Mudano also played
well. Goalie Heather Welch
made ten blocks during the game.
There were fifteen shots on goal,
including six corners.
Although 1990 has not been
an outstanding season for BC field
hockey, the team gained a lot of
experience, and cont:nuec to
build for the future.

Eagles finish undefeated
By LAURA KILEY
Special to the Heights
The Boston College Women's
Rugby Team finished off an
undefeated season this past
Saturday by beating Ivy League
foe Princeton 1 3-4.
The team also overcame the
strong squads of Wellesley
College and the University of
New Hampshire earlier in the
season.
This undefeated record allows
BC toenter into the New England
Tournament the weekend of the
3rd and 4th of November to retain
their title as last year's New
England Champions.
If the women do this they will
travel to Virginia in the spring for
the All-Easterns which the BC
women ruggers also won last
year. There is a strong possibility
of a Boston College spot in the
first Women's National Col legiate
Tournament later in the spring if
all continues to go well.
The win over Princeton was
especially gratifying for BC since
they had faced Princeton in the
All Eastern Tournament lastspring
and Princeton had been their most
challenging opponents. This win
will give BC confidence that they
can go all the way.
The Eagles started out slow
against the huge Princeton pack,
but by about halfway into thefirst
half BC had gained momentum

and had scored the first points of
the game with a field goal.
Next came a Nancy Sulick
penalty trifollowinga breakaway
run by Robyn Rogers. BC's final
points were scored by a tri off the
back of the scrum by eightman
Laura Kiley. Princeton finally
managed to drive BC back against
theirowngoal line, breaking BC's
unscored against streak this
season.
Boston College's backs
controlled the ball and the
forwards did a great job against
Princeton's forwards.
Another of this season's
highlights was the Mayor's Cup

Tournament, to which the Eagles
also claimed title.
In this round robin event, BC
defeated Williams, Dartmouth
and Harvard and was unscored
upon to grab first place honors..
Due to this strong showing and
BC's unblemished record, in
which the Eagles have not lost a
single contest in over a year, BC
was chosen to represent all of
New England in an all-star
tournament in Washington, D.C.,
Veterans Day weekend.
The team is filled with many
talented players and strong
supporters led by senior captains
Nancy Sulick and Katherine
Harrison.

The Lady Eagles were behind the ball against Harvard this week

Young talent expected
to come through in 1990
continued from p. 20
doing an outstanding job."
Plotzke has high hopes for the
team, and sees a BIG EAST title as
a realistic goal after a successful
campaign last year.
Key members of the team
ga i ned necessaryexperience, and
if the team can stay healthy, they
will be a force in the East.

The women's rugby team again finished an undefeated season

Behn is expected to have
another tremendous season and
continue to improve, and much
can also beexpectedfrom Curran

in her rookie season.
"We have a shot at being in the

top three in the league, and
personally I think we have a shot
at winning the (conference)
championship," predicts Plotzke.
"If the team stays committed, if
the team works hard, and if they
stay together, then I think we'll
have a real shot to make the
NCAA Tournament. I think we
look pretty good."
The team opens its 1990 season
November 23 at the Arkansas
Classic.
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Students responsible for future change
these congressmen, and make
them earn their pay.
The November elections are
also fast approaching. Each
election provides everyone with
an excellent opportunity to take
a closer look at what's going on
in the world around them, and

find out what they don't I ike about
it. Let's use our voting power to
put into office those individuals
who can best get the job done.
Take an hour on November 6 to
express your opinions in the
voting machine. Don't complain
aboutthe problems ifyou haven't
voted or talked to your elected
officials to try and change them.
If the money for one of these

bombers

was

put

towards

helping the already faltering
public education system,

money to pay

ask the members why there isn't
enough money, and why the
futures of our children are being
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and that it is our responsibility to
hold them responsible for their
decisions. If we don't, who will?
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share their
vision

.in

.

put in jeopardy. Put some pressure
on them too. We cannot forget
that these people do work for us,

for suitable

substitute teachers, the school
combined the classes of the two
absent teachers, and the children
were given board games to play
with all day.
But still, what do most students,
and myself do at BC even though
we know this goes on? We study,
socialize, and drink. What do
most professors do? They teach
their courses, and help their
students. What do our parents
do? They go to work to pay our
tuition bills.
Whenweseea visible problem
in education or anything for that
matter, we should try to go to a
school committee meeting, and

1

feel, and that you want something
done. Let's put some pressure on

problems such as the following
could easily be avoided.
Last week I was talking to a
friend, and he told me that two
teachers in his younger sister's
school were absent. He said that
since his town didn't have enough

'

Continued fom page 1 7
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.Space te limited, so sign up on the
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The cost is $6.00 per reading
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<What does the future hold?
<\Vhat tuill happen at
*What you will
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to attend a presentation of the two-year
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FINANCIAL ANALYST PROGRAM
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Gasson Hall, Room 206
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Lose weight gradually
Continued from page 13
physician
and nutrition
counseling by a registered
dietitian." The
'certain
individuals' who may benefit
from the plans are those at least
30 percent overweight who are
committed to losing weight,
establishing new habits and
participating in a maintenance
program. Those looking for a
quick fix are considered too high
a health risk, for some of the side
effects of these diets can be lifethreatening. Thinking of following

Wednesday, October 31
Get Scary at

Play It Again, Sam's
3rd Annual

Proof

That's why you should consider the new, affordable Macintosh® Classic® computer.
It has everything you need ?including a monitor, keyboard, mouse, 2 megabytes of
RAM, and a 40-megabyte hard disk. Just plug everything in and the Macintosh Classic is ready
to run, because the system software is already installed! And, thanks to the Macintosh
computer's legendary' ease of use, you'll be up and running in no time.
Like every Macintosh, the Classic can run thousands of available applications that all
work in the same, consistent way?so once you've learned one program, you're well on your
way to learning them all. And this is one cheap roommate that doesn't have trouble sharing.
The Apple® SuperDrive ?standard equipment with every Macintosh?reads from and
writes to Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks, which means you can share
?
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excess sweets,

fats, and alcohol.

Seeknutritioncounselingfrom
a reliable source such as a
registered dietitian.
-

government on
Wednesday, Oct. 31 at
2pm in O'Connell House.
The event is sponsored by
the Democrats of BC and
the UGBC Lecture Series.

you'recomputer shopping doesn't mean
y( )U re willing to make sacrihees.

M
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lniOrmatlOn Wltn SOmeOne
WnO USeS
a UUierent type OI COmpUier.
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Gov. Madeline Kunin of
Vermont
will lecture on her story
as a woman in

Proper ID Required
Doors Open at 8:00pm
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To lose weight and keep it off
Lose weight gradually (one to
two pounds a week).
Increase exercise.
Develop good eating habits.
Identify bad habits and change
them one at a time.
Eat healthy foods. Choose food
from the four food groups. Limit

Strict monitoring is essential with
extreme diets that closely mimic
starvation. These programs do
have a high short term success.

Costumes Requested
2 Bars
2 DJ's
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over.

your own very low-calorie diet
(less than 800 calories)? Don't!

Halloween Bash
Featuring: Living

But, in a recent study, participants
regained 60-85 percent of their
initial excess overtwo years. This
can set up the "yoyo" cycle
where repeated weight loss and
regain causes metabolic changes
making it progressively difficult
to lose weight each time you start

For further information visit the
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Macintosh Classic computers purchased belore January 1991 include syslem software on lloppy disks; software is not installed.
©1990 Apple Computer, Inc Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. SuperDrive and The
power to be your best'are trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer. Inc. MS-DOS
is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation OS/2 is a registered trademark of International Business MachinesCorporation.
'
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See the MaCintOSh CIaSSIC for yOUrSelf. It U Change yOUr mind abOUt Cheap rOOmmateS.
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No room on campus for Audubon event
discount on participation dues.

Dennis Hayes, who founded
Creenseals Incorporated of
California, and who helped begin

is

What kind of futare
will you have as a nursing
professional?
Air Force ROTC can help you make It a
tremendous future. Join now, and youllbe eligible for two-andthree-year scholarships that can
cover full college tuition and most textbooks, fees and
$100 each academic month.
You'llalso be giving your career a boost with leadership skills developed to prepareyou for opportunities as
an Air Force officer. Call

I

-

CAPT KEYLOR ENG
617-353-4705

WFOjg^
ROTC W
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Your campus group can earn up to
$1000 in justone week. No investment
needed. Be first on yourcampus. A FRE
1-800-766-8472 ExL9O
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contribution to its general scholarship fund.
The example Ray Hilvert has set is an inspiration to
us all. And as a leader in its own field, Toyota
recognizes the discipline and unrelenting effort it takes
to excel. So next time you watch a college football
game, look a little closer. There's a lot more talent on
the field than yon realize*

Toyota honors first-year graduate student Ray
Hilvert, wide receiver of the Boston College Eagles, as a
recipient of the Toyota Leadership Award for
demonstrating outstanding leadership in the fields of
academics, athletics, and community service.
Ray Hilvert will receive the Toyota Leadership
Plaque, and Boston College will receive a $1,000

®
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RAY HILVERT of the BOSTON COLLEGE EAGLES

Marie on
October 30th,
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If They Look Like College
FOOTBALL PLAYERS, YOU'RE ONLY SEEING
Part Of The Picture.

If you see Ann
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different academic institution,
with a focus on a specific
environmental issue.
Last year a seminar on
watershed features was held at
Clark University, and this year's
seminar on recyclingwill beheld
University
at
the
of
Massachusetts' Harbor Campus.
Many of the seminar attendees
are Massachusetts citizens, and
Coleman noted that the area

Jg ji^\'£

presented to environmental
leaders in teaching, volunteer
work, media, business, and
citizen action. Anyone interested
in attending the conference may
call Mass. Audubon in Lincoln at
259-9500 or contact Patricia at
Extension 7501.
-

:::

seminar

of

to participate, and are given a

::

The

a major

wish her a
Happy 22nd
b-day!

concentration

the first Earth Day in 1970, will
be the keynote speaker, focusing
on solid waste. He was featured
in a recent Life magazine article
on 100 outstanding Americans.
Other special guests are slated to
speak, and the prestigious
"Aubudon A Awards" will be

a

members." Students are welcome

Audubon's largest annual
gathering. Each year it is held at a

u25a0\ .

what would have been

College "has

Boston

heavy

which the correspondents
themselves do not recall.

'

space in the fall, certain facilities
had to kept open. The seminar
does not cater exclusively to
students, though the focus is
environmental and recycling
efforts on campuses all over the
state. The policy, according to
Early, is to charge only for the
necessary maintenance work.
"It was just a question of
logistics and guaranteeing
facilities for 400 people... the
extremely
8.0.C.
was
cooperative; there was no
animosity," said RobertColeman,
who corresponded with the
8.0.C. from Mass. Audubon's
Lincoln office. Coleman
described BC as "an ideal site,
within close proximity of Boston."
He regretted having to withdraw
theapplication, butdescribed the
8.0.C. as being "helpful and
apologetic".
Coleman also expressed
admiration for the recycling
efforts at BC under the
Environmental Action Center
(E.A.C.) and Eleanor MacLellan.
"Wewould really liketocometo
8C... it is at the top of the list
because of the administration's
understanding of the issues," he
said.
MacLellan, who spoke with
both Coleman and the BC
administration aboutthe seminar,
said that the E.A.C. is "having to
struggle to establish a recycling
movement here." Comparingthe
volunteer-operated recycling
effort at BC to better,
administration-run programs at
Tufts, BU, and Stanford, she said
that "the [BC] University isn't
taking over."
Judy Kuszewski, A&S '91, of
the E.A.C, who alerted The
Heights of the seminar's
withdrawal, expressed fear that
"the 8.0.C. consciously thwarted

around

coup for the E.A.C.," reflecting
on the success of last year's Earth
Day at BC and the number of
students who may have been
brought into firsthand contact
with the recycling movement by
the seminar.
Both Early and Coleman
responded that it was a matter of
logistics and not of any effort to
stymie the seminar which
prevented its being held at BC
this year.While most of the
correspondences have been
either recycled or thrown away
since the summer, it appears that
they would not reveal anything

:;

Continued from page 3
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Women's equality stressed in lecture
Bar Association, and isthe Deputy
Director Counsel of the NAACP
Legal Defense and Educational
Fund, Inc. (LDF), a non-profit,

Continued from pagel

Jones is a member of the Board
of Governors of the American

public interest law firm which
came into existence in 1939.
When the N AACPreal ized that
it could not have tax-exempt
status because it was a
membership
grass-roots
organization, they incorporated
the LDF,
a
tax-exempt
organization. The LDF has spent
approximately $85 million
litigating civil rights cases through
the courts.
Headquartered in New York,
the LDF also has offices in Los
Angeles, CA and Washington,
D.C. The LDF is a small
organization which has, in total
among the three offices, twentyeight lawyers. The primary and
initial concern of LDF is in the
federal courts (Supreme Court,
appellatecourt, and district court
trials), where it litigates cases in
different areas of the law such as
housing, employment, voting,
and education. The LDF also has
a minor involvement in legislative
activities.
are
Prospective
cases
submitted to the LDF from a
network of approximately 500

Take-Home Cooking
Delivered to your Door
Let us take you back to
grandma's the oven's
warmth and those
aromas of
mouth-watering
*@
HfiSlPk
the Boston Chicken tradition.
Now you can have our delicious chicken and all
the fixins' delivered to your door!!
Present this ad to the Boston Chicken delivery
person and receive $1.00 Off our Delivery Service.
-

*Slffc tfv_*r% w&

Delivery Only Available at:
Cleveland Circle
1940 Beacon Street
Brookline, MA

\u25a0

r c rr irv ,
BOS
I Ul\l
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f La L
i V*
I fujSJOul \
HOME COOK,NG
Chicken Hotline 739-6500?**
*

-

Delivery 7 days per week 5-10 p.m.
$3.00 Delivery Charge Per Order

lawyers, known as cooperating
attorneys, who are located in

different jurisdictions across the
United States. If the cooperating
attorney feels that the issue is a
matter of some seriousness and
has the potential to make a real
impact, then that attorney
presents the case to LDF, and
tries to persuade LDF to support
the case.
LDF accepted one of the first
cases of the 1964 Civil Rights
Act. This case involved a white
mother of four pre-school aged
children who applied for a job at
a large corporation. She was not
hired, however, because the
corporation indicated to her that
she should be at home, and that
they were not hiring. At that time,
there was no law prohibiting such
arbitrary treatmentexcept for Title
7 of the 1964 Act. The LDF won
the case, and the outcome
established a principle that "it is
not within the legal perogativeof
corporate America to decide
when a woman should or should
not work." Today, similar cases
are still being fought in the

BOSTON COLLEGE
OFFICE OF
UNIVERSITY HOUSING
1991 RESIDENT ASSISTANT INFORMATION
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE:
Starting November 5, 1990

Supreme Court.
The equality of women under
the law is a struggle that has
occurred from the very beginning
of our country's history. "For any
struggle, the equality of the law is
and always has been central to
the realization of the goal of
equality, whether it be for the
women's rights movement or
other movements. The struggle
doesn't always begin or end at
the law. But, the struggle for
equality cannot be successful
unless it makes the law recognize
and incorporate its basic
principles. We need a sense of
history to get a sense of
continuity?we must know from
whence we've come to see that
we are on a continuum...This is
not a new struggle. We must know
what has gone on before in order
not to repeat the mistakes of the
past," said Jones.
Prior to the mid-19605, the
Constitution had never been
interpreted to protect women
from arbitrary, gender-based
discrimination. The Constitution
that the Founding Fathers wrote
didn't recognize the personhood
of women or women's rights; it
excluded all women. Over the
years, more and more women,
such as Sojourner Truth, Elizabeth
Cady Stanton, and Lucretia Mott,
have vocalized their opinionsand
have fought for women's (black
and white) rights.
Today, women are still
struggling for equality, especially
in the workforce. Women may
"lose ground and step backward"
if people don't start to pay
attention to the issues, said Jones.
She urged that students must take
the initiative, become informed,
and make their voices heard.
Jones also warned, "If you don't
jealously guard your rights, you
will certainly lose them."
Jones' lecture was cosponsored by UGBC Women's
Issues, Lecture Series, AHANA,
and Social Awareness.

?

DEADLINES:
?For Spring 1991 Positions
November 19, 1990
For the 1991-92 Academic Year December 28, 1990
-

?

-

BASIC REQUIREMENTS:
?Must be a full-time junior, senior or graduate student of
Boston College, in good academic standing as of June 1,

1991

Ricciardelli
Your name
in LARGE

print, what
a waste of
space ! -m

Cruise Ship Jobs

HIRING Men Women. Summer/
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS,
TOUR GUIDES. RECREATION PERSONNEL
Excellent pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean,
Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico.
-

PROCESS:

?The completion of an application, recommendations and
the Resident Assistant Awareness Program

I

CALL. NOW! Call refundable.

1-206-736-0775, Ext.C3BB_

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT:
?The Office Of University Housing
Rubenstein Hall
Boston College
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167
Attn: Robert O. Jose
Associate Director
Boston College is an

Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action Employer

Lowest Airfares Anywhere

All Travel Arrangements
Eurailpasses Amtrak
Major Credit Cards Accepted .^M
-
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qARbcR travel 4
767 Beacon St, Newton Center
965-2100
1406 Beacon SL, Brookline
734-2100
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Chester
Chester would like to open hismelf up to all inquiries and
comments regarding his new strip. I am sure that he will read
every single letter and respond to each, maybe even in a
strip.. ..R.R. + I.C.K.

HEIGHTS PHOTOGRAPHY

Welcome to the Ist Annual Photo Contest...All you have to do to enter is write
the name of the photographer that took these four photographs on a piece of
paper and hand it in to the Heights sometime before this coming Friday. The
winner will be randomly selected from a group of correct responses, and the
prize will be awarded next Monday....Good Luck to A11....1.C.K./K.S.K./S.B.T.
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Special Olympics looking for volunteers
summer's games include the

Continued from page 1

booths, and other forms of
entertainment. On Saturday
evening, a theme dance will be
held in Conte Forum for both the
athletes and their supporters.
The Special Olympics is
primarily a volunteer-run

establishment of an Olympic
village on campus as an activity
area, with sports clinics, bands,

'

coaches.
Festivities planned for this

VOLUNTEER TUTORS
Special Needs
Assistance Program

I

1

held soon, through the Athletic
Department and other areas.

The Massachusetts Special
Olympics is held every year,
alternating between Eastern and
Western Massachusetts. For the
past few years, the Eastern events
have been hosted at MIT, with
participants being housed at
Boston University. One of the
reasons for moving it to BC this
year is to haveeveryth ing together

program, so many volunteers are

needed from all areas of the
University as well as locally.
Ways in which volunteers can
participate include training,
coaching, fund-raising, office
support and public relations. For
those interested, there will be a
number of informational sessions

needs volunteer tutors for learning
disabled and physically challenged
students. Science tutors are
especially needed. Anyone
interested in assisting the program,
please contact:

on one campus.

Special Olympics involves 90
countries and is the largest yearround program of physical fitness

and athletic competitions in the
world. International games are

scheduled

every two years,

alternating with winter and
summer games. The next
international games will be held
July 19 through 27 of this year in
St. Paul, Minnesota.
Special Olympics Inc. was
created in 1968 by the Joseph P.
Kennedy Foundation, under
direction of its founder, Eunice
Kennedy Shriver.The first
International Special Olympics
Games were held in 1968 at
Soldier Field in Chicago.

UGBC tables tuition act
for a vote later in the year

SNAP

University Counseling

implied he or she was able to
handle the extra charge. When
questioned about the amount he
expected to raise, Howard
estimated anywhere from $500
to $5000 over the next few years.
One senator said he thought
this would be a "bureaucracy"
that would be detrimental to

Continued from page 1

Services
Gasspn Hall 108

take

it out. He acknowledged
that it was a "tax" on the students
who would purchase tickets, but
defended the surcharge as a
concrete way to increase funds,
and said that if someone was
buying a fifty dollar ticket, that

552-3310

UGBC's relationship with an
administration which did not
want to raise tuition either.
Howard pointed out that
another possibility was a checkoff box on the tuition bill for
students to have the option to
help the UGBC scholarship fund.
Another suggested creating
"mandates
for
the
representatives" instead of adding
to the number of people already

involved.

The
Senate
debated
approximatelyfifteenminuteson
the bill, ultimately tabling the bill
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"If you can't annoy somebody,
there's little point in writing."

-Kingsley Amis
raveyard Shift~p3o
new movie reviewed

By Tim Rothfuss

For The Record-p. 31
Reviews of The
Replacements, 10,000
Maniacs, and Galaxie 500

EMOTIONS CONFLICT IN NIGHT OF ONE ACTS
By

JENNIFER FISCHL

HOME FREE! by Lanford Wilson,
direccted by Lisa Ann Kochol.
MONOLOGUE by Harold Pinter,
directed by Monique Olivier. BLUE
CHRISTMAS by Bradley Robert

Roades, directed by Sarah Donnelly.
At the Bonn Studio Theater, Oct. 2527.
From the depths of obscurity,
Boston College presents Home Free!
The play revolves around a highly
intelligent engineer with the
maturity level of a small child and
his equally immature wife/sister,

who lacks her husband's
intelligence. The play amounts to a
demonstration of child-like
behavior, held together by Joanne's
pregnancy. When Joanne,
(Elizabeth Sardella) enters, she
exhibits a neurotic fear of her
landlord. When she confronts her
husband with the fact that the
landlord will not allow infants in
the apartment building, Lawrence,
(Damian Didden), refuses to accept

this fact, while Joanne obsesses
about it. The conflict surrounding
Joanne's pregnancy is complicated
by the fact that both are completely
ignorant of genetics. When Joanne
has "pregnancy" pains in her
shoulder (from which she dies at
the end of the play), Lawrence
simply accuses her of wanting
attention. His childish nature is
carries through to the end of the
play, when he sends his child to get
a doctor due to his fear of the
landlord. For all practical purposes
he is incompetant.
This play is intriguing: how
can someone with so much
scientific knowledge be so mentally
inept and lacking in genetic
knowledge? How did a brother/
sister, husband/wife relationship
evolve? If they are brother and
sister, why does not Joanne exhibit
some of Lawrence's knowledge
about the natural sciences? Both of
the roles are difficult to act; Wilson
has got to be the only playwright to
cast an adult physicist with a child's
mentality. Some of the lines

exhibiting the characters practical
ignorance are conveyed
humorously, providing some comic
relief from the serious tone of the
rest of the play, but at the same
time it undermines the legitimacy of
the subject. For example, both
actors consider that the landlord
would accept Joanne's giving birth,
if she had kittens. However, when
she asks about puppies, Lawrence
responds calmly, "Not a chance. It's
to rare." Overall, Didden and
Sardella do justice to the characters
they portray, which is
commendable given the characters
Wilson creates. However, there are
too many unanswered questions,
which convolute an already obscure
plot.
Monologue is typical of
Pinter's writing. It is an emotionally
charged play, dealing with lost
friendship. An unnamed character
(played by Brian King) sits alone on
stage, playing checkers by himself
and talking to a character who is
not present. The character's
convoluted thinking is

representative of a person who has
just experienced a loss. At the same
time, the writing presents a

challenge to an audience who
depends on coherent action and
dialogue. The man's mixed
emotions are realistic; he expresses
grief outright, as he is unable to
understand why his friends would
have abandoned him, given all that
he gave them. He accuses his friend
of stealing his girlfriend and focuses
on his faults, to console himself.
"You're not even capable of a game
of ping pong. You're not even
capable of saying what you're
capable of." At the peak of his
outburst, the man resorts to
irrationality, saying his friend looks
foolish and vulnerable in his black
motorcycle suit and therefore
concludes, "You should have had a
black face. That was your mistake."
Brian King acts very static in

the role.He effectively conveys
grief; but the tone does not change.
The lines dealing with the "stolen"
girlfriend demand a different
CONTINUED ON P. 32

TOP OF THE HUB:
O POSITIVE, HERETIX LOOK NATIONAL
others, Herlihy reasons, especially
headlining
have been

By DAVID DALEY
Heights Assistant Review Editor

"I could set myself on fire, get
arrested, or write horrible songs and
sing 'Yo bitch' in order to make it,
but I don't want to," said O Positive
lead singer and BC graduate Dave

since so many bands are being
signed to major labels and the
economy is tightening. "Being on a
major is a mixed blessing," he said.
"We get the records everywhere,
but they're so big that they could
crush us. One thing a band can do

Herlihy. Recently
signed to major
label Epic Records,
Herlihy is resolute
about maintaining
artistic credibility
even at the
expense of
mainstream
success. "I'm doing
this because I want
to?music is one of
the top five things I
enjoy doing," he
laughed. "And if it
weren't that way
I'd do something
that paid more,"
said Herlihy, a local
rock star with a law
DAVE HERLIHY
degree.
Toyboat Toyboat Toyboat, the
band's 1990 Epic debut, solidified
the band's local standing, and major
tours with the Psychedelic Furs and
Billy Bragg have built them a
national following as well. "It's

always great to confront people
who don't know you and to get
them moving," he said. "In the
beginning they didn't know us, and
they'd be standing there looking at
us, but by the second or third song
heads would start bopping, and by
the seventh the crowd was always
grooving."
Constant touring is the one way
a band can separate itself from the

By REY ROLDAN
Heights Review Staff

While the Manchester craze is
sweeping the nation, a quiet
undercurrent is brewing within
Boston. Bands like Heretix lead the
local scene, when if fate had
birthed them in Manchester, they
would be one of the leaders of the
national pack. Their music has none
of Manchester's glossy dance
grooves nor any of its attitudes.
Heretix are the down to earth
purveyors of fun danceable rock
without pretensions or the "I Hate
America" banner held high over

their conceit-expanded heads.
Proving once again that they are no
ordinary band, the Heretix played a
fiery show last Friday night at the
Paradise. The boys in the band,

about its future is play live. Now
with this recession there's not a lot
of people buying records, and
they're going to less shows.
Opening spots have become really
coveted," Herlihy explained.
O Positive have been selected
for several of the most coveted
spots, including playing to one of
their largest crowds ever opening
for Sinead O'Connor at Great
Woods this summer. "Hugh Harris
got her pregnant, and they were
fighting, so she dropped him from
the tour," Herlihy said. "They were

looking for local bands to take his
CONTINUED ON P. 32

vocalist Ray Lemieux, guitarist Brian
Hill, drummer Marvin Huffman, and
bassist Eric Hill, all had their share
of expectations for the show. "I
hope it turns out okay 'cause a lot
of people are probably going to the
WBCN concert tonight [Hothouse
Flowers, the Call, and Tribe among
others were on the list]," said
Lemieux. "Considering the amount
of publicity they had, which wasn't
a lot, BCN should get a pretty good
turn out," added Brian Hill. Their
worries were needless since that
night's show was pretty well
packed. The crowd was a little
smaller than the crowd that turned
up for their gig during the WFNX
Birthday Bash last month. "Yeah,
that show [FNX gig] was pretty
surprising. I was so happy that that
many people came that early to see
us," remembers Lemieux. When
complimented on how they should

the

act,

Huffman replied with a chuckle, "If
we did headline, maybe not that
many people would've left [The
Feelies, the headliners, played a
rather dull set that bored many and
made them leave]." Among the
other bands that they played with
was Manchester's own Soup
Dragons. "I like the Soup Dragons.
They're a fun band," commented
Brian Hill. "Yeah, this Manchester
thing is pretty good. A lot of it's
fun. It's really a lot of fun to listen
to," adds Lemieux.
Last spring break, the Heretix
left native Boston and travelled
down to Daytona, Florida to play in
front of hundreds of college kids,
BC included. They played one night
in a crowded bar where the beer
was free and the crowd was pretty

reactionless to the band. They have
fond memories of it all. "That was
fun," replies Lemieux sarcastically.
"Yeah, that was strange," adds
Brian Hill. "We went over across
the river, more towards the ocean,
to see some friends play and that
was like night and day to what we
had. We had chinos and Izod
sweaters. And what they had was
metal; it was like all the bikers were
in town and hanging out over

there."
The future is pretty bright for the
band. They have left Island Records
but they aren't too worried about
finding a new label. For that night's
show, they were having a lot of
record execs come out and see
them. "We have roughly fourteen
songs that we've written that'll be
on the next album," says Lemieux.
CONTINUED ON P. 32
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GRAVEYARD SHIFT A BLOODY FAST BUCK
By TIM ROTHFUSS
Heights Review Staff

GRA VEYARD SHIFT: starring

David Andrews, Kelly Wolf and
Stephen Macht; directed by Ralph

S,

Singleton

It seems that around Halloween,
movie studios feel compelled to
release horror movies merely to
make a fast buck. While some of
these movies turn out to be quite
good (like the Night of the Living
Dead remake), others are
completely awful, such as
Graveyard Shift, which may very
well be the worst adaptation of a
Stephen King story ever. In fact, it

could be the

worst

horror film of

the year.

Graveyard Shift is based on the
Stephen King story of the same
name, which appeared in King's
Night Shift collection. However, the
only real connection between the
story and the film is that they are
about rats. The film's plot is
minimal: a group of people go to
clean up the basement of a textile
mill and find out THE TRUE
MEANING OF HORROR. In
actuality, the moviegoer gets to sit
through about ninety minutes of

unappealing characters, rats that
look like gerbils dipped in mud,
and finally, a bat-rat.
There are plenty of problems
with the film, the most apparent
being the characters of the film. The
supposed "hero" of the film is John
Hall (played by David Andrews, costar of the mega-hit Cbeny 2000), a
drifter who finds himself in the
small Maine town, working for the
Bachman
Mill on the

"graveyard
shift". He
seems to

sleepwalk
through the
film, and
even his

emotional

Maine accent. Aside from the fact
that his accent varies from Maine to
Louisiana to Scotland, his tyrannical
character is fun to watch, since he
plays such a mean person.
However, three quarters of the way
through the film, without warning,
Warwick's character decides to go
insane. He greases his face up and
starts screaming, which makes him
look like a paranoid,

are also a couple of other victims of
the creature, but since they are only
on screen for about five minutes, it
is easy to forget who they are and
what they were exactly doing in the
mill in the first place.
In a movie such as Graveyard
Shift, special effects should play an
important role. Unfortunately, there
are almost no effects in the film
worth mentioning. There is little

the "in-jokes" are bad. These
include a patron of the local diner
reading the book Ben (about a
super-intelligent rat), and the
mention of the town Castle Rock
(where many of King's novels and
short stories take place). In the
instance of Castle Rock, the viewer
is almost bludgeoned over the head
by the filmmaker since it is
mentioned over and over again

schizophrenic Rambo.
The only actor that can be
considered "good" in
Graveyard Shift is Brad
Dourif, once again playing a
psychotic. This time,
however, he is a psychotic rat
exterminator who just
happens to be a Vietnam
veteran (since we all know
that Vietnam veterans are

psychotic, right?) Although his
character is limited, one can
see that Dourif is giving it his
all, as if thinking "I'm the only
one that can save this movie".
In one scene, he tells the hero
why he hates rats, and instead
of merely telling it as a wideeyed maniac who gets his
jollies from telling gruesome
lOHN HALL AND SOME RATS IN GRAVE YARD
stories, the viewer can instead
blood (for a horror film) and a
see a tear roll down his face. Dourif
is probably the most underrated
quick glimpse of some half-eaten
limbs, but nothing that hasn't been
actor working today, and he might
have possibly saved Graveyard Shift seen before. Even the creature of
the film is ultimately unimpressive,
if he didn't get his head crushed by
a large, slimy bat-rat who looks half
a sarcophagus halfway through the
film.
asleep, but is still a better actor than
The rest of the characters in the
the majority of the cast.
film are almost nonexistent, and are
First time director Ralph S.
Singleton doesn't seem to have any
there merely to have the "creature"
kill them (which it does,
idea of how to make a horror film.
Many of the characters are quickly
introduced only to be disposed of,
which makes the viewer neither
care for or dislike the cast. The
pacing is awful, Singleton cannot
even create a good "jump scare",
since the viewer knows what is
going to happen about five minutes
beforehand (such as when one of
the characters finds a hole and

scenes seem

sticks his arm in, saying that

half-hearted.
Basically, he

"maybe we can dig through"). The
dialogue is also horrendous; for
instance when the characters go
through about three sub-basements,
they find a cathedral-like cave
scattered with piles of bones.
Glancing around, the hero tells the
heroine that "this must be where it
lives".
In fact, some of the dialogue
comes out of the actors' mouths
when their lips are not even
moving, indicating a rush job or just
plain bad editing.
Since the director is also one of
the producers of the film, he has no
one to blame but himself for the
failure of the movie. In fact, even

reacts to

everything
that goes
around him

with the
same glazed
look, and
the viewer
can tell
when he's
upset or

afraid
because his
eyes widen.
Kelly
Wolf plays

SHIFT

(along with "Bachman Mill," a
reference to King's pseudonym).
The only way the reference could
have been more obvious is if one of
the actors turned to the screen and
said "Castle Rock, get it? CASTLE
ROCK." The last, and worst, in-joke
was when the rats' home was being
flooded to the tune of the Beach
Boys' "Surfin' Safari". Obviously, the
filmmakers see the audience as a

bunch of idiots.
One of the most pitiful aspects
of Graveyard Shift was that it was
filmed in and around Stephen
King's home town of Bangor,
Maine. What could have been a
chance to see the land that inspired
King's writings is bungled once
again by the filmmakers, since most
of the film looks like it was done
on a sound stage. However, this
should be expected from a film
whose producer, Larry Sugar, stated
that the reason people are afraid of
the basement is that "the basement
isn't only dark, it's below the
ground" (which would have been a
good tag line for the film).
There is almost nothing that is
redeemable about Graveyard Shift
except for Brad Dourif's
performance, which is merely a
cameo. Not only is it not worth the
price of a ticket, it would not be a
good idea

to rent

it when it comes

out on videocassette either. This

year, it looks as if moviegoers will

have to find their Halloween fun
elsewhere.

the heroine,

Jane
Wisconsky,

lASON REED IN GRAVEYARD SHIFT

who is
perfect for the role since she acts
just like the hero, only she whines a
little more about how awful
everything is. She is supposed to be
a self-reliant woman (she moved
away from her home town!) but
when the going gets tough, she
shrieks just as loud as the men.
A character that looks promising
the
is
mill's foreman, Warwick
(played by Stephen Macht), one of
the only actors who attempts a

thankfully). Two are a couple of
good-old-boys who give the hero a
hard time (one has a Maine accent,
the other doesn't, go figure).
Another is a black man who is
probably there merely to give the
film its "token" minority. Finally,
there's a little balding wiseguy who
disappears halfway through the film
(he is fired) which makes the
viewer wonder what he was doing
in the film in the first place. There

HAPPY B-DAY STEPH AND CARRIE!

--JA.

HAPPY HALLOWEEN
FROM THE REVIEW
STAFF. 800.
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MANIACAL HOPE CHEST; ZEVON AND REM'S HINDU LOVE GODS
10,000 Maniacs/HOPE
CHEST (Elektra) On 1989's Blind
Man's Zoo, 10,000 Maniacs decided
to be content with lethargy, happy
to stagnate musically and merely
duplicate the formula which
brought them a platinum record for
1987s thoughtful In My Tribe.
Singer/songwriter Natalie Merchant
dipped into her bag of politically
correct song topics, turned on the
news a couple of times, and
bingo?a new album guaranteed to
appeal to suburban, white, uppermiddle class guilty consciences
everywhere. But something
happened. Merchant lost her ability
to phrase her social convictions in
the beautiful, allegorical, storytelling
format she so effectively utilized on
In My Tribe, and somebody forgot
to tell the band that they had to
write music for the album. Blind
Man 5 Zoo sounded as if Merchant
chose her messages, and the band
recycled a few old melodies at the
last minute so that Natalie had some
background music for her sermons.
But before Blind Mans Zoo,
10,000 Maniacs was an electric,
vibrant, experimental band. Hope
Chest, their remixed compilation of
rare early 80s indie releases Secrets
Of The I Ching and Human Conflict
Number Five, now makes their
brilliant, largely unheard past
readily available. Hope Chest
captures a different 10,000 Maniacs;
Merchant's lyrics, steeped in
imagery and metaphor, draped with
allusion and illusion, are set against
a patchwork of sounds from oldtime traditional to folk and rock.
Merchant's phrasings are subtle and
insightful, showing how capable
she is of writing intelligent songs
***

about serious topics that are not
necessarily issue-oriented. "Planned
Obsolescence" is an attack on
science and technology, Merchant
singing "Science will be truth for
life/Technology as
nature...Discovery dissolved all
illusion/Mystery destroyed with
conclusion/And illusion never
restored." This is one of the album's
strongest tracks musically as well,
the melody created from a hybrid of
twisted guitar noise and rhythmic
bass lines. The song "Poor De
Chirico," an ode to a famous
surrealist painter, is another
highlight, with Natalie singing
"Incongruous scenarios dauntily
jaunt about through nostalgic
despair/Within childlike renderings
of a nightmarish recall." The
controlled chaos of "My Mother The
War" and "Death Of Manolete"
foreshadow rockers-to-come like
"Scorpio Rising" and "Don't Talk,"
while the intricate melodies of
"Katrina's Fair" and "National
Education Week" are precursors to
songs like "Maddox Table" and
"Hey Jack Kerouac."
Hope Chest clearly shows the

possibilities and still untapped
potential of Merchant and the
Maniacs. Why a writer capable of
such wondrous phrasings as
Merchant is content with turning
out the sugar-coated drivel of Blind
Man 's Zoo is beyond understanding.
On their last tour, 10,000 Maniacs
played only one or two pre-/;? My
Tribe songs?and none went back
as far as the songs on Hope Chest.
Hopefully when their fall college

tour hits Conte Forum on

November 15, the band will feature
these early chestnuts instead of
"Trouble Me" and "Eat For Two."
David Daley
?

***l/ 2 The Replacements/A£Z

SHOOK DOWN (Sire Records)
Returning to the raw sound that
made their past efforts like Tim, let
It Be, and Pleased to Meet Me such

incredible albums, the 'Placemats
have yet again pulled another great
release. However, this is as much of
a Replacements album as it isn't,
since all four of them play together
on only one song on the entire
album ("Attitude"), while on the
other songs, Paul Westerburg found
replacements in the likes of John
Cale and Concrete Blonde's
Johnette Napolitano. Trashing the
polished, over-produced sound of
Don't Tell a Soul, All Shook Down
starts out with the catchy single
"Merry Go Round" and doesn't let
up. "Bent Out of Shape" sounds like
it could find itself comfortable on
Tim with its heavy guitarwork, but
its lyrics expose something more
mature and more developed. When
Westerburg sings "You caught me
bent all out of shape," his neurotic
pleas emerge as if he's wearing his
heart on his sleeve. "Sadly
Beautiful" is another chapter of
Westerburg's charming ballads like
Pleased 's "Skyway" or Let It Be 's
"Androgynous." This album is filled
mostly with mid-tempo rockers like
"Someone Take the Wheel" and
"Torture," while Westerburg's
tendency to compose awesome
scorchers is represented only on
two tracks (the duet with

Napolitano "My Little Problem" and
"Bent Out of Shape"). The only true
Replacements song, "Attitude" is
one of the strongest tracks on the
album, proving that there is still
hope left in the band. If this is the
last album, they're ending it with a
great big bang. If not, let's hope it's
not All Shook. Up the Remix Album.
Rey Roldan
?

?

***l/ 2 Hindu Love Gods/
HINDULOVE GODS (Giant) It's
refreshing to find an album in
which the musicians are not
interested in breaching the cerebral
consciousness of their listeners, but
are instead concentrating on simply
having a good time. This is exactly
what the Hindu Love Gods do on

their self-titled debut release.
The Hindu Love Gods are, in
fact, Warren Zevon and threefourths of REM ?Bill Berry, Peter
Buck, and Mike Mills. It's a blessing
that Michael Stipe decided to sit this
one out, because his intense,
brooding style would have
destroyed the playful, whimsical
tone of this album.
Recorded in 1987 during
sessions for Zevon's Sentimental
Hygiene, Hindu Love Gods consists
solely of covers of other artists'
songs. Whether it's Muddy Waters'
"Mannish Boy," Robert Johnson's
"Travelin' Riverside Blues" and
"Walkin' Blues," Woody Guthrie's
"Vigilante Man." or, gasp, Prince's
"Raspberry Beret," the band delivers
rollicking, blasting renditions.
Those expecting the lilting,
complex melodies found in most
REM songs will be sadly

disappointed because the Hindu
Love Gods are definitely more
interested in down-and-dirty, trueblue American garage band grunge
rock. Zevon's sometimes hoarse,
always sharp-edged voice perfectly
accentuates the throbbing bass
lines, pulsating drumming, and
searing guitar riffs. To be truthful,
Zevon hasn't sounded this good
since the early 80s.
Hopefully Zevon, Buck, Berry,
and Mills will issue a second release
as the Hindu Love Gods, or go on
tour, because this release is the
most refreshing album that this
critic has heard in a long time. Long
live the Love Gods.
Rob Drapeau
?

***l/ 2 Alice In Chains/
FACELIFT (CBS) Alice in Chains'
Facelift is one of the most
outstanding debuts in recent
memory. Within the span of a
month they have won opening slots
for Extreme, and Iggy Pop in
Boston. Hailing from Seattle, the
site of a number of promising
bands, Alice In Chains is breathing
down the neck of Soundgarden in
style and quality.

Facelift is

a case in study of the
Hunger,
street.
and lack of identity,
with a common theme of addiction
are the basis of Layne Staley's cries.
Guitarist Jerry Cantrell, who has
penned a majority of the lyrics and
music, fronts a searing rhythm
section that demands the attention

of the listener through twelve
crunching tunes. The songwriting is
never as confused as the world
Cantrell and company portray. A
number of gems?"Sea of Sorrow,"

Wayne Simmonds comes across as
a Jim Croce with a brogue on a few
tracks like "Handy Man," a song
whose lame lyrics compete with
Hothouse Flowers' "Movies" for the
worst lyrics ever to be printed on
an album sleeve ("Cutting grass and

lifting sacks/Swinging down the
spade and axe/These days I am the
handyman"). Their music has a
catchiness that unfortunately could
be compared to Bruce Hornsby at
times like in "Kingdom for the
Blind", while in certain moments
like "Grave Robbing in Gig
Harbour," they sound like a male
version of Wilson Phillips singing
the Housemartins, and at others like
the Chieftains and the Clancy
Brothers ("The Lion and the
Unicorn"). The Domino Clubs
strongest moments (there are a few)
occur on side two when they take a

gamble and follow their own muse
and compose songs like "Industrial
Town," a song in the same vein as
the Alarm's "Spirit of 76" with a
brogue instead of a Welsh accent.
"You're the One," musically, is an
infectious song with a killer
accordion hook. However, its lyrics
have the typical, sappy romanticism
of Top 40 radio a la Phil Collins,
but that doesn't mar it too much.
TMTCH could've released two
albums instead of one?they
could've added the obligatory
cheesy changes like a disco beat
and a load of samples to side one
and sent it to Kiss 108 while
sending the infinitely better side
two to alternative and college radio
stations. These men should be
hanged and, well, hung at the same
time.

and "Sunshine"?shine on Facelift,
and might just make Alice the

addiction of rockers
everywhere.
"We Die Young" opens the
album and immediately immerses
the listener in a sea of adrenaline.
The adrenaline flows consistently
with the mood of each song,
sometimes slowing down to surface
lament or welling up to a wave of
newest

anger. Alice in Chains does not sail
only in biting salt water, but
manages to diverge into the
cesspools of society, right through
the final song "Real Thing." The

finale" finally brings the theme of
painful addiction together with
"goin' down the steps on a white
line."
line."
The cover art of Facelift grabs
your attention immediately; the
music inside will keep you coming
back for more. Alice in Chains may
just be the best band to come out
of Seattle yet!
Cormac Cullen
?

The Men They Couldn't
Hang/THE DOMINO CLUB (RCA/
Silvertone Records) Celtic rock
has never really had its heyday in
the fickle world of progressive
**

music. Bands like the Waterboys,
the Proclaimers, and the Pogues
come over to alternative circles in a
steady stream, never all at once like
1988's Athens, GA attack or the
present Manchester Boom. This sort
of boom is something that The Men
They Couldn't Hang really need to
break out and latch on to people's
ears with their brand of Top 40 pop
in alternative shoes. Vocalist Paul

?

Rey Roldan

**l/ 2 Adam Ant/ANTICS IN
THE FORBIDDEN ZONE (Epic)
Having recently made a comeback
with his top 20 single "Room At The
Top," the King of the Wild Frontier
now releases

this twenty-track
album which chronicles Adam Ant's
career as a solo artist and with his
short-lived band, The Ants. Along
with an elaborate, well-written semi
biography written by Ira Robbins,
Antics in the Forbidden Zone
contains ear-grabbing Ant classics
such as "Stand and Deliver," "Prince
Charming," and "Goody-Two
Shoes," which feature the trademark
tribal drums, Marco Pirroni's
twanging guitar and 17th century
imagery. Listening to this album is
almost like taking a retrospective
trip to the early Eighties, when most
of us were in grade school during
Adam Ant's heyday, and what a
pleasant trip it is.
In spite of its strengths,
however, there are a few lowlights
that nearly drag this album. "Ant
Rap", "Vive Le Rock" and "Beat My
Guest" are all dire, poorly
orchestrated throwaways that
remind us why Adam Ant usually
received a low critical standing.
Fortunately for him, they don't
entirely strip the rest of the album
of its fine moments.
Antics in the Forbidden Zone
won't win any Nobels, but it is an
overall pleasant musical summary
from one of the most colorful and
interesting British artists of the
Eighties.
?Rich Williams
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ONE ACTS ENTERTAIN
CONTINUED FROM P. 29
detiveiy than the lines that opened
the play. Grief is portrayed; anger is
not. The set is sparse, composed of
two chairs, a cheacker board, and a
table, which promotes Pinter's
intent. The strategy implicit in a
game of checkers furthers the image
of a cold, calculating person who
would forsake his friend and steal
his girlfriend. The man is the loser
of this game of checkers.
Blue Christmas deals with drug
addiction. Although the play is welldirected, the subject matter is trite,
and lacking the depth necessary to
envelope the audience. As a result,
the play seems more likely to have
been written by the Drug

Enforcement Administration or
Nancy Reagan. The play stars a
young couple. The husband is

trying to make it as a musician,
while his wife's job pays the bills.
Buddy, or Jamie Caniffe, is a casual
user of cocaine who tries to end

Stacy's (Celeste Oliva) addiction.
The climax is reached when Buddy
finds a bottle of scotch hidden in
Stacy's dresser. Stacy uses Christmas
as an excuse. Buddy leaves, since
Stacy refuses to stop drinking. He
returns, finding Stacy hysterical, and
ready to accept his help. Nothing
new, in either the subject or the
mediocre acting. When will the
playwright come to realize that
every case of drug and alchohol
addiction is not the same?

HERETIX LEAVE ISLAND, SEEK
NEW LABEL FOR NEXT ALBUM
CONTINUED FROM P. 29
"We're hoping it's going to be a
success."

Friday night's show was yet
another incredible show for the
band. Starting things off with a
heavy guitar intro, the band
launched into "Taste," a hard rock
scorcher. Playing a two hour plus
show, Heretix played their usual
excellent line-up. consisting of
"Gods And Gangsters," "Sheriff,"

"Heart Attack," "Brazil," and "Mad
Donna" without missing a single
beat. They omitted their Donovan
cover of "Season of the Witch" but
replaced it with, as Lemieux
introduced it, "a cover of a cover"
(perhaps referring to the Charlatans
UK single) of Deep Purple's "Hush"
which they played with fervent
passion. They ended the show with
"My Head" and as they sing in the
song, my head DID roll away.

DAVE HERLIHY: "I DO A PRETTY
GOOD RICHARD BUTLER IMITATION"
CONTINUED FROM P. 29
place, so we qualified," laughed

Herlihy. The band wasn't nervous
about playing to the sold out crowd
of 20,000 people either. "We felt
really confident. We have a really
big sound, and as soon as you get
started and the band kicks in, it gets
really easy no matter where you're
playing," he explained.
This weekend the band played
the WBCN party at a packed Boston
Garden, blowing away nationally
known acts like The Call and
Hothouse Flowers. They rocked
through "On To Something," "Back
Of My Mind," and the great "Talk
About Love" before slowing down
for "Imagine That" and "Hold The
Boat" which segued ever so neatly
into the plaintive "Holding On To
You." Obviously having a great time
on stage, the band suddenly broke
into Led Zeppelin's "Black Dog" in
the middle of their set closer "In
The Light."
O Positive almost got
themselves in trouble with a cover
song last spring on the Psychedelic
Furs tour, because they would
soundcheck every day with the

Furs' "Sister Europe." "I do a pretty
good Richard Butler imitation,"
laughed Herlihy, "but their road
manager didn't think it was very
funny. You've got to be able to
laugh?but I guess it's harder when
your record's not selling."
The band is currently planning
their next album, and are discussing
the direction in which they want to
go. "We have a lot of quiet, folkier
songs," he explained, hinting that
the band's next record may lean
towards the acoustic. "As long as
we give the label a couple of radio
songs they'll be happy. Most
albums have three singles?songs
that are radioable ?and I don't
mind trying to bring something in
under four minutes that's melodic.
We've always been a loud, live rock
band, but we just have to decide
what direction to go in, choose the
best songs, and record them. We
may also throw a twisted Motown
cover on the next record just to see
what happens," he explained. "We
have a lot of things we can do,"
Herlihy reflected. "It's just a matter
of putting in the effort and making
it come true."

FOR THE RECORD:
LOCALS GALAXIE 500; SECOND SELF
**l/ 2 Galaxie 500/THIS IS OUR

its production line. Who should
decide what is acceptable and what
is not?
I noticed that the foldout not
only took the shape of an upsidedown cross, but also could be
folded into the shape of a cube, a
block; Danzig's work can be
interpreted many ways, ways which
should be left up to the discretion
of the listener, not censors. I
wouldn't call Danzig a building
block or foundation, but Lucifuge
deserves to be added to the rising
construction supporting freedom of
expression in the nineties.
Cormac Cullen

MUSIC (Rough Trade) This Is Our
Music is the new album from one of
Boston's best bands, Galaxie 500.
They take their name from a longforgotten car made by Ford. In the
words of lead vocalist and
songwriter Dean Wareham, the
name "sounded like a late seventies
one-hit disco troupe, especially with
the -ie at the end!"
On their previous albums Today
and On Fire, Galaxie 500 seemed to
be carving a niche for itself in the
same vein as the Velvet
Underground, with sparse two
chord melodies and Dean
Wareham's cryptic lyrics. This Is
Our Music tries to expand on that
approach, with occasional success
and some disappointments. Their
cover of Yoko Ono's "Listen The
Snow Is Falling" seems to be more
of an exercise in high kitsch. The
vocal talents of bassist Naomi Yang
are definitely wasted here, unlike
"Another Day" on 1989's On Fire.
There are some really good
songs here, but This Is Our Music is
only average when judged by the
standards of the previous two LP's.
It doesn't quite capture the same
infectious spirit which made their
first two releases so noteworthy.
?

?

**l/ 2 Second Self/MOOD RING
(EMI)If there is such a thing as
stylistic schizophrenia, then Second
Self has got it. The first major label
release for this Detroit band, Mood
Ring, is a jumbled collection of
diverse music tastes. The songs on
this album run the gamut from INXS
style pop: "Aunt Jenny (Bless My
Soul)," "The Glory," and "Mind
Over Matter," and U2 style ballads
like "Lock Me Away" to guitar
wailing heavy metal.
A few of these heavy metal
tunes are refreshingly unique when
compared to the rest of the album.
"Lose Those Shadows" is an
emotional, but fun, song with such
1 wide array of instruments that it
lends some musical integrity to the
band (whose usual instrumentation
consists of two guitars, a bass, and
drums). "I Stand You Spin," is an
acoustic tune with powerful
crescendos which rollercoaster the
listener from calm, to excitement, to
calm again. And finally, "Red
October," has such light electric
guitar that it's downright melodic
for a heavy metal song, reminiscent
of some more soulful Blue Oyster
Cult. These three songs attempt to
give Second Self some identity; but
the rest of the album is so
confused, stylistically, that one
begins to wonder if this little bit of
uniqueness was a mistake.
Altogether, there is nothing
down-right bad about Mood Ring.
Most of the song's styles are
borrowed from Top-Forty tried hits
and, excepting the previously
mentioned three, the rest are
inoffensive, mild, and boring.
Second Self seems more to be
testing the waters than blazing any
trails. Some of the song themselves
are bound to find fans; but the
album itself is too muddled to
attract anything but a confused
"Huh?"
Brendhan O'Bryan

Peter Ryan

eUGE(T>ef
Danzig U/Lf
American Recordings) The cover
of Danzig's compact disc Lucifuge
unfolds into an upside-down cross;
the foldout's lyrics reinforce the
demonic image. The disc itself,
however, is more of an angry fifty
minute trip through the fears and
doubts of mankind than it is
demonic. And Danzig's newest
effort warrants more serious
***

consideration than the latest
productions of Black Sabbath, Alice
Cooper or other artists who
specialize in sensationalism or
shock value, because the members
of Danzig stand firmly on their
religious and social beliefs.
With a voice reminiscent of Jim
Morrison and the style of early
Sabbath, Danzig fuses basic heavy
metal with their own genuine
attitude and view. That strange
sincerity is why Danzig poses a
serious threat to Tipper Gore & the
PMRC, or anyone else who chooses
to judge music by its cover. Should
music that conflicts with our
community's basic feelings toward
religion, or government be
distributed without restrictions? A
basic conflict of views concerning
this issue caused Geffen to drop
Danzig's label Def American from
More than just
another pretty
face
-
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POLICE BLOTTER

Friday, October 1 2

Hall, by Walsh Hall.

7:48a investigates the
reported theft of a scale from a
laboratory in Higgins Hall.

4:3opm? Detectives obtain an

an alcohol overdose in Cushing.

arrestwarrantin Brooklinedistrict

7:49am? Officer investigates a

report concemingamotorvehicle

which was broken into on
Perimeter Road and its stolen

Saturday, October 13

Connecticut stemming from a
previous larceny. Suspect
befriends females prior to

12:46am? Officer files a report
concerning damage to a vehicle

larcenies.
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Second of INTENSIVE JOURNAL Series
of Dr. Ira Progoff

12:59a Officers check the
area outside of St. Ignatius for a
reported suspicious white male,
5'10" 1 60 lbs., medium build with
dark hair and a scar from eye to
lip. Suspect reportedly following
females. No sign of suspect in
area.

11 :14pm? Officer responds to a
report of a student suffering from

t
Bfll

ftfl
SMbI

3:10a Officer transports a
student from Williams Hall to the
infirmary to be checked for
intoxication.

area.

7:3Bpm? Officer retrieves
alcohol which was confiscated
by an RA in Fenwick Hall.

4:l9pm? Officer confiscates
large amount of alcohol at More

2:s6am? Officer responds to
Walsh bustop on report that the
escort has an intoxicated female.
Officer transports party to
infirmaryfor evaluation. A report
is filed on the matter.

DEPTH CONTACT
WORKSHOP

1:01a reports a traffic
sign is missingfrom the main gate

Officer
takes
6:23pm?
possession of a keg confiscated
by an RA in the Mods.

3:12pm? Officer takes a report
concerning damage to the
complaintant's vehicle on the 3rd
floor of the garage. Vehicle was
apparently struck by another
vehicle.

window of Fitzpatrick Hall.
Resident is treated for a minor
laceration.

12:54a Officers and Newton
Fire investigate an alarm of fire
and report the cause to be an
activated pull station which was
pulled for no apparent reason in
Voute Hall.

s:slpm? Sergeant investigates
a
of
suspicious
report
circumstances in the basement
men's room in Stuart Hall. A
report is filed pending further
investigation.

Officer
takes
possession of a wallet found on
campus. The wallet is stored at
the BC Police Dept. pending
owner retrieval.

2:33am? Officer responds to
thrown through a

report of a rock

sustained while being towed from
the lower lots.

Officer
takes
s:3spm?
possession of 2 kegs which were
confiscated by an RA in Ignacio
Hall B.

2:oopm?

for treatment/evaluation.

court on a Kevin B. Winn (aka
"Kevin Romanowski") of

stereo.
10:38a investigates a
report of a homeless person
sleeping in the rear of a Mod. The
person is identified, checked and
sent on his way from campus.

Wilson Park/Comm. Ave. to assist
Boston Pol ice with an intoxicated/
injured student. Victim ischecked
and transported to St. Elizabeth's

Victim ischecked and transported
to the infirmary for treatment/
evaluation.
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PROCTER 6> GAMBLE

ESTA EN BUSCA DE TCI TALENTO...
Procter & Gamble Division de Latinoamerica / Puerto Rico
te in vita a:

"WINNING IN LATIN AMERICA / PUERTO RICO"
Jueves, 1° de noviembre de 1990
Copley Plaza Hotel / Oval Room
138 St. James Avenue, Boston
5:00 p.m. 7:00 p.m.
*

Ejecutivos de Procter & Gamble Latinoamerica / Puerto Rico habiar£n de tus oportunidades de creclmlento en
una de las companies de productos de consumo ma*s grandes del mundo.

Procter

Gamble esta en busca de estudiantes puertorriquenos y latinoamericanos interesados en Flnanzas,
Ventas, Mercadotecnla (Brand Management), Ingenierfa, Sistemas de lnformaci6n, Recursos Humanos etc...
&

Ven a conocer tus oportunidades en paises como Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Guatemala, Jamaica, Mexico, Peru,
Puerto Rico, Venezuela, etc... para posiciones permanentes yde verano.

Lleva tu resume" (SIN FALTA) antes del 30 de octubre a:

Ann Fletcher
Career Center

Boston College
38 Commonwealth Ave.
Estaremos seleccionando estudiantes para entrevistas del 5 al 7 de noviembre
Patrono con iguoldad de oportunidades en el empleo M/H/F/V
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POLICE BLOTTER
3:36 am? Officer stops two
vehicles at the rear of St. Mary's
for failing to stop at the main
gate. Both vehicle operators are
issued citations. One vehicle is
towed due to an expired
registration.
4:02a Officers respond to

report of fight in the quad of the

Mods. Party is identified as one of
the suspects/victims. Party is
escorted from the area by a
Reportedly an
sergeant.

altercation between "friends".
10:15am? Officer reports
finding a syringe in the St. John
lot. The item is stored at BC Pol ice
Department proper disposal.
10:28a Officer files a report
on confiscated alcohol from the
garage.
11:30am? Officer confiscates
football game tickets from a
suspect scalping them at Walsh
Hall. Suspect is identified and
escorted from campus and issued
a trespass warning.

Sergeant files a report
concerning a subject identified
after interfering with him during
a traffic situation on the front
lawn of More Hall.
3:52pm

?

4:l9pm?

Officers receive

a

complaint concerning people
urinating by the complaintant's
motor home while tailgating.
Officers identify onestudentwho
is escorted from the area. A report
is also filed.
4:22pm? Sergeant takes a
complaint report concerning an
auxiliary police officer at
Fenwick Hall.
4:30pm? Officer treats a victi m
in the commuter lot who was hit

by a vehicle. Operator and
witnesses are identified pending
further investigation. Victim is
transported via ambulance to
the hospital.

HELP WANTED
TRAVEL FREE!! Campus rep
wanted. Quality vacations to

exotic destnations! Affordable
spring break packages to
JAMAICA,
CANCUN,
MARGARITA ISLAND. Earn free
travel and $$$$. 1-800-4267710.
Campus Rep wanted: Campus
rep to run ski and spring break
trips forfree travel or commission.
Call 413-533-1600 collect.
LABORATORY ASSISTANT
Interesting part-time (15 -20)
hours per week) full academic
year position for a junior or senior
chemistry major. Work will be
on new analytical methods.
Requires good laboratory skills.
Times can be arranged, but must
be fixed each semester. If
interested, please forward resume

I:olpm?Officer, whileassigned
to plainclothes outside gate "E",

observes a subject previously
banned from campus for reselling

game tickets. A Richard F.
Edwards of East Boston is arrested

for criminal trespass.

own transportation preferred.

Non-smoker. Call 969-9449
(evenings).
ProX Ski,

-

S_LLD

Wanted: Responsible, energetic
person to play with and care for
two small children. Tuesday and
Thursday mornings. $6 /hour.
Cleveland Circle. Dawn Maragos
277-9704.
Experienced Babysitter needed
1-2 evenings per week in Newton.
Excellentreferences required and

seeks field

Inc.

representatives to sell a new age
product, Straight commission
payment. Make your own hours.
Peter Freeman collect at 603659-7583.
Need Money? Ground floor
opportu n ity with one of thefastest
growing companies in America
today. Very high income potential
for motivated individuals.
Women do quite well in this
program! Call 332-5778, 24
hours.

Travel Sales Representative

Wanted, outgoing, aggressive,

self-motivated individuals

or

groups to market Winter and
Spring Break trips on campus.
For more information call Student

(

12:08pm? Officer identifies the
occupants of a room in Edmonds

12:29pm? Sergeant, while
attemptingtoclearthe commuter
lot of people, identifies one
student who is uncooperative. A
report is filed on the matter and
the area is cleared.

Incorporated, the Schrafft Center,
529 Main Street, Boston, MA
02129. Free parking available
by
public
accessible
equal
transportation. An
opportunity employer, M/F.
Wanted: Men's Varsity Lacrosse
team looking for volunteer
scorekeepers, time keepers and
PA announcers. Must be
responsible, some travel required.
If interested call Damon at 558-

Happy 9-CaCCozoecn!
Qfioutisfi Best wisfits to the, women of B-63!

s:olpm? Officer and aBC
doctor check a custodian who
fell in Conte Forum, sustaining a
probable muscle bruise. Victim
is releived of duty per the doctor.

from which objects were thrown.
A report is filed on the matter.

to Jennie Panico, Orion Research

I

Gear Up This Fal

with dans Software.

3:oopm? Officer responds with
paramedics for a report of a
person suffering a possible heart
attack at Alumni Stadium. Victim
is checked and transported to St.
E's for further treatment and
evaluation.

3:3spm? Sergeant files a report
concerning damage to the front
lawn of More Hall received from
vehicles parking there for the
football game.

academic race is on and Claris softwarefor the
Macintosh is s.ure to put you ahead of thepack.
?

Powerful Word Processing
MacWrite *II software makes your writing assignments
easier. Editing is a breeze with the advanced spelling

checker, 220,000-word thesaurus, and footnote capability,
Use custom fonts and styles, and multiple columns for
attention getting papers and flyers.
So, whether you're writing a lab report or an economics
paper your work will look professional and take a
-

Easy Graphics and Design
Use MacDraw *II software to complete the picture. You
can create anything6 from simple graphics and charts to
, . ~.. ; .
.
f
I. *F. drawings.
technical illustrations and architectural
? u
r
c
c
x.
MacDraw
II is the
perfect partner for any project from
the fraternity newsletter to a new bike design for your
engineering class.
,

,

t,

-

The Hottest Combination
Together, MacWrite II and MacDraw II can help you to
write, publish and design anything from a term paper, to
a research project, to a resume that gets results giving
you the winning edge. No matter what the race, you'll
finish ahead with Claris software.
Get on Track This Fall!
Ask for details on the special Claris Back-to-School Offer
0 n the popular software combination for vour Macintosh
MacWrite II and MacDraw 11.
Enter the Claris Sweepstakes to win a brand new
TREK Mountain Bike absolutelyfree!
-
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617-552-8563

Prep Now,
Score Later!

(617)964-TEST
C1990 Clans Corporation. All rights reserved Clans, MacDraw and MacWrite are registered
trademarks ofClaris Corporation. Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
TREK is a registered trademark of TREK Bicycle Corporation.
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Travel Services

at 1-800-648-

4849.

Babysitter wanted: 7 year old
twin girls and 9 year old boy.
Flexible hours. One mile from T.

Contact Ellen Kass 527-8479.
Best Fundraiser On Campus!
Looking for a fraternity, sorority,
or student organization that
would like to make $500-$ 1000
for a one week on-campus
marketing project. Must be

organized and hardworking. Call
Jennifer or Kevin at (800) 5922121.
.

Wanted: Enthusiastic Individual
or student organization to
Break
promote
Spring
destinations for 1991. Earn free
trips and commissions while
gaining valuable business and
marketing experience. Pleasecall
Student Travel Service at 1 -800265-1 799 and ask for Serge.
Fraternities, sororities, campus

organizations, highly motivated
individuals- Travel FREE plusearn

up to $3000+ selling SPRING
BREAK trips to Cancun/Cozumel,

South Padre Island, Orlando/
Davtnna Rpach:

1-800-258-

212]

OVERSEAS JOBS. $900-$2OOO
mo. Summer, Yr. round, All
countires, All fields. Free info.
Write IJC, PO Bx. 52-MAO6
Corona Del Mar. CA 92625.
Smith Barney. We are looking
for interns to participate in our
prospecting and research
programs. If interested, contact
Rod Dallape 574-8505.
EASY MONEY. Attention
undergrads: We are a publishing
firm about to print a book
concerning college admissions.
We are seeking students still in
posession of their college
applications. Our on-campus
reps will payyousl7foryourold
admissionsessay(s). For more info
call Michael collect at 203-721
7382. Anonymity guaranteed.
Addressers wanted immediately!
No experience necessary.
Excellent pay! Work at home.
Call toll-free: 1-800-395-3283.
Newton Center family seeking
responsible young woman for
child care frequent Saturday
evenings and occasional Tuesday
evenings for two boys 4 and 9.
-

Nearby residence or own
transportation preferred.Call 5271731.
2 NANNIES NEEDED by Jan 1.
Two active families in Brewster
NY seek warm, energetic nonsmokers. Housekeeping req. Must
drive, swim. 1 year committment
necessary. Excellent living
conditions, salary. (914) 2795963 eves.
Word Processing Services
Reports, Resumes, Theses,
Dissertations, much more.
Student Discount with ID. Call
Bobbi at 944-2303. Reasonable
rates.

Campus Reps?lndividuals or
Student Organization?needed
to promote our Spring Break
Packages on campus. FREE TRI PS
plus commission. Call Campus
Marketing. 1-800-423-5264.
SERVICES
DATA PROCESSING SERVICE
closetocampusword processing
desktop publishing, many
popular software packages.
Competitve rates 61 7-787-7419.
Writing Tutor Available:
Struggling with term papers,

essays? Freshman
composition got you down? Get
help from professional writers:
basic writing skills; advice and
editing on term papers, etc. Call
Bill 235-3787 days, 2356-1587

reports,

eves.

DON"T KNOW MUCH \BOUT
HISTORY? Expert history tutoring
available. Ancient and modern,
American and European. Call Bill
at 235-3787 days, 235-1587 eves.
DISSERTATION
CONSULTANTS help you bring
your dissertation in to being and
successful completion. We
support you in working better,
faster, overcoming blocks and
avoiding pitfalls. For information
617-876-3234.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI
LAW:
A
SCHOOL
OF
distinguished faculty, a broad,

innovative
exceptional

curriculum,
programs

in

international, maritime,business,
taxation, constitutional law,
jurisprudence, environmental,
property, and labor law; a
comprehensive litigation skills
program. Michael Goodnight, the

Director of admissions is visiting
on November 1
For an
appointment contact your Office
of Career Planning, 552-3433.
BED & BREAKFAST
In and around Boston. Enjoy
affordable lodging in finest
neighborhoods near Boston
College. Comfortable private
.

homes, cordial hosts. 2-night

minimum stay. VS, MC, Amex.
Serving Boston since 1982. For
reservations orourfree Directory
call or write: HOST HOMES OF
BOSTON, PO Box 117C,
Newton, Ma 02168. Tel. 617244-1308.

APARTMENTS/ROOMMATES

LIVE IN: Private room with bath
near BC in exchangefor 15 hours
of household help. Two school
age children. Call evenings 5664_L23

FREE ROOM AND BOARD in
exchange for childcare. Flexible
afternoon/evening hours. Close
to campus, beginning Spring
semester.
Natash Salvo,
mornings: 868-2800, afternoons/
evenings: 964-8882.
Brookline Live-in-Washington
Square. Exchange room and
board for 1 5 hours, 9am tol2pm,
Mon through Fri. Assistant in
licensed family day care. It's like
your own apartment your own
room your own entrance. Extra
hours for extra $$$! Call Susan at
-

-

Miriam Stoll
B.A. History, Dartmouth College
M.B.A. Stanford Graduate School of Business

566-3298.

Tired of roommates or
commuting? Ideal set up.
Practically on campus! Totally
furnished room in home for rent.
Private bath; total use of kitchen
and laundry privilege. 3 minute
walk to McElroy, 7 minutes to D
line. Rent includes food!
Available now for balance of
semester or year. Female nonsmoker a must. Call Cara 7346225.
Sublet going abroad! Private
room available in beautiful house
-

off of Sutherland Jan-May. Walk-

in closet, sitting porch, spacious,
'

'

Mm

birthday
Monkey!
i

\u25a0

Scholarships,
Fellowships, Grants.
Ed's Services
Box 3006
Boston, MA 02130

from

London
Paris
Caracas
Rio
Hongkong
Tokyo
Dakar

I

trips
ground
starting at:
394

439

350
778
849
759
798

Student 4 Faculty Fares
Taxes not included.Restrictions apply.
Fares subject to change. One ways
availabJe.Work/Study abroad programs.
International Student & Teacher ID.

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT!

Council Travel
844-19J4

4971497
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CLASSIFIEDS
furniture available, parking and
more. One minute to BC bus,
Comm and all T's. A must see!
$400 mo./negotiable. 6 Selkirk
#1 CallCaragh 731-9009.
2nd semester sublet Comm. Ave
walking distance to campus.
Spacious, 2 bedroom, H&H/W
included. Jan to June. Very cheap
2545-4690 Alana.
FOR SALE
Skis for sale. Good shape whole
package size 10 boots. Call Sean
at 558-9353.
GOOD DEAL! Panasonic KXP-1124 printer. Slightly used. 6
internal fonts; 6 pitches (including
-

Ps). $225 negotiable. ($529 new).
Call 244-7278, leave messafie.
PERSONALS
DATE DIAMOND.
FUN,
FRIENDS, ROMANCE
Men: Call 1-976-2211 .99/min
Women: Call 1-976-2233 .69/
min
Alternate Lifestyles: 1-976-7676
.

.

.99/min

Man-to-Man: 1-976-2626 .99/
min
Women place ads?no fee 617621-1727
FRESHMEN!! Want to get away
for a weekend, meet new friends,

talk about God? Sign up for the

HEwiffll

Freshman Retreat, November 911 in Jacksonville, Vermont. Signup in Chaplaincy Office, McElroy
215. $35.00 deposit required.
Interested in a weekend of
discussion
and
prayer,
contemplation? Nov. 9-11 the

internationally

newborn all the advantages of a
loving, secure home. Expenses
paid. Call Joan/John collect (212)
496-0661.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY ETM! To
many more wonderful times with
each other I. L. U. Deb.

Rich Attractive Men wanted for
Homecoming.

Tall 55A-DATF

LOST AND FOUND
FOUND: Kryptonite bicycle lock
behind O'Neill. Call Eric at 5589372 or BC Police (who have the
lock).

renowned

Brothers of Taize wi 11 lead a retreat
at the Marist House in
Framingham for members of the
BC community. An excellent
opportunity to escape and be
renewed! Sign up in Chaplaincy
Office McElrov 215. $35 deposit.
ADOPTION: A caring, devoted
professional couple wishes to give

'<aMsi

to

the ghoulishgals in 2L-33
_j
Qrtat party!
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Only for student American Express^rdmerobers.
Applyfor the American Express* Card.
Then get ready to take off In search of
adventure, action?or just simptv to
escape.
American Express and Northwest
Airiines have arranged these extraordi
nary travel privileges on Northwest?
exclusivelyfor student Cardmembers:
\u25a0 certificates

Valid FOR the
purchase OF two $118 ROUNDTRip
tickets?to many of the more than 180

cities in the 48 contiguous United States
served by Northwest. Each certificate is
good for a six-month period, and they
will arrive in four to six weeks after
you receive the Card*
\u25a0 10% off any northwest flighti.
with your own personalized
discount
"

\u25a0

jj.

status airfares)
\u25a0 2,500 bonus miles towards free
TR/yEL?when you enroll in Northwest's
WxfclPerks* Free Travel Program.
AND
BECOMING A CARDMEMBER
IS AS EASY AS A TELEPHONE CALL.
Just pick up the phone, call 1-800-942AMEX, and talk to us. Wll take your
application and begin to process it
immediately (If you have your banking

Keep in mind that our Automatic
Acceptance Program makes it easier for
you to become a Cardmember now as a
student, than it will ever be again.
And remember that as a Cardmember you'll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits andpersonal service you
would expect from American Express.

Card. And start packing!

information handy like your account

number and bank address, it will help

speed the process.)
j

i

So pick up the phone. Apply for the

\

§M

|
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Membership Has Its Pnifteges*

(^J

APPLY TODAY

1-800-942-AMEX
Automatic Acceptance
it

\u25a0\u25a0'?\u25a0\u25a0..'\u25a0_

'"sass

makes easier to get the Card now
.

.?.

card, valid through January 3991 on all
Northwest and Northwest Airtink
Flights (This discount is not applicable
to the HlB student certificates and
other certificates, promotions or special

?Fare is for roundtrip travel oh Northwest Airlines. Tickets must be purchased within 24 hoursafter making reservations. Fares arc non refundable and no itinerary changesmay be made after purchase. Seats at this fare are limited
and may not always be available when you call. Travel must originate by certificate expiration dateand be completedwithin 60 days of that date. Travel mar not be available between cities to which Northwest does mx have
published routings. City fuel surcharges not included in fare from Boston (12.50), Chicago (JSOOX Denver (J2.00) and Florida cities (1200). Certain blackout dates and other restrictions may apply. For complete offer details, call
1800 942 AMEX. © 990 American Express TravelMated ServicesCompany, Inc.

THE AMERICAN EXPRESS* CARD. FOR STUDENTS MORE THAN EVER.
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PARTY complete with a
contest for "BC's Biggest Nerds!!!" A male
and female winner will each win a ski
weekend for hm in Killington, Vermont
through Moguls Ski and SunTours, Inc.
Runners-up (lesser Nerds) will each win a
dinner for two at the world-famous
Golden Lantern. Some fabulous door
prizes will also be given away (including a
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sal* in McElroy Tix Booth
and at the door
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Dear Fellow Students,

.
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Be There Or

$4.00
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To facilitate your communication with the UGBC Senate, Senate Bill 90-004-B has been unanimously voted on to
designate different senators responsible for different dormitorial areas of the Univeristy. They are as follows:
Commuters:

Edmonds:

Joel Arcieri,'9l, Desmond FitzgeralD,'9l,
Jason Panos,'92, Jen Caputo,'92, Julene Britt/94

Mike Dinapoli,'9l, Dimitrios Angeles,'92
T.J. Martinez,'92, Derek Hodges,'93. Steve Howard,'93
Bridget Garrity,'9l, Walter Timilty/91, Lisa N011er, 92
Thomas LeClaire,'9l, Drew Reilly,'9l
John Kelly,'9l, Richard Girard, '91

Hillsides:
Mods:
New Dorms:
66 Cooun Ave: Lisa Noller,'92
Off Campus:
Lou Kodumal,'92, Tina Casteilano,'92, Kevin Duggan,'9), Sixto Ferro,'92
College Rd./ Upper: Chad Soares,'93, Brandon Lobb,'93, Maura Kelly,'93
Walsh: Pokey Chatham,'93, Javier Rodriguez,'93, Sonia Peters,A&S
Greyclifif: Amy Borinici/94
Upper: Nancy Drane/94, Joe Heah/,'94, Jason Walesh,'94
Newton: Ingrid Etzold,'94, Fernando Pinguelo,'94, Jen Stevens,'94
!

'

As always, if you have any question do not hesitate to call me, or one of your senators. My mailbox is in McElroy
123, and our meetings are on Wednesdays, at 6:30, in Gasson 206. See you there!

Sincerely,
T.J. Martinez, UGBC Senate Chair

An Evening with HUMANO
A Latin-African, Caribbean
g s n jj
November 4, 1990
6 :30 p m
D
c
Robsnam
Studio
.
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on your best polyester, grab your
calculator, and come gel nerdyTn
throw
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Lecture Series

Present
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THE FUTURE OF
| j| MASSACHUSETTS POLITICS
\
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with
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WoiTlCn 111 GoVCrnrnCDt"
Wlth

Madeleine Kunin
Governor

of Vermont

October 31,1990
2:00 pm

OConnell House

The UGBC Senate
and

WILLIAM BULGER

; Massachusetts

State Senate President
and

Triple Eagle"

November 8, 1 990
7:00 pm
Fulton Hall
Free Admission

|
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Homecoming Ball
-

-

-

8:00 pm 1:00 am at the Sheraton Boston Hotel and Towers (at the Prudential Center)
Buses will be available to transport students to and from the dance.
Buses will be leaving from St. Ignatius at 7:30 pm to 9:30 pm and will leave the
Sheraton Boston Hotel and Towers from 11:30 pni 2:00 am.
MUST have BC I.D. (or other college 1.D.) and license in order drink.
In order to be admitted to the dance, each couple MUST have at least one BC I.D. and
an invitation.
-

-

-

-

*

Homecoming Brunch
-

-

-

-

-

An open invitation to the entire BC student body.
Saturday, November 3, from 9:00 am 2:00 pm in McElroy.
$5.00 in cash or points will provide an entire gourmet feast of brunch favorites.
Entertainment by the Bostonians and John Payne Trio (a jazz trio of sax, keys and
-

bass).
Free coat check.

We hope that this year's Homecoming will be the most memorable for every student. Please
take note of the times of scheduled events and have a great Homecoming weekend!

d

Proudly

MANIAC&\
\

Concert!

mber 15, 1990
8:00 pm
mte Forum
0 per ticket

1

JJ

/

?a/e Wednesday, Oct 31!
this fabulous event!
>

Coming 500n...
"Football, Feminism, and Other Contemporary
Contradictions

"

Monday, November 5 at 7:00 pm
Devlin 008

UGBC Women's Issues presents:

Jackson Katz, former football player, and UMASS graduate in
Women's History, founder and member of the Boston-based

"Real Men."

group
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Monday

Center. See Monday.

Ml2:oopm- 1:00 pm
Interview Workshop. Career
Center. Prepare yourself before
your first interview. Get some
advice on what an employer looks
for and how to "sell" yourself
during an interview.
1:00 pm 2:00 pm
Resume Workshop. Career Center.
First impressions make a difference.
Learn how to write the most
effective resume and cover letter
you can.
-

2:00 pm 3:00 pm
-

JYA Visiting Representative.
Casson 208. Michael Steinberg
will speak about various programs
offered by the Institute of European
and Asian Studies. Call 552-3830.
3:00 pm
Law School Applications
Strategies. Gasson 105. The PreLaw Advisory Board will conduct
group meeting to discuss different
approaches to applying to law
school. All students anticipating
applying to law school should
attend a meeting. Call Anne
Cullinane at 552-3272.
-
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5:00 pm

Meditation Group. Roberts House.
Quiet meditation. This shared,
mostly wordless time helps us to
rediscover a sense of inner peace,
clarity and patience in daily life.
Contact Eleanor MacLellan at 5523475. Meets every week.

6:00 pm 8:00 pm
Mens Club Lacrosse Practice. Shea
field. Call Mike Kammer at 5589331.
-

6:00 pm
Stylus Meetings. McElroy 127.
Stylus meets every Monday.
Meetings are open to all
undergrads. Stylus is now
accepting submissions of fiction,
poetry, painting, and photography
for the Winter Issue. Call Courtney
Brower at 552-3506.
6:30 pm
UGBC Social Awareness Meeting.
80 Comm. Ave. Lounge. Meeting
for anyone interested in the Social
Awareness Department, including
environmental, educational, and
social issues. Call Christina Halbert
at 552-3490.
7:00 pm 8:00 pm
Show Me Your Ways: How God
Reveals Sin to Us. St. Mary's Hall
Chapel. Part of the University at
Prayer series that examine the
Ignatian Spiritual Exercises. For
information call 552-3475.
-

7:00 pm
Citizens for Limited Taxation
Debate. McGuinn 121. A
presentation of both sides of the
CLT Petition- discussion will
tollow. Call Colleen CArney at
558-9176.
8:00 pm
Chamber Brass of Boston. Gasson
100. Brass quintet with guest Tim
Morrison, principle trumpet of the
Boston Pops. Free with BC ID, $10
adults, and $5 retired. Call 5524843.

Tuesday

\u25a030
T11:00 am-12:00 pm
Interview Workshop. Career

4:30 pm

-

5:30 pm

Scripture Study and Sharing Group.

St. Joseph's Chapel. Contact the
University Chaplaincy at 552-3475
for information.
4:30 pm

-

12:00 pm- 1:30 pm
Jazz Class. Bonn Studio Theater. An
intermediatelevel class using
modern and jazz techniques as
well as contemporary dance
expression. Taught by Jamie
Huggins. Contact Bunny Doyle at
552-4609. Meets weekly.

3:00 pm
Robert Murray Speaking. Honors
Library, Fulton. Mr. Murray, Vice

Murray Conference Room, McElroy
208. Join us for an

President of the chairman's office

fellowship time of singing, prayer,
and sharing. Held every Friday.
Sponsored by Intervarsity Boston
College. Call Dave at 558-9302 or
Jen at 558-8997.

of the Gilette Company, will speak.
Call Steve at 558-8501.
4:00 pm

JYA Visiting Representative.

6:30 pm

Intermediate Ballet. Bonn Studio
Theater. A free ballet class open to
anyone with basic skills in ballet.
Taught by Margot Parsons. Call
Bunny Doyle at 552-4609. Meets
weekly.
4:30 pm
Environmental Action Center
Meeting. Carney 106. Discussions
on current environmental topics
and planning for the regional
conference.

Casson 301. Council on
International Educational Exchange
offers a variety of options for
working and living abroad. Call
552-3830.

1:00 pm
Law School Applications
Strategies. Gasson 105. See
Monday.
1:30 pm-4:30 pm
Career Center Tour of Edmonds.
Half hour tours especially designed
for seniors. Meet in the Internship
Office, lower level of the Career
Center.
4:00 pm 6:00 pm
-

5:00 pm

-

5:00 pm

-

7:00 pm

Intercultural Cafe. McElroy Cafe.
The cafe offers exotic coffees,
appetizers, desserts, and music.
This weeks's cafe is sponsored by
NAACP.

7:00 pm

Transfer Party. 80 Comm. Ave.,
2nd floor lounge. A transfer reunion

which will include pizza, carving
jack o' lanteerns, and the 1990
phone list. Call Cindy Miner at 5585836.
5:30 pm

Students for the Green Party.
Gasson 209. General meeting. New
members come early. All are
welcome. Call Bill at 558-9198 or
Craig at 558-5856.
7:00 pm

408. Contact Laetitia Blain at 5523475.

8:00 pm
Undecided Majors. Gasson 112.
Informal meeting with Father
Howard, associate Dean, for A&S
sophomores to discuss choices of
majors. Call 552-3283.
-

7:00 pm 9:00 pm
Boston College Career Fair. Lyons
Cafeteria. Representatives from 50
companies will be present. Take
this opportunity to make contacts
with recruiters. Seniors: Bring your
resumes and dress appropriately.
Call Nedra Cox at 552-3995.
-

7:00 pm
Amnesty International.O'Neill
254. Help us plan future events.
Call Gerald Graceffo at 277-4684.
8:00 pm
Harvard Din and Tonics. Gasson
100. Back from Songfest! The a
capella group will be hosted by
BC's own Bostonians and
Heightsmen. Reception following.
Call Anne Nathe al 552-4909.

5:00 pm
Central America Network Meeting.
Carney 106. Call Derek at 7878933.
6:30 pm
UGBC Senate Meeting. Gasson
206. Weekly scheduled meeting to
be announced to the public. Call
Tina at 783-8040.
7:00 pm

9:00 pm
Chess Club. Gasson 209. Open to
all students whether you know how
-

to play or not. We'll teach you.
Contact Steve at 527-8014. Meets

weekly.
7:00 pm
"Los Olvidads." Higgins 304. Free
film by Louis Bunvel. Call Jim
Herbst at 558-7828.
8:00 pm
Lowell Lecture Series. Gasson 100.
Dolores Kendrick and Suzanne
Matson reading their poems. Free
and open to the public.
10:00 pm
Manresa House Mass. 1 88 Beacon
Street. Mass with the Jesuit
Community held every Wednesday
night. Contact Kevin, Ted or Mark
at 739-0224.

Thursday
?????

6:30 pm
Class.
Bonn Studio Theater. A
Jazz
free opportunity to have fun,
express yourself and get a terrific
workout in the process. Taught by
Janet Hardman. Call Bunny Doyle
at 552-4609. Meets weekly.
-

Thlo:3oam 12:00 pm
Career/Life Planning Workshop.
Career Center. Before you decide
what careers to explore, you need
lo determinewhat things you like
to do and what you do well. This
workshop will help you explore
your interests, values, and skills.
Must pre-register.
-

8:00 pm

Open Forum on Safety. Gushing
001. A panel of BC administrators
will address safety issues on
campus. Call Ann at 552-3490.

Wednesday
31
W8:00 am 2:00 am
Getting Up to Speed on the
Macintosh. O'Neill Computing
Facility. Tutorial sessions held
frquently. Facility and staff cover
Intro, to Mac, Microsoft Word,
Write Now, MacWrite 11, MacPaint,
Microsoft Excel and Formatting a
Resume. Call 552-8566 for
available times.
-

11:00 am- 12:00 pm
Resume Workshop. Career Center.
See Monday.

12:00 pm 1:00 pm
Resume Workshop. Career Center.
See Monday.
-

12:00 pm 1:30 pm
Elementary Ballet Class. Bonn
Theater Arts Center. Open to all
with basic ballet training who
desire to develop their barre and
centre work. Taught by Margot
Parsons. Call Bunny Doyle at 5524609. Meets weekly.
-

3:00 pm 4:00 pm
Interview Workshop. Career
Center. See Monday.

5:30 pm

7:30 pm

-

Spaghetti Dinner. Murray House.
All you can eat pasta, salad, bread,
soda, and dessert for only $2.
Contact Sofia, John, or Louise at
552-8460. Held every week.

Auditorium. Showing "The Wall."
Free with BC ID.

"Abingdon Square." Bonn Studio,
Robsham Theater. See Thursday.
8:00 pm

-

1:00 am

Homecoming Dance. Sheraton
Boston Hotel and Towers. $50 per
couple. Bus service will be
provided to the hotel- at the
Prudential stop. Call Jessica at 5523490.

Saturday
~"?-"?-""

7:00 pm 8:30 pm
Filene's Information Session.
Honors Library, Fulton. Student
Reception hosted by William
McNamara, Senior Vice-President
and General Merchandise Manager
of Filene's. Call Ellen Flynn at 5589318.

3

-

7:30 pm

Homosexuality and Spirituality.

Casson 304. All inquiries will be
kept confidential. Sponsored by the
Lesbian, Gay, and Bi-Sexual
Community at BC. Call 552-2979

for information.

SHomecoming Football Game: BC
vs. Syracuse.

9:00 am 2:00 pm
-

Homecoming Brunch. Mcelroy
Dining Hall. Everyone is welcome.
Call Jessica at 552-3490.
7:30 pm and 10:00 pm
Weekend Movie. McGuinn
Auditorium. Showing "The Wall."
Free with BC ID.
8:00 pm

"Abingdon Square." Bonn Studio,
Robsham Theater. See Thursday.

8:00 pm-10:00 pm
Thursday Night at the Cafe.
McElroy Cafe. This week: The
Dramatics Society. Call Judy at
552-3488.

Sunday

8:00 pm
Nerd's Pub. The Rat, Lyons.
Homecoming Pub. Best dressed
Nerds will win ski trips, dinners,
sweatshirts, etc. Admission is $4.
Call Phoebe at 552-3490.

Su7:oo pm
Weekend Movie. Barry Pavilion,
Newton. Showing "The Wall." Free
with BC ID.

\u25a0"?" mmmm ~

8:00 pm

"Abingdon Square." Bonn Studio,
Robsham Theater. Tickets available
at the McElroy ticket booth and at
the door the night of the show. $5
per ticket. Call Maggie at 5589096.
All Saints Day. See Mass Postings.

Friday
1

7:30 pm and 10:00 pm
Weekend Movie. McGuinn

8:00 pm
5:00 pm

Music Ministry Workshop. Lyons
4:30 pm
History Majors and Political
Science Majors at Work. Fulton
412. A discussion of career options,
information sources, and job search
strategies for those in A&S. Other
majors in the weeks ahead.

interdenominational Christian

"-"""\u25a0?"""

2

12:00 pm
Resume Workshop. Career Center
F11:00 am

-

See Monday.
12:00 pm 1:30 pm
Bonn Studio Theater.
For beginning and inlermediate
levels using modern and jazz
techniques and contemporary
dance expression. Taught by Pierre
Barreau. Call Bunny Doyle at 5524609. Meets weekly.
-

Jazz Class.

12:00 pm
Law School Applications
Strategies. Gasson 105. See
Monday.
3:00 pm
UNIV-BC. McGuinn 113.
Preparation of paper for the
International Congress of Rome,
March 1991. Call Fay at 643-5201.
-

4

All submissions

for the Eagle's
Eye are due to

ODSD

McElroy 141
on

Tuesday by
12 noon
for the following
Monday

Publication.

CLUB
OFFICERS:
Pick up your mail
daily in ODSD,
McElroy 141. Due
to limited space,
mail cannot be held
for more than one

-

6:30 pm 8:30 pm
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship.

m~

week

